Mexico, 1988

LEFT: David Burrow taking a picture of soldiers taking down the flag at the Zócalo.
RIGHT: David Burrow, climbing down the Magician pyramid at Uxmal.
[UPDATE: May, 2008—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I’ll be leaving the original text intact but
adding additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I’ll also add some
additional scanned photos to enhance the original travelogues. As a start to this updated commentary, I can’t help but notice
in the photo above the start of my now much more prominent bald spot. I go almost nowhere these days without wearing a
hat, because my head would be horribly sunburned otherwise.]
If ever there was a vacation that ended with mixed emotions, it was this one. It was a wonderful trip, the first in two years I
made with most of the family—Paul and Nancy, Margaret and Brian. We all had a wonderful time until Margaret's husband died two
days before our scheduled return. While that put a different mood on everything, nonetheless it was an enjoyable trip and one I am
happy to tell you about.

MONDAY, JUNE 27 Æ Algona to Des Moines, Iowa
I spent the morning paying bills, stopping my mail, and otherwise making last-minute preparations for the trip. That seemed to
take no time at all, and I ended up spending most of the day waiting for the rest of the family to show up. To save on parking fees,
everyone was meeting in Algona to go to the airport in just one vehicle. [How strange to think of Algona as being in any way central
to the rest of the family. For ages now I’ve been on the edge, always being the one who came the farthest to go to family
events.] I wasn't sure when they would be coming, so I just waited. I re-checked to see that my suitcase was fully packed, and then
settled back to watch some game shows on television.
In the middle of the afternoon, Margaret and Brian showed up. They had stopped in Storm Lake, where Margaret had picked
up some new clothes, both for the trip and for teaching. They made a lovely wardrobe, though I must say I had my doubts about taking
a white jacket on a foreign vacation. We had some coffee and chatted a bit, while they finished their packing.
Before long Paul and Nancy showed up. They had driven up to Minneapolis on Saturday, where they left their children (Rachel
and Timothy) with Nancy's parents. They had never left the kids for any length of time, and it had obviously been a sad decision for
them. [The kids were quite young then. I babysat the newborn Rachel when I was a student teacher back in 1983, so she
wouldn’t even have been in school yet at this point—and Tim was even younger. It’s weird to think of them so young,
particularly since Tim just graduated from college.] Nevertheless, they were both looking forward to the trip. Shortly after they
arrived we all loaded into Paul and Nancy's mini-van for the drive down to Des Moines.
We had planned this trip longer than almost any other that I have been on. Paul and Margaret are Spanish teachers, and they
planned since last fall to take students to Mexico this summer. Because it was both an interesting and inexpensive trip, we ended up
making a family vacation out of it. I kept hearing little details about the trip through the year, and I paid my money long ago, yet as the
time for departure got nearer, it still seemed almost unreal that I should be going. It was especially interesting since this was just a
vacation. When I had traveled to Europe I was a Spanish teacher, and felt that I had to get something out of the trip—to learn
something that I could use in my teaching. This time I was just tagging along on vacation, primarily to relax and enjoy myself. I’ve done
that in Canada before, but never anywhere that was really foreign.

We drove southward to Fort Dodge and then headed eastward to Webster City. From there we drove south on highway #17
toward Des Moines. Paul drove around the beltway to the far southwest edge of the city and then headed toward the airport on Army
Post Road [a route that no longer exists, having been replaced—most of the western part of Army Post Road has been
absorbed into the new southern bypass of Des Moines].
Our flight was to leave very early tomorrow morning, so we had to have a motel for the night. Paul had made reservations at a
Des Moines Motel 6, just north of the airport. There were major delays in checking in there. Their phone system that approves credit
cards was not working properly, and since most people pay their motel bills with credit cards, it was causing a great deal of trouble.
Eventually Paul checked in—we had three rooms, one for each of the couples and one for me.
We had dinner at a Perkin’s Restaurant and then did some last-minute shopping. The tour literature suggested that our
luggage be lockable, and none of us had operative luggage locks. [Today, of course, almost no one locks their luggage. In fact,
the only luggage locks you can use are ones that the airport authorities can override with a master key—which sort of defeats
the purpose.] We searched and searched through an enormous Target store, but finally we found them. Brian also bought a hacksaw
to remove the locks that were already permanently attached to our zippers—with long-lost keys. Paul and Nancy bought some
doughnuts and juice for a quick breakfast. We returned to the motel, got our luggage in working order, and tried to get some sleep.

TUESDAY, JUNE 28 Æ Des Moines, Chicago, & Mexico City
With the excitement of traveling, I don't think any of us slept very much. It certainly wasn't the motel's fault (the rooms were
perfectly adequate), but I was awake more than I was asleep. We had to be to the airport by 5:30am, so we were up at a truly ungodly
time. We had the doughnuts and juice Paul and Nancy had bought, loaded our luggage into the van, and rode to the airport. Once
there we took the luggage inside while Paul stored the van in long-term parking.
I had never been to Des Moines Airport (DSM) before. It's larger than I had imagined. The place has a larger and more
important feel to it than the airports in Cedar Rapids or Moline [though it’s still not in any way a major airport]. Flights seem to land
and take off around the clock, and the planes that fly to Des Moines seem larger than those that fly to other Iowa airports. We checked
in as a group and checked our luggage through to Mexico City. Then we had a bit of time to wait before our flight.
At the airport we met the other Iowans in our group—three students of Paul's who were the type of people that were supposed
to be taking this trip (high school Spanish students). First there was Melanie, a tall girl with stringy blonde hair who was both friendly
and self-confident. Next was Jennifer, a striking and fashionable brunette who would have fit in well at Garrigan—in some ways she
was the most intelligent and mature of the girls, but in other ways she was a bit too much of a spoiled teenager. Both Melanie and
Jennifer will be seniors next fall, and they appeared to be the best of friends. They had apparently been on band trips together in the
past, and they were somewhat inseparable on this trip. The final student was Carrie, who just graduated from high school. She was a
plain, quiet, dark-haired girl, who had been working at Hardees and saving money for a year to go on this trip. She was somewhat shy
and reserved, but she seemed to enjoy herself as much as anyone on the trip. [I really don’t remember a thing about these girls all
these years later—which is too bad, because I think they were quite nice people.]
The girls must have left Oskaloosa around 3:30 in the morning. They came with their families and several high-school friends,
so I can’t imagine them resting on the way up. The girls’ entourage accompanied us to the gate. […And there’s another big change
in modern times—only ticketed passengers can go beyond security these days.] About 6:15 we walked through the jetway and
onto the plane.
United Airlines flight 394 left Des Moines on time at about 6:30am. We flew in a Boeing 727 jet (a rather large plane), and at
that time of morning on that route it was far from full—mostly a few businessmen absorbed in their newspapers. [Today the equivalent
flight, now operated by United Express, flies a Canadair regional jet that accommodates about half the passengers of the 727.]
I had a window seat, and I really enjoyed the view of the land passing by below. It's about an hour's flight from Des Moines to
Chicago—just long enough to serve a continental breakfast in flight. [These days, of course, you wouldn’t even get coffee.] We
didn't even circle once over Chicago; we just came down and landed right on time. It was a smooth and very pleasant flight.
I was shocked when we got off the plane in Chicago. I remember O'Hare Airport as a crowded, aging place made of grey and
beige tiles [which most of it still is, even twenty years after I originally wrote this]. The place we got off was anything but that. Two
new wings were recently added onto O'Hare exclusively for United's domestic flights. We walked through the jetway and into this new
section, which looks like a completely different airport from the O’Hare I remember. The United area consists of two long glass tubes
with waiting lounges at their sides. It's a huge area with ample space for thousands of people to move around freely. There are stores
and vendors all through the halls, and quite friendly staff people waiting to help disoriented travelers. There are plants along the walls,
and the glass walls and ceiling make for a pleasant sky-light effect. It's really a beautiful terminal.
What it isn't is close to anything else at O'Hare. "Terminal 1" (the new United area) was tacked on to the far south end of the
O'Hare complex. To catch our international flight we had to go to Terminal 3, at the far north end—a long ways away. To get there we
descended an escalator and entered a long moving sidewalk beneath the United terminal. Above the walkway was an enormous light
sculpture—a collection of fluorescent lights in various colors and shapes that blinked on and off at random. It made for an interesting
trip. [While you can still take the underground walkways at O’Hare, they’ve added a driverless tram that connects all the
different terminals.]
Eventually the brand new walkway gave way to a much older walkway beneath the main part of the airport. We went past an
elevator bank and a station where you can catch the "El" train for downtown. As most of us propelled along the moving walkways,
Margaret and Brian chose to walk along side it. Margaret had a pedometer and was recording every step she walked. I don't recall

exactly how far she said it was across the airport, but I know it was measured in miles (plural). It was a long distance, but I will say at
least we could walk it. At other airports (for instance, the notorious Kennedy in New York) the different terminals are in entirely
separate buildings, and you have to take a bus to get from one airline to another. [The terminals are separate buildings at O’Hare,
too, but the connecting tunnels make them seem somewhat closer together.]
When we finally got to Terminal 3 I was back in the O'Hare I remember. Ever since I was quite young I've had dealings with
this airport in one way or another (seeing other family members off and back from Europe, for instance), and no matter where I go
O'Hare will remain the definitive airport for me. I've read that many travelers find O'Hare congested and unpleasant, but I've always
found it a relatively simple airport. It's very busy (in fact, the world's busiest airport), but things generally go quite smoothly—much
more smoothly than other airports I’ve been at (again I could send my curses to Kennedy). [It’s strange to read that paragraph,
given that I’ve never again flown out of O’Hare. Northwest (soon to be Delta) has become by far the dominant carrier in Iowa,
which means that almost every connection these days is made in Minneapolis.]
We got to the Mexicana [an airline that no longer exists] ticket counter in good time. There were two small problems we
had checking in. First, the ticket agent was very careful to check the girls’ identification and letters from their parents that they had
giving them permission to travel abroad. Once he saw that everything was in order, there was no problem there. The other problem
was that Melanie’s suitcase had not been checked to Mexico City, but rather to Mérida—a city we were visiting much later on the trip.
After a small delay, the attendant decided that should not pose a problem. All luggage would have to leave the plane in Mexico City for
customs anyhow, and Melanie could simply not put hers back after she claimed it. Otherwise there were no problems checking in. The
attendant was very careful to tell us adults about the free champagne, beer, and wine that Mexicana provides to all its adult
passengers. (Most airlines provide free booze only in first class.) We claimed a bench and took turns browsing around the airport
shops, using the restrooms, etc.
While we were waiting the check-in counter rapidly became much more crowded. Virtually everyone waiting was Mexican,
and they formed what could more appropriately be called a “mass” than a “line”. Almost all of them seemed to have more than their
own weight in luggage. Many had large boxes tied up with string, and I saw one woman with two elementary-age children who had two
suitcases, both of which were larger than either of her kids. The people were relatively quiet (not, for instance, like the people I saw on
the ferry to Morocco a few years ago), but the line had all the order of a school recess.
Shortly before 9:00 we went to the departure gate. It was clear from looking around the lounge that most of our fellow
passengers would be Mexican (or at least Hispanic). Only a handful of the others waiting there were Anglo-Americans. It also intrigued
me that while many American economy travelers dress down for plane flights, most of the Mexicans seemed to be dressed up. They
seemed to treat flying the way our ancestors treated train travel a century ago—an “occasion” that called for your Sunday best. I must
say I’ve flown little enough that I still have some of that same feeling when I fly. I don’t wear my best clothes, but I certainly dress better
than if, say, I were driving. […And I still do; I don’t like to feel like a slob when I travel, though it amazes me how many people
are.]
Mexicana flight 803 left the gate on time at 9:30. We taxied down one runway, turned, and immediately took off on another
runway. It's almost unheard of to take off without at least a short wait at O'Hare, but it certainly was nice to be in the air so quickly.
Our flight to Mexico was entirely full. If there were any empty seats, there could not have been more than a handful. We
again flew a 727, a style of plane with six seats across, with an aisle down the center. Paul, Nancy, and I had three seats on one side of
the aisle, with Margaret, Brian, and Carrie across from us. The other two girls sat together with a person not from our group a row
behind the rest of us. I took the window by choice, Paul took the aisle for legroom, and Nancy was sandwiched in the middle. Even with
her small size, that could not have been comfortable. I got up to use the toilet once, and on that crowded of a plane, that was a major
journey.
The announcements on Mexicana are all bilingual. It was amusing to listen to the routine announcements about the oxygen,
the flotation devices, etc. They were on a tape that featured a very pleasant Mexican woman giving the Spanish presentation and a
jolly woman with a strong Texas accent for the English. The head flight attendant gave most of the live announcements. She rattled
them off in Spanish in record time and then said the English very, very slowly. (Guess which her native language was.) It intrigued me
that it was generally easier for me to understand the Mexican flight attendant when she spoke in Spanish than in English. Like most
Mexicans she spoke Spanish very clearly and distinctly, while her accent in English was extremely difficult to understand, even with her
speaking so slowly.
Janet tells me that Mexicana de Aviacion is known for their service, and it certainly struck me that way on our flight. The flight
from Chicago to Mexico City was about three and a half hours. For that entire time it seemed the flight attendants were perpetually
serving us. As soon as they finished going down the aisle with one kind of food, they would be back with another. They worked harder
and longer than stewardesses on any other airline I've flown. There was a huge breakfast (crepes or omelettes), a snack, a cheese and
fruit tray, and two or three different rounds of drinks (plus re-fills on those drinks). On top of that they distributed customs declarations to
the passengers. Jennifer said she thought they were rude because they blocked the aisles and made it hard for the passengers to get
to the restrooms. Apparently she overheard one saying something rude to someone who was trying to get through. The aisle, of
course, is unusable whenever a flight attendant is serving something; it’s that way on every airline. What seemed different to me was
getting so much (almost too much) service.
The customs declaration we were given was quite interesting. It was written in English, but had obviously been translated
(very badly) from Spanish. There were a number of questions to which we were supposed to respond “yes” or “not”. The structure
made perfect sense in Spanish but was absolutely meaningless in English. There was also a space for us to indicate our sex. It had a
picture of a man and a woman with no directions. It turns out we were supposed to cross out the one that applied to us. (I made an “X”

through the man.) I was also amused to find out that the maximum fine for smuggling was a million pesos. That sounds like a lot, but
it’s actually less than five hundred dollars.
I was pleased to have the window seat for the flight. The sky was perfectly clear for most of the trip, and I had a beautiful view
of the landscape. We began flying over the industrial parks surrounding Chicago, and then over the table-flat Illinois countryside. The
pilot said our route was then westward to Topeka (“la capital del estado de Kansas”) and south over Houston and into Mexico. I was
shocked at my first views of Mexico. I’ve always pictured that country as a virtual desert and was rather disoriented to see lush green
countryside stretching to the horizon. Actually the part of Mexico we flew over (Tamulipas and San Luis states in the northeast corner
of the country) should have looked lush and green. Houston is, of course, a wet and humid city, and this region should have a climate
similar to Houston. The desert I had imagined is further west, adjacent to the dry areas of the American southwest.
Most of the land in northeast Mexico is farmland, divided into small fields in erratic shapes. There seem to be very few houses
on the farms. Instead there are extremely frequent little villages; the towns are much closer together than in America. Every once in a
while we passed a major city. The cities too seemed more frequent than they did further north. I would have been interested in seeing
more details of this countryside, but you can’t see all that much from six miles in the air. It was interesting to fly over, though. Towards
the end of the flight we started flying over a mountainous area (the Sierra Madre Oriental). The mountains seemed relatively low, but
rugged nonetheless. Everything was still very green and pretty. Not long after we were over the mountains, the seat belt light came on
and we prepared to land.
Just before landing the land flattened out a lot. This is the so-called Valley of Mexico, the high plateau where over a third of all
Mexicans live. There were again frequent villages and small fields, and now we were flying at a lower level, so I could see them in more
detail. I saw that most of the buildings were built of cement, stucco, or stone, generally painted white or tan. The most common crop
was corn, and it looked a lot healthier than the corn in Iowa. Between the villages most of the roads were narrow and looked unpaved,
however I saw at least two multilane expressways.
Shortly before writing this travelogue I read that when flying into most Third World cities you fly over the part the tourist bureau
would least like you to see, the slums that sprawl on the edge of the city. Mexico City is certainly a classic example of that rule. When it
was built, Benito Juarez International Airport was at the east edge of Mexico City. Since then the "suburbs" have spread for miles
beyond the airport. As we flew in we had a "good" view (I use the quotation marks because I’m not sure there is a “good” view of a
slum) of the city of Nezahualcoyotl (NACE-ah-wall-co-YOTE-ul), which with four million people has the distinction of being the world's
largest slum. [It has, unfortunately, been surpassed by at least three other places.] Neza (NAY-sah), as the locals call it, means
"place of the hungry coyote", and in ten years it has grown from a dust field to surpass Guadalajara as Mexico's second largest city. (It’s
officially a separate place from Mexico City, but it’s all the same urban area.)
You can tell from the air that Neza is poor. There are no wood shanties (there's not a lot of wood in the Mexico City area), but
the homes are obviously poorly built. They appear to be made of cement blocks, though I found out later that many are actually made of
adobe bricks. Some are painted (usually white, yellow, or blue), and the paint is often peeling. Others have never been painted and just
show unfinished tan surfaces. The homes are one or two floors tall, and while they aren't exactly connected, they are closely packed
together. They sometimes have a bit of space in front or back, but there are no real yards. (I read later that fifteen or twenty people live
in many of these homes; you can imagine the living conditions.) The slum houses spread all the way to the airport boundary. There is a
cement wall around the airport, and houses are built against that wall. I must say I felt a bit of culture shock seeing this on landing. It's
not that there aren't areas every bit as bad as this in American cities (indeed I've seen areas that are worse), but in America they are in
the old sections near downtown where travelers rarely go. Flying into O'Hare you see expensive suburban homes, new factories,
landscaped yards, and shopping malls. You don't see "the projects". In the Third World, though, the settlement pattern is in reverse; the
rich live close in and the poor live on the outskirts. So every traveler to Mexico City gets greeted by the Neza slum.
There's one other thing that greets every traveler to Mexico City—air pollution. Mexico City is now the world's largest city [in
the 21st Century most people say it ranks between third and fifth worldwide], and it is also generally recognized as the most
polluted place on earth [it’s still polluted these days, but no longer even close to the top]. The Valley of Mexico is surrounded by
high mountains on every side, and the pollution is trapped and just gets progressively worse. I hadn't really noticed until shortly before
we landed, but while I could clearly see what was below me, I couldn't see much of anything that was ahead. Everything turned into a
brown blur.
We landed safely and on time, and then taxied up to a gate. It was about 12:15 Mexico time, an hour earlier than at home.
The terminal building looked rather small for a major airport—about the size of a small office building. It was a rather simple building
made of metal and concrete, painted green in places. A huge sign on top said “BIENVENIDO AL AEROPUERTO DE LA CIUDAD DE
MEXICO” (Welcome to Mexico City Airport). We walked through a jetway to exit the plane, and even through the crack between the
tunnel and the plane we got a whiff of the pollution.
It intrigued me that the Mexico City airport employees did not wear ear protectors. Employees at American airports are
required to wear them to protect their hearing. The Mexicans had them, but they just wore them around their necks and left their ears
uncovered. I wonder if it's a macho thing.
Our first view of Mexico City airport was certainly underwhelming. The interior seemed to be made out of stucco pillars in a
sickly green color. The plaster was cracked in many places, and several people had stuck their gum to it. There was occasionally
bright orange plastic furniture, and bright yellow signs gave directions (in Spanish, English, French, and pictures). The place was
poorly lit and gave a dark, unfriendly impression, in spite of all the bright accent colors. The back entrance reminded me a lot of
Moscow airport.

A sign at immigration pointed to the left, but everyone from the plane seemed to be heading to the right, and we joined the
crowd. They knew better than the sign. The hallway to the right led to the baggage claim area, which we needed to find first. On the
way to baggage claim there were several unguarded exits; I think it would be very easy to sneak into Mexico without going through
customs. (On the other hand it would be quite impossible to get out again without having the proper entry forms.)
Our luggage was already being placed on a carousel when we arrived. Nowhere [before or since] have I seen such efficient
baggage service. We claimed our luggage quickly and smoothly—with one exception. Melanie, whose bag had been mis-tagged for
"Merida" (a later destination on this trip) couldn't find her suitcase. Obviously the people in Chicago were wrong—it was not unloaded
for customs. Paul found an airport employee and explained the problem to him in Spanish. The employee was very helpful and sent
another man to look for it. The bag had apparently already been loaded onto a plane for Merida, but somehow the second employee
got it off that flight and carried it back to the terminal.
While we waited we adults changed money at a bank in the baggage claim area. Mexico's currency is the peso, and today
there are between 2200 and 2300 pesos to a dollar. (I remember when Margaret and Paul went to Mexico in the '70s and there were 12
pesos to the dollar.) One peso therefore has no value whatsoever. Even ten or a hundred pesos are virtually worthless. I had $500 in
travelers' cheques with me. If I had changed all of them, I would have been an instant millionaire. As it was I changed $100 and got
225,700 pesos back in assorted bills and coins. Since the sign for the peso is the same as for the dollar, I could say I had $225,700. If
only I could be so rich for real. [Not long after this trip, Mexico created a “new peso” valued at 1000 old pesos. The currency
has stabilized somewhat, and today pesos exchange at a rate similar to the one I remembered from the ‘70s.]
Let me take a moment to explain the various coins and bills now used in Mexico. There are nine different coins, and nobody
ever seems to have enough of any of them. The gold-colored 5 peso coin and the silver 10 peso coins are both about the size of dimes
and worth far less than a cent. The only place you see them is in grocery stores; even banks avoid using them. The gold-colored 20
peso coin is worth about a penny and is about the size of a nickel. Next in line are the silver 50 peso and the gold 100 peso, which are
the coins everyone makes change with (if they ever have them around—which is rare). They are worth 2 and 4 cents, respectively, and
are both about the size of a quarter. There is a silver 200 peso coin (9 cents), but it is rather rare. It was minted in 1985 to celebrate
the fiftieth anniversary of the discovery of petroleum in Mexico. It is a large coin, about the size of a 50-cent piece. Also about the size
of a 50-cent piece are the silver 500 peso and the gold 1000 peso coins, worth 22 cents and 44 cents respectively. There is also an
enormous silver coin (the size of the old silver dollars) worth 5000 pesos ($2.22). The terms “silver” and “gold” are of course in
reference to color only. I know from visiting the mint in Winnipeg that Canada mints all of Mexico’s coins and that the main metals are
nickel, copper, and zinc. All of Mexico’s coins have the national shield on the back, which features an eagle sitting on a cactus with a
snake in its mouth. The front of the 5 and 10 peso coins simply say $5 and $10, while the others feature portraits of famous Mexicans.
All the coins say their value in numerals, so foreigners don’t have to figure out silly word phrases like “QUARTER DOLLAR” or “ONE
CENT”. There are a lot of coins to keep track of, but they are relatively simple to use.
Mexico’s bills are also quite simple to use. Like most foreign money, different values are different colors, so it’s easy to keep
straight. The lowest are green and are worth 500 pesos (22 cents). These are being rapidly phased out; you rarely see them, and
when you do they are very old and ratty. It features the Aztec calendar stone on the back. The brown 1000 peso bill (44 cents) is the
standard currency in the country. It features a nun on the front and a famous plaza on the back. These are the most common bills,
though they too are being replaced by a coin. You hardly ever see the blue-green 2000 peso bill (89 cents), although they’re perfectly
spendable. They feature a famous professor and scenes of famous buildings at the University of Mexico. The orange 5000 peso note
(US$2.22) is relatively common, but usually well-worn. On the front it has a picture of the “Niňos Heroes”, or child heroes in military
uniforms. Its back features Chapultepec Castle in Mexico City. The green 10,000 (US$4.44) peso note is probably the second most
common bill in the country, although most of them are relatively new and in good shape. The front salutes the petroleum industry, while
the back shows another Aztec artifact. Blue 20,000 (US$8.89) peso notes are the highest note you can get away with spending, and
even then you want to be making a fairly large purchase. They feature Maya pyramids and drawings. The final bill is the purple 50,000
(US$22.22) peso note. These bills, with yet another Indian motif, are virtually unspendable. They are worth more than almost anything
a Mexican would buy, and unless what a tourist purchases is worth almost exactly 50,000 pesos, stores will refuse them. Banks love
them, though; they would rather give them out than any other bill—and they are always fresh and crisp.
There are very few words on Mexican money. Translating, the 50,000, for instance says, “The Bank of Mexico will pay fifty
thousand pesos on seeing the bearer.” The bill also identifies the person who appears on it and has three signatures. It says “Mexico,
D.F.” and a date (which gets more and more recent the more the bill is worth). The amount of money is also said on both front and
back in numerals (“50 000”). I must say it’s a bit disconcerting to see a piece of money with that kind of a number on it—even if it is
worth just twenty dollars.
Those huge bills are, of course, a sign of Mexico’s poor economic condition. When you hear "Third World Debt Crisis", that's
Mexico. Mexico's inflation has been unreal in the past decade. While prices have been relatively stable in America, some items in
Mexico have increased to as much as 500 times their original price. As prices go up, the peso has been devalued, which in turn has led
to more inflation. This year the government has instituted strict wage and price controls (remember Nixon's "Phase 1" and "Phase 2"
plans back in the '70s?), and things seem to be a bit more under control. I do wonder, though, what Mexican people who grew up with
bills worth 10 and 20 pesos must think on seeing bills worth 10,000 and 20,000. [As I write this revision, the Mexican economy is
relatively stable, and the U.S. is suffering from high inflation—my how times change!]
The inflation has hurt some people worse than others. The rich have been barely hurt at all. Their bank accounts are indexed
to inflation; every month their statement reflects an "inflation bonus" that can be as high as 25% of the balance. The middle class has
felt things the worst. Prices have apparently risen far faster than salaries for their professions, and they don't have "inflation bonuses" to
keep them going. [These are the core of the migrants that have mushroomed the Hispanic population in the U.S. They started
out as middle class in Mexico, but descended into poverty. Soon they found even bad American jobs provided more than

what they could find in their homeland.] The very poor remain very poor. They barely scrape by on a minimum of money, regardless
of what things may cost.
One thing that is rather scary is that the national debt was the major cause of this economic catastrophe. Mexico and Brazil
used to be the world's two largest debtor nations, and their debt caused severe inflation and depression in both countries. Today, of
course, the USA has topped all the Third World countries with our enormous debt, and it's scary to think that the same type of thing
could happen here. I do wonder how it is that governments can get away without paying for things. […And, of course, our debt has
just kept going up—and now we are experiencing severe inflation and a rapidly devaluing currency.]
Well, enough of the sidetrack on money. Melanie got her bag. Paul tipped the employee 500 pesos (22 cents). I still don’t
know whether by Mexican standards that tip is considered good or bad. Certainly after rescuing the suitcase from another plane, the
man deserved a good tip.
After collecting our bags we went on to the customs area. Mexican customs was quite simple. I gave a woman my passport
and tourist card (a two-part form the Mexican government gives you ahead of time). She very quickly (but thoroughly) looked over and
stamped both, tore off the top page of the tourist card, and gave everything else back to me. I then went to another woman who put my
luggage on a conveyor belt. She x-rayed the luggage and waved me on without any questions. (It intrigues me that in almost every
foreign country I've been in the customs officers have been women. In America they are invariably men.) After I had spent time filling
out that customs declaration on the plane, no one ever asked for it.
As you enter the customs area each lane has a prominent sign that says (in English) "The customs services in Mexico are free
of charge" and goes on to explain that you should not "tip" the officers. I had read stories of Mexican customs people demanding bribes
to process the paperwork. Those signs would seem to circumvent that, and I must say the women I dealt with were friendly, polite, and
efficient.
Like many airports, Mexico City’s customs area has both red and green lanes. The green lanes are for people who have
nothing to declare. That’s where I went. The red lanes are for people who have something to declare (usually booze or tobacco). Paul
had carefully read his customs declaration and found that Mexico officially allows a tourist to bring in only twelve rolls of film. He had far
more than that, so he was extremely honest and went up to the red lane. The people there couldn’t seem to care less about the film;
they waved him over to the green lane.
Before long we were all through customs, and we headed toward the main part of the airport. As soon as we left the customs
area the mood of the airport instantly changed. You pass through a turnstile to leave customs, and it's like passing into another world.
The main part of Benito Juarez airport is one great mass of humanity. You can't look in any direction without seeing literally hundreds of
people. As you leave customs many people shout "Taxi?" or shove hotel literature in your hands. You see women selling flowers and
children selling gum. Mexican travelers fill the huge hallways, and janitors weave their way through the sea of people. Beggars wander
the crowds silently looking for handouts. Hundreds of extra people just seem to be standing around with nothing to do. For all the
people, it's a surprisingly quiet place. It's noisy, but no noisier than an American airport, which would have a small fraction of the
congestion.
We made our way through the mess and re-grouped in the main lobby. Our tour guide, Cathy Wilson (or Woods--various
people called her both, which caused us to wonder) was a pleasant blonde woman I'd place slightly older than me. She introduced us to
a group of students from Indiana who were joining us for the tour. Some of the girls changed money at another exchange booth, and
then Cathy instructed us on how we would be getting to our hotel. She had purchased taxi passes from a booth at the airport. There
were enough passes so that three of us could go in each taxi. She wanted one adult and two students per taxi. We were to show the
driver the pass, give our destination ("Gran Hotel") and not even think of giving him money. We were also to handle our own luggage.
As we left the front door of the airport we were accosted by a tidal wave of young boys wanting to carry our bags and get taxis for us.
We were to ignore them, though it was almost impossible to do so. Eventually we all got into the taxis safely, as did our luggage, and
we were on our way across town.
As the crow flies our hotel was about three miles from the airport. Unfortunately the crow doesn’t fly far in Mexico City traffic.
The largest city in the world has streets designed for a lot fewer cars than it presently has, and it took nearly half an hour to get to the
hotel. Meanwhile we got an interesting introduction to the city.
Mexican "taxistas" are like taxi drivers anywhere else--only more so. They alternate between flooring the accelerator and
slamming on the brakes. They squeeze into impossibly small holes in heavy traffic, and they cut across four lanes at the last minute.
The one thing they don't do is make rude gestures as they drive (like the Spaniards do). The traffic simply demands too much of their
attention; they keep both hands on the wheel at all times. The speedometer in our cab did not work properly, so I couldn’t tell for sure
how fast the driver was going, but he had to average faster than most of the traffic.
This will sound negative, but my first reactions to Mexico City were not pleasant. Not only is it heavily polluted, but it is frankly
an ugly city. None of the area we drove through between the airport and the hotel was slum, but none of it was in any way attractive
either. Virtually all of Mexico City (indeed most of the entire country) is made of cement blocks. The nicer buildings really are cement,
rather than just adobe, but the appearance is the same—junky. There are broken signs, peeling paint, and unfinished construction
projects everywhere. The streets are potholed and patched, and the sidewalks seem to be made of sewer grates rather than cement.
You don't see trash littered around the city proper, but the pollution makes it filthy nonetheless. Many of the main streets are boulevards
with grass and trees in the median, but it appears that they have been neglected for years. The trees are dying, and the grass is weedy
and uncut. I've never been anywhere quite like Mexico City. Even in the poor parts of American cities the businesses are usually kept
up. It's only when they close that you see the broken signs and peeling paint. The closest place was probably Tangier (Morocco), but

really that was cleaner too. Mexico City is noisy, smelly, dirty, and not terribly appealing at first glance. I will say, though, that my first
glance was definitely deceiving—overall I liked Mexico City very much. [I’d find later that the American South has a lot in common
with Mexico City, as does Los Angeles (which really is its closest American cousin). I’ve come to like all those places, and
Mexico City would definitely grow on me. The Yankee in me still finds it odd when things aren’t tidy, though.]
En route to the hotel we passed a number of vendors selling things to cars stopped in the crawling traffic. People sell
newspapers, cigarettes, lottery tickets, flowers, snack food, gum, soft drinks, and the oddest of products. I saw a woman selling rearview mirrors at one corner and a man with tape measures on another. I have no idea what these products may have cost, but it was a
sight to see. It's interesting too that in a country we think of as keen on bargaining, all these street products are fixed-priced. (Actually
most prices that affect the Mexican people themselves seem to be fixed-priced these days.) Among other reasons, fixed prices make it
easy to buy things quickly—before a traffic light changes.
Mexico City has very definite neighborhoods (in fact there are over 500 such “barrios”), and the stores have locations in every
neighborhood. The store I saw most frequently on the way was a chain called “CANADA” (like our neighbor to the north), which turned
out to sell ladies’ shoes. I also saw several outlets of “CONASUPO”, a supermarket chain which I later learned is run by the
government welfare people (the name stands for “COpania Nacional de Productos Subsistencias Populares”—or National Company for
Public Subsistence Products) and deals primarily with the Mexican equivalent of food stamps. I also saw newsstands and snack
vendors absolutely everywhere.
The hotel was due west of the airport, but we drove way south to get there. This was actually a very logical route to take. We
followed the city’s system of “Ejes Viales” or “Axis Ways”, a chain of major streets that is designed to move most of the through-town
traffic. While traffic on the ejes is jammed, I would imagine it would be far worse on the little side streets.
The taxi I was in was large by Mexico City standards, but smaller than the taxis you'd see in America. It was a small four-door
car made by Nissan. (I later learned it was made at a Nissan plant in Mexico, not Japan.) It was painted bright yellow with a plain black
plastic interior, and there were absolutely no extras in the vehicle. Most taxis in Mexico are Volkswagen bugs, painted in various pastel
colors. It intrigued me that while our vehicle was big for a taxi, it was smaller than the average car on the road in Mexico City. I
expected traffic to look like it does in Europe, with virtually all sub-compact cars and no large cars. Mexico definitely copies its
American neighbors when it comes to cars, though. Small cars are seen more frequently than they are further north, but it’s not
uncommon to see cars as big as station wagons. The cars tend to be older than they are in America, but you do see new cars, too.
One major difference , though, is that the cars tend to be "base" models, without metallic paint and luxury options. There are also huge
numbers of buses, delivery trucks, and so-called "colectivos"--pastel green VW micro-buses (called "combis" in Mexico) that function
like a cross between a taxi and a bus. The sheer size of each vehicle makes the traffic situation all the worse.
Except for the traffic, it would be fairly easy to find your way around Mexico City. The streets and the through-town routes are
signed as well as they would be in American cities, much better than they are in Europe. For those of you who happen to have a map, I
will briefly summarize the route our taxi took. We headed southward from the airport on Boulevard Puerto Aereo, which seems to be a
major center for new car dealers (again in junky cement block buildings). We wound around (always following signs for “Centro”) and
eventually got on Viaducto Miguel Aleman, a raised freeway that runs south of the main downtown area. We exited and headed
northward on Calle Pino Suarez, which leads into the Zocalo, the historic center of the city. About five blocks south of the Zocalo (at
the Pino Suarez subway station) we jogged on some one-way streets and soon arrived at our hotel.
There are some unusual traffic hazards in Mexico City. Most of the smaller streets have on-street parking, and it's not
uncommon for vehicles (especially delivery trucks) to double park. There are "no parking" and "towaway" signs all over downtown, but
that doesn't seem to keep many people from parking right under them. There are also countless parking garages that people pull out of
onto the street without warning. Traffic lights seem to have very little meaning in Mexico City, except for the intersections of the busiest
and most important streets. On lesser streets the traffic seems to take turns at intersections—one direction will go for half a minute or
so, and then the other direction will go. Pedestrians (of which there are far more than cars in Mexico City) are safe as long as they
cross when the traffic is moving their way, regardless of what the light may say. I was amazed that this system worked, but somehow
the Mexicans seem to know innately when it's their turn to go. Many major streets intersect at traffic circles, and that complicates things
all the more. It's a mess, but somehow it does work. For all the congestion, I never saw an accident—indeed I rarely saw a car that
looked like it had been in an accident.
I think everyone's nerves were frayed by the time we got to the hotel. We all did get there safely, though. The drivers unloaded
our luggage, paused long enough to realize they would not be tipped (Mexicans do not generally tip taxi drivers), and were quickly on
their way. Hotel porters (tipped by the tour company) hauled our luggage into the hotel lobby, where we all collapsed.
Our hotel was the Gran Hotel de la Ciudad de Mexico, which we found out later was part of the Best Western chain. It was
originally built at the turn of the century to be a large government department store (not unlike "GUM" in Moscow), but it has been a
truly GRAN Hotel for fifty years now. Its lobby area, if not the rest of the place, truly exudes elegance far beyond what would be found in
Iowa. You enter through a polished brass revolving door and walk up steps carpeted in a soft green velour. The lobby is built beneath a
four-floor atrium, topped by a Tiffany stained-glass roof. [A similar roof adorns the former Marshall Field’s department store in
Chicago.] Even with the pollution, a hint of sun shines through the roof, giving a warm, friendly feeling to the room. There are red and
green circular couches in the lobby, together with Victorian chairs and gilded accents. At either end of the lobby are brass cage-style
elevators, and in the middle a grand staircase (like you'd see in "Gone with the Wind") leads to the upper floors. There are two huge (5
feet across) brass birdcages beside the entrance, and several crystal chandeliers light the whole area. The walls alternate between soft
green paint and gilded trim, and the top floor (right below the Tiffany ceiling) is done in marble. The employees all wear elegant fulldress uniforms, and the whole place gives an old-time sense of class. For all its elegance, though, it had quite a casual, friendly
atmosphere. I didn't feel at all out of place here; I only enjoyed it. The only other place I’ve been that was like it was the hotel where

Paul and I stayed in Leningrad, where the czars had entertained their guests before the revolution. Regardless of how dumpy much of
Mexico City had seemed, this hotel made up for it.
All this elegance comes at a fairly small price. If I had walked
in off the street, I would have paid 70,000 pesos per night for a single
room here—about US$31, the price you'd pay for a budget motel in
most US cities (and much less than you'd pay for a Best Western).
The tour group paid even less. I found out in a round-about way that
the tour company paid about ten dollars a night for each room. You'd
be lucky to find a flea bag hotel for drunks at that price in the States.
The rates do make it expensive by Mexican standards, though. There
were some Mexicans staying at the hotel (including almost everybody
the last night we were there, but I’ll save that story for later), but they
tended to be very wealthy people. You didn’t see groups of Mexican
students staying there.

Lobby Ceiling at Gran Hotel – Mexico City

We collected all the group members in the lobby, checked in,
identified all our luggage, and went up to our rooms. My room was
#321, on what Americans would consider the FOURTH floor (as in
Spain, many Mexican buildings count the main floor as a separate
entity called “Planta Baja”, below the first floor). I had read in a travel
guide that at this hotel "the rooms do not live up to the lobby". The
travel guide was right, but my room was perfectly acceptable. As the
sole “single” on the tour, I had a two-bed room all to myself. It was
relatively small, but more than adequate. The walls were of ornatelyshaped green plaster, with white and gilded accents. There were two
single beds (as you would find in a European hotel), a television on a
stand (with four volumes of phone books carefully arranged below), a
marble end table, a marble-topped desk with a beautiful (but
uncomfortable) chair, and a dresser with a marble top and wood
drawers with gilded accents. The bathroom had a marble sink and
countertop with a gilded wood cabinet. It had an immaculate
American-style toilet and a black marble shower. The room also had a
"servi-bar", which was locked up so we would not be tempted by
expensive drinks. Some of the fixtures had seen their better days,
there was some peeling paint, and the carpet was well worn and not
especially clean. It was more than adequate, though, and for the price
it made a very pleasant room.

The room did not have air conditioning, but for the most part it was not really necessary. Mexico City is well within the tropics,
but its elevation (over 7,000 feet, or much higher than Denver, Colorado) keeps it cool most of the time. The window opened (with
difficulty) to let in a bit of air (and a few mosquitoes) from an air shaft at the side of the building. The “view” was of a parking ramp
adjoining the hotel.
One of the most prominent features in the room was the Mexico City telephone book, arranged on a rack below the television.
The girls all expressed a bit of shock on seeing the phone book from the world’s largest city, and it is rather large. The main directory
(white pages) is a single volume with over 2500 small-print pages, each page about 10 by 12 inches. There are nearly fifty pages just
for the letter “X”. The yellow pages (“paginas amarillas”) are a separate, slightly larger volume organized by category, just as in
America, placed on the rack beside the white pages. In addition there were two other directories, with specialized listing of interest to
tourists and business travelers. The four books combined would have close to 8,000 pages. All the phone books had an advertisement
for “Dormimundo” (or “Sleepworld”), a chain of mattress stores, on their cover.
Actually, when compared to the phone books of large American cities, the Mexico City directory is a telltale sign of the
country’s economic status. With over 20 million people, Mexico City is the largest urban area on earth, but its phone directory is
actually fairly small, given its enormous population. The Minneapolis area (with less than two million people) separates the white and
yellow pages into two volumes, both nearly as thick as in Mexico City. Large American cities like Chicago and New York, as well as
European cities like Madrid, have separate directories for separate parts of town. New York has different phone books for each of its
five boroughs, together with several suburban directories. Mexico City’s telephone directory is big, but it would be far larger if all those
twenty million people actually had phones.
Our hotel was located on the west side of the Zócalo, facing southward onto Calle 16 de Septiembre, one of many streets
named after famous dates in Mexican history. [I’d always thought our country was above that sort of thing until recent times,
when “September 11” gets memorialized everywhere.] From the outside the hotel was a simple five-story building of pollutiongreyed stone. There was certainly nothing on the outside to give a hint of the elegant interior. The first floor of the building featured an
arched shopping arcade, and the parking ramp next door also had stores on its first floor. The main store in the hotel building was a
"Canada" shoe outlet, while in the parking ramp to the west was a huge Woolworth's. We left the hotel by that brass revolving door and
headed eastward, toward the Zocalo.

The Zócalo (on rare occasions also called the "Plaza de la Constitución" and the "Plaza Mayor") has been the center of this
city for millennia. In pre-Columbian times it was the pyramid-lined heart of the Aztec city of Tenochtitlan, which was itself the largest city
in the world in those days. When the Spaniards arrived, they destroyed the Aztec city and built the present downtown area in Spanish
colonial style. The Zócalo was designed to be a public square at the center of town, such as Madrid's Puerto del Sol is today. The word
"zócalo" (pronounced SO-cah-low") means "pedestal" in Spanish. The story is told that at one time a statue was to have been erected
in the Plaza Mayor. The pedestal was erected quickly, but for some reason the main statue was never put up. For years and years all
that decorated the main square was the "zócalo", and eventually the square picked up that name. Today virtually every main square in
Mexico is called the Zócalo (with a capital "Z"), regardless of what statues or fountains may grace its center.
In Mexico City the Zócalo covers roughly
four square blocks. The plaza itself is simply a big
paved open area with nothing but an enormous
Mexican flag in the middle. Three to four lanes of
traffic wind around the Zócalo on all sides. The entire
plaza is ringed by huge old colonial buildings. To the
north is the Metropolitan Cathedral, to the east is the
National Palace (equivalent to the capitol building),
to the south are various government office buildings,
and to the west is the "Monte de Piedad"—an
enormous pawn shop run by the government. The
spaces are filled in by other big old buildings, like our
hotel. All of the buildings are grey with age and
pollution, and most are singularly UN-interesting
architecturally. The overall effect is really rather
gloomy, and it certainly won't win any awards for the
world's most beautiful square. The place grows on
you, though. Mexico City is much more a place of
people than of buildings, and each day the Zócalo is
alive with some of the friendliest people on earth.
The most prominent of those people are
police officers. Mexico City has more uniformed
police than any other city I have been to--far more
Police officers lining the sidewalk of the Zócalo, Mexico City
than Moscow, for instance. You can't walk a block without seeing several young men and women in uniform. There is an endless
variety of uniforms, each type representing a different specialty in the force. None of the officers ever seems to do much, but they
certainly make their presence known.
You also see endless people selling things.
There are little stands (called "puestos") selling
magazines, snack food, or drinks everywhere you look.
Other vendors create an utter bazaar on the sidewalk.
Men wander the sidewalks selling the most bizarre
things (extension cords, tape measures, umbrellas, not
to mention the various handicrafts you’d expect to see in
Mexico) You see a handful of women begging (really not
that many), shaking maracas and holding out their
hands. You can't walk a block without the opportunity to
lose your money to hundreds of different people.
Surprisingly, though, these people don't accost you to
buy things. I rather expected the kind of assault we got in
Morocco, but in Mexico City things are much more tame.
You are certainly welcome to buy, but it’s not a highpressure kind of thing.
You see an endless variety of people—people
of every size, shape, class, and shade of brown. Mexico
City has wide sidewalks, and they are packed with
people by day. Most of the people here seem to dress
casually, but conservatively. Many people are very
fashionable in their dress. Mexican women like to wear a
Sidewalk lined with vendor “puestos” near the Zócalo
lot (!!!) of make-up, and fancy hairstyles are in vogue. Almost every woman I saw was in a dress, most of them quite fashionable and
attractive. The men are less fashion-conscious. You don't see a lot of suits and ties, but most men are well dressed in a casual way.
Mexican children are invariably cute, and they walk around the Zócalo holding hands in chains to avoid getting lost in the mob.
EVERYONE, rich or poor, young or old, is neat and clean, and most people seem both happy and friendly.
[The typical Mexican street scene and description of Mexican people is certainly less “foreign” than it was when I
wrote this, since you’d find the same thing in almost any city in the States. You can go to the K-Mart in Mason City and see
Hispanic people dressed almost exactly the same as what I saw on the Zócalo in Mexico City, and I’ve bought snacks and

sundries from puestos in cities all over America. What’s remarkable is that Hispanic immigrants have re-created this largely
outdoor lifestyle in areas with extreme winter climates like Chicago, Minneapolis, and Omaha.]
What you don’t see much of in downtown Mexico City are American tourists. [You don’t find many tourists in the Hispanic
neighborhoods of American cities, either—which is part of the reason I like those neighborhoods.] The real tourist district (with
$100 a night hotel rooms and $50 meals) is to the west, in the so-called “Zona Rosa” or “Pink Zone”. The wealthy tourists stay there,
take expensive cab rides to the pyramids and other big attractions, and they take off for the beach. The downtown area, while it has a
lot of historic interest, isn’t really “touristic”—which partially explains why virtually everyone on the Zócalo is Mexican. [I gather from
things I’ve read that this has become even more true. VERY few tourists go to Mexico City at all these days, opting instead
for the almost completely artificial beach resorts.]
Because there aren’t a lot of American tourists downtown, you hear one and only one language in the area—Spanish. Forget
those people who say “everyone speaks English”. The Zócalo caters to Mexicans, and they speak the language of their people.
Fortunately Mexican Spanish is far easier for Americans to understand than the Spanish of Spain. Moreover, most Mexicans are very
friendly and very willing to try to understand Americans when they make any bumbling attempt at speaking the local language. [This is
another reason I’ve come to very much like Hispanic neighborhoods in American cities; I’ve found Mexicans to be just about
the friendliest people anywhere.]
Just outside the hotel we paused for the first “cultural experience” that the students were supposed to learn from. Cathy
stopped at a magazine stand and asked a variety of questions to the girls. She then asked one of the girls from Indiana to buy a
newspaper. Now and throughout the tour we teachers raved about how this tour company (Interact Travel Seminars) seemed better
than other groups that take students to Mexico. On many occasions the girls were forced to use their Spanish, but always in limited,
controlled ways. Buying a newspaper was one of many examples of that. It does make the trip more of a learning experience for the
kids—as well as for the adults. [Both Margaret and Paul had traveled with a variety of companies up to this point. Both based
on the educational value of the trip and how Interact treated the group when tragedy would strike later, both of them have
become among Interact’s best customers since then.]
We walked a block north to Avenida Madero (named after an early Mexican President) and had lunch (at 2:00pm) at a little
restaurant just off the Zócalo. The place was part of a chain called Antojería that had outlets all over the city. It looked like what a
Mexican restaurant should look like—not unlike the “Gringo’s” chain in the States. [I’m not sure Gringo’s (which I remember eating
at in Iowa City) even exists these days, but today you can find all kinds of Mexican restaurants—from elegant to hole-in-thewall—pretty much everywhere in the States.] It had cream-colored stucco walls, with accents in blue tile and brass. The tables and
chairs were of dark wood and straw, with brass hardware. There were dark wood and brass ceiling fans, and lovely lace curtains for
highlights. White stoneware crocks held the salt and pepper, and there was a dish of green pepper sauce at every table. The place
served classic Mexican food—variations on the theme of stuffed tortillas. I had the "bistocino especial" which was essentially a soft
tortilla stuffed with steak, bacon, and two kinds of cheese. It was delicious. Like most Mexican food, it was fairly bland. The fire in
Mexican cuisine comes from the sauce that you can add or not as you choose. I had some with and some without the green sauce, and
I enjoyed it both ways. Also typical of Mexican food, it was served with beans on the side, together with one tortilla chip that was to be
used to scoop up the beans. The idea of having chips with "nacho cheese" sauce is strictly an American invention. [I’ve since learned
from Food Network that nachos were technically invented in a bar in a Mexican border town, but they’ve always been
intended to be served to Americans.] I also had a "limonada", a traditional Mexican softdrink made of citrus juice, sugar, and water,
and served in a big fancy glass. It's not really lemonade [actually it is, but I don’t know that I’d ever had REAL lemonade up to this
point], but it usually is good.
I sat with Cathy, the tour guide, at lunch, and had an interesting conversation with her. Although she was originally from South
Dakota, she now teaches in Atlanta, and she spends her summers leading these tours. The company provides her with room and
board, plus a bit of extra spending money. Mexico is far from her favorite country, but she obviously enjoys it. She said she got a bit
bored going to the same places all the time, but she did like being a tour director. After this trip she was planning to visit Costa Rica—
strictly for a vacation, not with a tour group. [Costa Rica was still an exotic destination in the ‘80s; it’s since become the “ecotourism” center of the world.] She had just finished making her travel reservations and was obviously very much looking forward to
it.
The prices at the place were typical for a chain restaurant in Mexico. My meal and drink (which was very filling) cost about
8,500 pesos (US$3.40), about what you’d pay for lunch at McDonalds in the States. The price included a 15% value-added tax. The
meal was included in our tour price, so Cathy picked up the tab for everyone.
After lunch we strolled around the downtown area, stopping by various landmarks and walking into a variety of stores. Our
route was mainly along Madero, Cardenas, and 16 de Septiembre—in the very heart of the historic district. Again the overall
appearance of downtown Mexico City was dark and run-down, but many of the individual shops were quite nice.
Two of the most prominent buildings we visited were churches—Iglesia San Francisco and Iglesia La Profesa. Both of these
were enormous old stone buildings with ornate windows and altars. One of the most interesting features of both buildings (as well as
most older structures in Mexico City) is that they are sinking. You may remember from geography that Mexico City is built on the
remains of an ancient lake called Lake Texcoco. The lake is now underground, but the ground in Mexico City is still very spongy. As the
city has grown, more and more water has been pumped out of the lake, and the heavy old buildings are slowly sinking into the mushy
soil. The recent earthquake speeded up this process. When they were built these churches had stairways leading up to their entrances.
Now you walk DOWN a few stairs to get to the door.

I was surprised to find a large number of people inside both churches. At one church several people were attending mass (far
more than you'd see at a midday mass on Tuesday in the States), while at the other many people were simply kneeling in prayer. We
quietly walked around the perimeter of the churches, careful to disturb the worshippers as little as possible, but it was interesting for me
to observe the people. They seem much more religious here than in Spain (or for that matter in America). I was especially interested in
overhearing the mass. It was in quite simple, quite distinct Spanish and was very easy for me to understand. The words are almost the
same as the English mass said in American Catholic churches each day; I was startled by how similar it was. I was also intrigued that
the priest referred to the congregation as "vosotros". The word means "you", but this particular word is rarely used in Latin America. It
has an especially friendly connotation and is often used when talking to close family or children. To use the term in Latin America
makes the message of friendship and family especially strong. [Today the standard Spanish mass is printed in almost every
missalette in America, so hearing it wouldn’t generate quite so much interest.]
On entering or leaving every church in Mexico, you can’t miss one thing—beggars. Extremely old people in rags sit or lay in
the entrances. They say very little, only occasionally mumbling something (in very slurred Spanish) like “Alms” or “Have mercy”. They
are all extremely old and feeble, but they look generally healthy otherwise. None of the Mexican worshippers ever seemed to give them
anything, so I didn’t either. Actually there are fewer beggars here than in Europe, and they are quite a bit less annoying. [Beggars
were still comparatively rare in America when this was originally written; we’ve since come to accept them as a standard part
of urban life here. What’s fascinating, though, is that you pretty much never see immigrants begging in the States. The
homeless people at home are almost exclusively white or black.]
Aside from the churches we saw a variety of other historic buildings, almost all of which have been restored by banks,
insurance companies, or stores. An example of this is the “Casa de Azulejos” or “House of Tiles”, an important downtown landmark
that dates from colonial times. The building was restored many years ago and is now the flagship store of Sanborns, a chain that runs
ritzy department stores and restaurants all over the city. The building is famous because almost its entire outside surface is covered
with lovely blue and white ceramic tiles (like the Dutch tiles, or the tiles of southern Spain). It’s rather a plain building, but the tiles make
it interesting.
We walked into a number of interesting stores during this orientation.
One of the most intriguing was a Hallmark card shop. It's very similar to a card
store in the States, except (of course) that all the cards are in Spanish. I also
found it interesting that none of the cards had prices on them. With Mexico's
extreme inflation, the prices could be outdated by the time the cards arrived in the
store. Instead each card has a letter of the alphabet printed on it. Signs in the
store give a price that corresponds to each letter (a lot like the signs we used to
see in many American record stores). [I recently saw exactly this method used
when I was buying a graduation card at an American discount store. With
“A” now being $1.99 and prices ranging to over thirteen bucks per card, it
makes sense that in this inflationary age they go back to a method that lets
them change the prices easily.] Most cards were in the range of 2000 to 3000
pesos—that means almost all of them were over a dollar, which would make them
quite expensive by Mexican standards. In addition to birthdays, weddings,
funerals, thank-yous, etc., there are two other main kinds of cards used in Mexico.
The first is for "tu Santo" or "your saint's day", a card which reveals the religious
traditions of the country. The other type is for "Quinceanera" , a girl's "coming out
celebration" at age 15. [These days, of course, even the K-Mart in Algona (a
place that still has almost no Hispanic residents) has a rack of Spanish
language cards, including those appropriate to Hispanic-specific occasions.
At the time, though, you’d have to go deep into the “barrio” to find such
cards in the States.]
Even more interesting than the card shop was a place that must be the
world's largest bakery (if it isn’t, it’s got to be darn close). The Pasteleria Nacional
(which simply means “National Pastry Shop”) is the size of a large department
store and covers two floors. On the lower floor is table after table filled with every
type of sweet roll you could imagine. The cheapest sandwich buns go for 50
pesos each (about a cent), and you can buy elegant filled pastries or whole
loaves of fruit and spice bread for 1000 pesos (44 cents) or less. ... Shopping
here is like a miniature trip to Russia. When you enter the store you take a huge
Ornate wedding cake
circular tray and a set of tongs. You walk around to different tables, pick up
at Pastelería Nacional
whatever different pastries you like, and put them on the tray. When you are done
you take them to a counter where a lady counts up how much you owe and writes the price on a piece of paper. You take the paper to
the "caja" (a centrally located cash register). The cashier takes your money and gives you a receipt. You then go back to the first lady,
who has by now wrapped and sacked your rolls. She gives you your purchase, and you can now go on your way. It's not the most
efficient marketing scheme, but it probably helps keep down the country's unemployment. Cathy had some of the girls buy rolls for the
group—another cultural experience, and one they very much enjoyed.
The upper floor of the bakery is even more interesting than the downstairs. About the only way to describe it is to say there is
room after room of cakes. There are birthday cakes and wedding cakes and quinceanera cakes and anniversary cakes, not to mention
cakes that seemed to be for no occasion in particular. Each cake was lavishly decorated. The smallest had about three layers, and
some had as many as twenty layers--each held up by stilts stuck into the layer below. The biggest are far taller than me. Many had
snowy white frosting, with icicles dripping down the sides or lace designs swirled for inches on top. All types of edible ornaments adorn

the tops of the various layers, making truly marvelous creations. These are models people look at when they order cakes for their
family occasions. As we gawked at them several Mexicans were seriously shopping, looking for the cake that would make just the right
impression at their gatherings. The Mexicans would find the cakes quite expensive, but they are much cheaper than similar cakes
would cost in this country. The prices range from a few thousand pesos ($2 or $3) up to a quarter million or half a million for the biggest
and most elegant. Even those high prices are only US$100-$200 though. You could buy a very nice wedding cake for those prices in
America, but you wouldn't get anything close to the elegance you'd find in Mexico.
Late in the afternoon we stopped in briefly at a small ice cream parlor for some refreshments. Cathy encouraged us to try the
uniquely Mexican flavors of ice cream, and most of the people on our tour did. I had “rompope”, a spiced rum flavor that was very
enjoyable. Others tried a variety of tropical fruits that also looked quite appetizing.
We also walked through two different department stores. The first, the “Palacio de Hierro” (Iron Palace) was a bit more
elegant than my taste can afford—even at Mexican prices. The girls flipped over it, though. I felt more at home at “Blanco” (which
simply means “white”, and is probably the founder’s name), a four-floor emporium that sold everything imaginable—with reasonable
quality at dirt cheap prices. There was a grocery on the top floor, and Paul and I bought some pop there. Cathy had told us not to take
any money with us on this outing (lest we should have our pockets picked), but between the change we had in our pockets and a small
loan from Cathy, we managed to buy some. A six-pack of “Doble Cola” cost 1800 pesos. I said prices were cheap, but that’s rock
bottom—80 cents for six bottles of pop, or 13 cents a piece. (“Doble” is a local brand, but if you bough the same amount of “HyVee”
cola in Iowa, you’d pay about $1.15.) Oops, I forgot something. To make things even more amazingly cheap, the price included a 15%
value added tax (la “IVA”, or “impuesto de valor ayumentado”). That brings it down to just 11 cents a bottle, or essentially nothing.
(…Actually it wasn’t really worth even that price, but we’ll get to that later.)
After looking through the department stores we returned to the Zócalo. Just as we reached the south edge of the square, I had
a bit of an accident. I was looking ahead instead of down, and I tripped on a missing sewer grate and had a bad fall. I twisted my
glasses and skinned my nose. It bled badly for a while, but at least nothing major happened.

Missing sewer grate on which David Burrow tripped and fell – the Zócalo, Mexico City
It was about 6:00pm when we returned to the Zócalo, and we got there just in time to see the daily ceremony for lowering the
flag on the Zócalo. This was quite interesting, but rather difficult to describe. The ceremony begins with a parade of soldiers marching
from the National Palace to the flagpole in the center of the Zócalo. They march casually, yet with precision. At precisely 6:00 they start
lowering the enormous Mexican flag. The flag is so big that six people must hold it while it is being folded. Cathy didn’t seem to care
much for the ceremony (I think she found it a bit silly), but I rather enjoyed it. A large number of Mexicans gather in the Zócalo each
evening to see the flag-lowering, and they obviously find it quite moving.
Back at the hotel we had about an hour and a half to rest before it was time to go again. I collapsed in my bed and turned on
the television. There were five different stations available, plus a setting for “música” that showed static on the screen and played some
radio station. Mexican television seems to be heavy on old American re-runs [as does the television of every other country on
earth—not to mention American cable]. I saw “Gilligan’s Island” (in Spanish “La Isla de Gilligan”) and “The Jetsons” (who were renamed “Los Supersonico” in Spanish) during this lull in our day. The shows had been dubbed in Spanish, and it was interesting to
watch the bad lip-sync. I found the TV harder to understand than just plain people, but it was enjoyable nonetheless. [These days you
can have the same experience by listening to the Spanish or French track on a DVD. I find I still have the same problem I did
watching TV on this trip—I can read the captions fine, but I can’t understand the spoken words in for anything.]

Aftrer relaxing a while we dressed in our best clothes for the evening. We walked westward from the hotel, up a little
pedestrian mall (Calzada Palma), and then down Avenida Danceles to the Teatro de la Ciudad (City Theatre). While “Danceles” is
probably someone’s name and doesn’t mean much of anything in Spanish, it seems a good location for the theatre. We went to the
Teatro de la Ciudad to see the Ballet (pronounced buy-YATE) Folklórico Nacional (National Folk Dance Company).
It is unfortunate that we saw the Ballet Folklórico at the end of this extremely long day. After walking so long and seeing so
much, we weren't really able to appreciate things as much as we should have. Nonetheless the show was excellent, and although we
were totally exhausted, it was interesting. It reminded me a lot of the Byelorussian folkdances we saw in Minsk and Kiev. Here
singer/dancers went through the traditional music and dance of various regions of Mexico. The one I liked the best was a recreation of
a wedding from the state of Michoacán, but there were also traditional songs and dances from all over Mexico. There was only one
long segment I didn’t much care for—where a woman with a very low voice sang folk songs very loudly while accompanied by a guitar
band. The show was a technical masterpiece. The set and costumes were intricately detailed and superbly constructed. Interesting
lighting effects added to the excitement, and the dances themselves were excellently performed. Officially the show we saw was the
"second string", but it was very well done nonetheless. I think partly because it was cheaper than the premier company, the bulk of the
audience was Mexican. It was good to see this kind of production without just other tourists in the audience.
After the show we walked back to the hotel. The street was dark, with closed grates and bare walls along the sidewalk. We
remarked that in a North American city we would never walk along this type of street late at night. In Mexico City, though, it did not
seem unsafe, and it was quite refreshing to walk in the cool evening air. [Having been to numerous large American cities since
then, I have now walked at night in many similar places.. You really can’t judge a book by its cover. Some neighborhoods
that where grates go up at night are unsafe, while others are perfectly fine. Pretty much all of Queens, for instance, looks a
lot like Mexico City. Like Mexico City, it’s mostly safe to walk around. I’ve encountered similar neighborhoods in St. Louis
and Atlanta, though, that gave me the creeps and made me bolt on the double.] The downtown area is quite empty at night; all
the merchants pack up around 8:00 and go home. The restaurants all close nine-ish, and the only lights we saw were in some upstairs
apartments. One rather unpleasant sight was the roaches that invade the streets after the people go home for the night. They devour
the food people have littered about. I can’t say I care much for roaches, but I learned to live with them in Mount Pleasant—where they
lived in the sewers and everybody had them in their homes. [They were also everywhere in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, where I’d go
to graduate school a few years after this was originally written.]
It was very late when we got back to the hotel. I was too tired even to eat the pastry Cathy had bought for me at the bakery. I
did, however, try one of the Doble colas we had bought. That was a mistake. The stuff was awful—so thick and sweet I nearly gagged.
I dumped it out after finishing only about half. [Americans have a reputation for having a sweet tooth, but we’re nothing
compared to Mexicans. You can find Mexican pop at Hy-Vee these days. The unusual fruit flavors can be good, but without
exception, it’s sweeter than its cousins from north of the border.]
Margaret's pedometer log shows that she walked 7.8 miles today. I would have walked slightly less, but I was still feeling every
step when we got back to the hotel. I collapsed in bed and got to sleep almost instantly.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29 Æ MEXICO CITY
…Yes, after all those many pages (and 78 “K”s of computer memory), it’s finally time to move on to the second day in Mexico.
[This was originally written on an Apple II-e computer using the old AppleWorks text-only word processor. Seventy-eight
kilobytes was an enormous document for AppleWorks; an entire floppy disc (THE storage medium in the ‘80s) would hold
only 136K. The current version was typed on a Windows computer (a Dell) in Microsoft Word. The text alone to this point is
around 400K, and with the pictures inserted so far, the document is well over a megabyte. The complete document is about
5MB. I just bought a digital camera memory card for school that has four gigabytes of storage, so these days even a “meg”
isn’t really all that big.] I slept soundly all night, but I can’t say I was terribly rested when I awoke. I got up relatively late (seven-ish),
showered (a lovely shower with lots of powerful, hot water), dressed, and then watched a bit of television while waiting for breakfast.
Mexico's morning TV programs are fairly similar to those in the States, but more serious [an amusing remark, since the
Spanish-language cable stations in the States have at least as much fluff as their English equivalents]. Some stations are off
the air, and those that do broadcast have news, hosted by a variety of female anchors. The most interesting part of the morning
programs was the commercials, or rather public service announcements. The Mexican government has maximum prices for various
items. Stores are free to charge less than the maximum price, but if they charge more (or if there are conditions on the sale) the
Institute has four different phone numbers that consumers are to call for complaints. It was interesting to observe various prices—
necessities are dirt cheap (most brands of soap were less than five cents a bar), while such luxuries as canned vegetables are rather
expensive. The consumer ads always end with the same line: "Estos son precios oficiales en toda la República; no pague mas" (These
are official prices throughout the entire country; don't pay more!) I found it interesting that the prices were the same nationwide, just like
they were in Russia. Mexico City has the same prices as the remote areas; there’s not the regional variety in prices we have in
America. The messages end with a short jingle saying “Instituto Nacional del Consumidor”—the name of the department which
sponsors the ads.
Breakfast was around eight. We took the elevator upstairs to a restaurant on the top floor. The restaurant has balconies that
offer a view of the Zócalo, but it was raining, so we were unable to go out there. We selected food from an enormous all-you-can-eat
buffet for breakfast, with a much wider variety of foods than you would normally think of eating in the morning. There were normal
[American] breakfast items—pancakes, French toast, and corn flakes—but there were also eggs and warm vegetables. You could
even request an omelette at no extra charge. There were platters and platters of fruits: citrus, apples, and assorted tropical fruits most
of which I'd never be able to name. There was British-style cold toast ("pan tostado") with jam, and also Mexican "bolillos" (individual
loaves of French bread) and pastries. There was milk, and there were juices of all kinds—and coffee and tea were served at your table

by courteous and almost too efficient waiters and waitresses. I have certainly never seen such a feast for breakfast. I sampled bits of
nearly everything and thoroughly stuffed myself. It was wonderful! [I’m getting hungry re-reading that passage, which reminds me
of Dickens’ description of the market in A Christmas Carol.]
We spent the morning touring landmarks in the area right by the hotel. We first went diagonally across the Zócalo to the
Templo Mayor, part of the ruins of the Aztec city of Tenochtitlan. Here, right in the heart of downtown, are pyramids and platforms that
date back to pre-Hispanic times. The government bought up some commercial buildings not long ago, destroyed them, and dug up
these fascinating ruins. We walked around the area on wooden walkways and learned a lot about the place.

Ruins at Templo Mayor, with a colonial building in the background – Mexico City
The Aztec Indians called themselves the Mexico (may-SHIEK-ah), which is where the name of the country of Mexico (MAY-heco) comes from. They built this city around 800 years ago on a site that had great religious significance to them. Their religion said
they were to build their city when they saw an eagle sitting on a cactus with a snake in its mouth. They saw this sight in the middle of a
lake high in the mountains, and it was there that they built Tenochtitlan, which is now Mexico City. The city soon grew to several
hundred thousand people, and when the Spanish came in the 1500s it was said to be the largest and loveliest city in the world
(somewhat different from the modern-day city—which is the largest, but also one of the ugliest in the world). [The parenthetical
comment is really rather unfair. Mexico City in the ‘80s was the poster child for unbridled Third World growth. They’ve really
handled it remarkably well, though, and by all reports today the place is (by Third World standards) remarkably livable. As
mega-cities in Asia and Africa struggle to accommodate millions of newcomers, they look jealously at the remarkably
developed infrastructure found in Mexico City. …And, as for beauty, famous cities like Paris, London, and New York aren’t all
that different from Mexico City in their appearance.] There are dioramas showing what the city looked like at a museum near the
ruins, and it does seem to have been a very attractive place. It was built on islands in the middle of the lake, and the people used boats
to get around town. The center of everything was the great pyramid (the Templo Mayor), which was as tall as the huge cathedral that
now towers over downtown Mexico City. Surrounding the pyramid were smaller ceremonial platforms, and around that was the city
proper—the markets, the residential areas, etc. It was very orderly and geometric looking, and very colorfully painted in white, red,
green, and yellow. The Aztecs were at the height of their civilization when Cortez came, and with Europe having just finished the Dark
Ages it’s easy to see why the Spaniards were impressed.
One interesting feature of the Templo Mayor is the way it was constructed. Looking at the ruins you can see that it is really a
whole series of pyramids, one built on top of another. Surrounding it are other ceremonial platforms and a school for boy-warriors
("águilas" or "eagles"). Also interesting is the intricate carving on the stonework, mostly showing animals (snakes and birds) that were
important to the Aztec religion. The famous Aztec calendar stone was found here. Finally it's interesting to see how carefully the
archaeologists have marked the difference between the original temple and the part that has been reconstructed. Whenever there is
reconstruction, tiny dark stones are placed in the mortar between the large construction stones. This is a universal symbol that it is not
the original—just an impressive copy.

There is a big new museum next to the ruins that was interesting, but not overly so. It is mostly filled with artifacts that all
tended to look alike to my untrained eye. It is also kept so dark inside that it is hard to see things well. [This is a problem with
numerous museums. You’d think that modern technology could find a type of lighting that wouldn’t degrade old artifacts.]
There are guards in every room watching every move the tourists make, to prevent anyone from stealing the artifacts. I was startled
when we were walking through one room and suddenly heard a loud, shrill honking sound that sounded like an alarm. It turned out to
be the sound the telephone made when it rang. A guard went over and answered it, and he proceeded to have a very casual
conversation.
After the Templo Mayor we walked out to the
Zócalo again. Cathy stopped at a hole-in-the-wall
(almost literally) shop to buy refreshments. There
was a choice of “Coca” (the “cola” is implied, although
the word “coca” actually means “cocaine”) or “Crush”
(which is pronounced “Crooch” in Mexico). She
picked up the tab of 1000 pesos (44 cents) per bottle.
Both were sweeter than they would be up north, but
refreshing nonetheless. They were far better than the
Doble Cola.
Our next stop was the National Palace,
Mexico's capitol building and White House in one.
This is a relatively low, sprawling building that covers
four city blocks heading east from the Zocalo. It
surprised me that the government's headquarters was
not better kept up. There was cracked plaster on
some walls, peeling paint in some stairwells, and
missing tile on some floors. This was another place
that reminded me of Russia in its upkeep. The main
thing to see in the place was well-maintained, though.
This was a series of murals painted by Diego Rivera
that illustrate famous events in Mexican history. The
murals cover the walls in the central courtyard and
follow the most important staircase up to the second
floor. The artwork is intricate and "busy", and the wide
variety of colors would go together only in Mexico, but
the overall effect is quite attractive. I bought a set of
Our guide Cathy and a girl from Oskaloosa (with very ‘80s glasses and
postcards showing the murals (5000 pesos, or $2.20
hairstyles), buying pop near the Zócalo in Mexico City
for twelve cards). We also saw the main legislative
and some government offices. A very amusing Mexican guide showed us around and explained the significance of the various
decorations around the building.
Next in line was the Metropolitan Cathedral, a monstrous old building that ranks with the great cathedrals of Europe. After the
Spaniards had defeated the Aztecs, they totally destroyed the city of Tenochtitlan and used stones from the wreckage to build the new
cathedral. It is a huge, barn-like building with one main sanctuary and twenty-four different smaller chapels around the perimeter.
Inside it is pretty, but really nothing too special. Again there were worshippers throughout the building, so I tried to look quickly and
inconspicuously. The most interesting part of the cathedral is its basement, which is a huge mausoleum. It is divided into numerous little
rooms whose walls are covered with granite burial crypts. Like Europe, Mexico has a shortage of cemetery space. Because of this,
dead people are buried in cemeteries for only seven years. Then their bones or ashes are dug up and placed in mausoleums, where
they remain indefinitely. Famous people (like Santa Ana) are buried in the cathedral, but most of the remains are of everyday
Mexicans. It's rather eerie walking around amidst all these bones, but it was also interesting. One final intriguing feature of the
basement was its floor. It was seriously warped during the recent earthquake.
The cathedral has sunk even more than other buildings in the city. When it was built worshippers walked up twelve steps
(representing the twelve apostles) to get to the entrance. Today you walk down three steps (a guide said “for the trinity”) to enter.
Outside the cathedral is another sign of the state of Mexico’s economy. On the sidewalk to the west of the cathedral is a line
of unemployed people, with signs indicating their professions. People walking or driving by notice their skills. If they need help in that
area, they can hire a person for the day. Some people get hired quickly, while others sit on the sidewalk all day. According to an article
I recently read those that are hired generally earn 10,000 to 15,000 pesos per day—that’s around five dollars for a day’s work. [I’d see
the same thing years later outside a Home Depot in Los Angeles; in many American cities these days there are set locations
where you’ll see mostly Hispanic day laborers standing around looking for work.]
The final stop on our morning tour was the national pawn shop, the Monte de Piedad. Our Mexican guide explained how
people who need money bring in their possessions for collateral on loans from the government. After three months they must either
repay the loan or pay a high interest rate to extend it. If they don't their belongings will be sold. The "Monte" is filled with Mexican
people—both buying and selling. There is counter after counter of jewelry, cameras, etc., from people who defaulted on their loans.
We returned to the hotel and rested a bit before lunch. We ate early by Mexican standards, arriving at the restaurant at about
1:30. We had lunch at the Restaurante Catalán, a place located on the third floor of a colonial building about a mile from our hotel. The
doorway opened onto a pleasant little patio, and we walked up tiled stairs to get into the restaurant. The place specialized in Spanish

food (the food of Spain, not Mexico), one of many international cuisines found in Mexico City. It was quite an elegant place, heavily
patronized by businessmen. We were rather underdressed for lunch there. We had a “comida corrida”, a set-price dinner with a choice
of foods for each of many (!!!) courses. The girls complained a lot about the strange food (and I wasn’t terribly impressed with it
myself), but there was certainly a lot of it—for 11,500 pesos (US$4.60) each.
From the restaurant we walked to two of Mexico City’s famous handicraft markets. To get there we walked down Calle
Ayuntamiento (City Hall Street), a street of two- and three-floor cement block commercial buildings selling everything imaginable. The
street is informally divided into districts, each of which seems to be a headquarters for stores selling a different item. One block will be
full of hardware stores, while the next will have several stationery shops. We also passed a clothing district, an appliance area, and a
district of stores selling bathroom supplies. It’s a very commercial street, and quite interesting too.
The first market we visited was called San Juan, and it was not at all what I expected a Mexican market to be like. I had
envisioned something like the Rastro, Madrid's big open-air market that gives a feeling of organized chaos. San Juan was like a cross
between that and a shopping mall. It was all enclosed in one building—a four-floor orange stucco structure that covered most of a city
block. The center of the building was a tile patio with restrooms at one side. In the main part of the building a walkway wound upward
through all the floors of the building [not unlike the driveway of a parking ramp]. There were stalls along both sides of the walkway and
off in little side halls. Each stall was like a separate store, operated by its own merchant. Every imaginable type of handicraft was for
sale. There were handmade clothes, jewelry, weavings, wood carvings, embroidery, chess sets, furniture, bark paintings, and assorted
knick-knacks made of wood, metal, bone, gourds, stone, and every other imaginable material. Everything is in those loud, clashing
colors for which Mexico is famous. As you stroll down the walkway the vendors call out to you (sometimes in English, sometimes in
Spanish) to try to get you to look and buy. They are friendly and polite, and there's really not much pressure to buy. We were told that
bargaining was expected here, but that was only partially true. In some stalls the prices are fixed, and price tags hang from the
merchandise. In others you ask what the price is, and the vendor may or may not want to bargain down to a lower price. A few sellers
bargained a lot, but others would only reduce their price by a small fraction, even after the buyers tried their best. I tried to buy one item
at San Juan, but walked away when the seller would not reduce her price by more than ten percent.
We walked to the Mercado Ciudadela, a more traditional (and more fun) market further to the west. Ciudadela covers an area
the size of about four city blocks, and it is criss-crossed by four-foot wide dirt “streets” lined with make-shift stores (built of left-over
sticks, stones, and sheet metal). There is a big courtyard in the middle of everything. The vendors bring their whole families here; we
saw children playing in the courtyard and a mother teaching her little daughter to weave. Everybody bargains at Ciudadela, and the
deals are much better than those at San Juan. I bargained for an onyx chess set for a friend, and I ended up paying just over half the
original asking price (which was very low to begin with). [I’m trying to recall who that friend might have been, and I really have no
clue.]
We walked back to the hotel and rested a while before dinner. Mexicans eat according to the Spanish meal schedule—which
means late. Those of us from Iowa dressed up and went out to eat around eight. We chose to eat at the House of Tiles, the Sanborns
restaurant I mentioned earlier. We walked down Madero Street and arrived at the restaurant in about fifteen minutes.
Sanborns is a big name in Mexico—the company operates restaurants, department stores, and insurance agencies. The
House of Tiles is the original Sanborns, and it is considered a very elegant restaurant. It’s a lovely place, with intricate woodwork and a
beautiful décor. The service is friendly and efficient, and the food was excellent. By Mexican standards it is also quite expensive; this
was the most expensive dinner I had on the trip. The “high” prices still seem cheap by American standards, though. My steak dinner,
drink, and dessert came to less than ten dollars—including the 15% tax.
Cathy told us we should all sample a dessert called “Tres Marias”, which several in our party had. A “Tres Marias” consists of
three scoops of ice cream topped with, well, everything. I was told that the name comes from the fact that Mexicans believe that after
eating so rich a treat one should say three Hail Marys as a penance.
We walked back to the Gran Hotel, again marveling at how safe Mexico City seemed at night for as large of a city as it is. At
the hotel the girls were assigned various “guided adventures” they were supposed to do over the course of the trip. These were
designed to help them learn more about Mexico and speak a bit of Spanish along the way. It was assumed that we adults would have
enough adventures of our own, so we just watched the girls draw theirs. Afterwards I returned to my room and watched an English
mystery movie with Spanish subtitles before falling asleep. According to Margaret’s log, we walked 10.8 miles today.

THURSDAY, JUNE 30 Æ MEXICO CITY & THE PYRAMIDS
The morning routine was the same as yesterday—with shower, TV with consumer commercials, and the enormous breakfast
buffet. We were then off for one of the most interesting excursions of the trip.
We left the hotel and crowded (there is no other word) into an extremely small bus (barely larger than a van). On the bus
there were the eight of us from Iowa, the six people from Indiana, Cathy, our Mexican "tour guide du jour", and the guide's three sisters,
plus the bus driver. With those twenty people on board there was not an empty seat on the bus. The seats were packed closely
together, and those of us with long legs had absolutely zilch for legroom. It was NOT a comfortable trip.
Our guide introduced herself and her family. The guide, named Helia (A-lee-ah, with a silent "h") was a history professor at the
National University in Mexico City. Two of her sisters lived in Florida and New York, and the third lived in Nuevo Laredo, on the Texas
border in northern Mexico. All the sisters were also involved in education in one way or another, and they were married to other
professional people. They all seemed fairly wealthy. Helia's sisters were visiting for a short time, and to get a better visit in, she brought
them along on the tour. The family was unlike almost every other in Mexico in that they were NOT Catholic. Helia's grandfather was

among the first Baptist ministers in Mexico, and she inherited the family religion. We got a rather different perspective on things from
her than from the other guides.
We drove westward out of downtown, and then northward. Our first stop was at a park called the "Plaza de las Tres Culturas"
(Three Cultures Place). At the center of this park is an Aztec ruin, part of the Indian culture. To the rear is an old colonial church,
showing the Spanish culture. The final culture, the Mestizo or Mexican culture, is represented by tall, modern government offices and
condominiums that surround the outside of the square. The contrast between the buildings of various eras is really quite interesting,
and we all snapped photos of the area.

Various views of the Plaza de Tres Culturas – Mexico City
The view below shows Brian and Margaret Sullivan, the local guide,
the bus in which the group toured for the day, and a condemned
apartment building damaged by the recent earthquake.

There is a lot of earthquake damage in this area. Some of the government condos were damaged so much that they are
unlivable. One concrete building cracked and settled, so today it is three floors shorter than it used to be. For two years following the
earthquake many former residents camped out in tents on top of the Aztec ruins. Today the buildings are slowly being reconstructed,
and there are construction barriers around many of the buildings. No one is camped in the plaza anymore, but you can still see tents
behind the barriers. They say it may be two more years before these people again have a permanent home. [Re-reading this, it
brings back vivid memories of a more recent trip, the one I made to New Orleans last year. The refugees we saw following the
Mexico City earthquake were remarkably similar to those who were attempting to re-settle following Hurricane Katrina. The
American refugees lived in trailers rather than tents, but the basic idea was the same. Sadly, in many ways this Third World
country dealt with disaster better than our much wealthier nation did.]
We paused just briefly at the Plaza de las Tres Culturas and then drove northward on Avenida de los Insurgentes, one of the
most important traffic arteries in the city. This is a relatively wealthy suburban part of town. Everyone here lives in separate houses
with a few flowers in front instead of a yard. There are shopping strips not unlike what you would find in American suburbs, except that
(like everything else in Mexico City) they are not kept up well and look much dumpier. [I’d find later that the “nice” part of almost
every Third World city looks like this, basically seedy copies of America’s “dream city”: Los Angeles.] We passed a major
mall and several suburban locations of stores we had seen downtown—Blanco, Palacio de Hierro, Sanborns, Woolworth, etc. I also
saw frequent pharmacies and banks, at least ten Denny’s restaurants, and several locally-owned taco and hamburger stands. [NAFTA
has apparently changed the shopping landscape in Mexico quite dramatically. The Mexican retail market is dominated today
by Wal-Mart, which controls nearly a fourth of the marketplace. Another big change is that today the #1 restaurant in Mexico
is the same as the #1 restaurant in most countries: McDonalds.]
One of the rarest sights in Mexico City is a gas station—I saw two on this drive. All gas in Mexico is sold by “Petróleos
Mexicanos” (normally called “Pemex”), a branch of the federal government. They sell gas and oil from dirty old orange and blue
stations that look much like American service stations did twenty years ago. There is no self-service in Mexico; an attendant pumps
you gas, and you must tip him for that service. Most Mexican cars run on 80-octane regular gas (the gasohol I put in my car is 91
octane) called “Nova” which sells for 493 pesos per liter (79 cents per gallon). Trucks and some cars use diesel fuel, which is
subsidized by the government and costs just 200 pesos per liter (32 cents per gallon). Again the price is the same nationwide (“en toda
la República”); there is no advantage to choosing one station over another. Unleaded gas supposedly exists, but in practice it is never
available. [Pemex has since been partially privatized. Supposedly in Mexico today gas costs just slightly less than it does in
the States, around $3 a gallon as of mid-2008.]
I read in one book that Mexicans joke about the gas called “Nova”. In Spanish the phrase “no va” means “doesn’t go”, and it is
said that on 80-octane gas, cars don’t go. The cars certainly don’t run well. The poor quality fuel, combined with the high altitude
makes the fuel burn incompletely and causes a lot of missing. That is a major contributor to the city’s air pollution. It also causes
terrible fuel economy. I read recently that Mexican cars burn more fuel per year than those in any other country in the world. Even
American cars consume less fuel.
Our next stop of the day was at the Basilica de Guadalupe, a group of churches dedicated to the patron saint of Mexico [and
now also patron of the USA]. The churches were built to enshrine a cape with an image of the Virgin Mary as an Indian. It is said that
the Virgin spoke to a peasant named Juan Diego in the early 1500s. To prove her appearance, she asked Juan Diego to place a
bouquet of roses in his cape. The roses vanished, and the image of the Virgin appeared on the cape. Since that day the Dark Virgin of
Guadalupe is said to have performed countless miracles for Mexicans. Regardless of the truth or falsehood of this legend, it plays an
important role in Mexican life. When Mexicans see the Indian Virgin, they see a person like themselves. That image was instrumental in
spreading Christianity in Mexico. Even today people in need will come on their knees to pray n the Basilica of Guadalupe. Our Baptist
guide did not seem to entirely believe the stories, but as a Mexican she nevertheless found the place very important.

“Middle church” at the Guadalupe shrine – Mexico City

There are three Guadalupe churches. The oldest was built in the 1500s, shortly after the original miracle is said to have
occurred. Built at the top of a very high hill, it is a small, but imposing building where people still come to pray. It's an extremely long
climb up to the old church, but it's worth it. The church is beautiful, and the view of the city from the top of the hill is magnificent.
The middle Guadalupe church was built nearly 200 years ago. Down the hill from the original, it is a much larger structure—
with two main parts. The mushy lakebed and repeated earthquakes have seriously damaged this second church. Today the two
sections are leaning severely in opposite directions. The building has been declared unsafe, but it is being preserved and restored for
its artistic and historic value. It was surrounded by a construction barrier when we were there, and the public was not allowed in.
The new Guadalupe church was built in the mid 1970s, and it serves today as the functioning shrine. It is a lovely modern
building, a beautiful piece of architecture. The building is circular, with a roof that reminds you of a ship's sail. An enormous inscription
above its door reads "No estoy yo que soy tu madre" (Is it not I who is your mother?). Inside the building is simple, but elegant. The
interior is finished in rich wood, again in a modern design. Lights cascade from the ceiling in the shape of rose petals. Above the altar,
surrounded by a solid gold frame, is the sacred cape. Perpetual masses are said in the church, and there was a large crowd there when
we arrived. To avoid having the tourists disturb the mass, a moving walkway passes underneath the altar, offering a good view of the
cape. I was so pleased to be able to visit this beautiful church without disturbing the worshippers. In addition to the tourists, many
Mexicans cross back and forth on the walkway offering their prayers. Many throw money onto the floor beside the walkway as an
offering.

“New church” – Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Mexico City
In the plaza outside Guadalupe vendors sell everything imaginable: food, religious objects, postcards, toys, balloons, etc. I
must say, though, that they were much less offensive than the merchants I saw in Europe (especially in Fatima). Their merchandise
and their methods seemed more respectful, and the festive atmosphere of the plaza seemed quite appropriate. Mexicans view their
religion as both serious and festive, and the vendors really weren’t that out of place.
Both Cathy and Helia warned us repeatedly that we should watch out for pickpockets and purse snatchers at Guadalupe.
Fortunately no one on our tour was bothered by them. I suppose it is a sign of our times, but it is certainly hard for me to accept that
thieves would do their work in a church.
I thought for a while we might never get out of Guadalupe again. Our bus was parked at the end of a little alley north of the
complex. Cars, trucks, and buses were jammed in there so nothing had any room to move. When we boarded the bus, a Coke
delivery truck was trying to leave the alley. Three different people watched and directed the Coke driver as he inched slightly forward,
backed up and turned a tiny bit, and then crept in another direction. Eventually the Coke truck did make it out, and we followed, but it
was a major little traffic jam.
From Guadalupe we continued north on Insurgentes. The highway is six lanes, and it is jam packed, even headed out of town
in the morning. [That actually makes sense, given that almost all of Mexico City’s industry is near the “periférico” or beltway,
rather than downtown.] Traffic crawls along, never really stopping but frequently slowing to nearly nothing. The metro (which is a
subway downtown) runs above ground in the center of the highway, much like the trains do in Chicago. The orange Metro cars are also
crowded (filled far beyond their capacity), but at least the commuters on the train seemed to be making more progress than we were.

At the north end of the city the land becomes quite hilly. This road winds among the hills, and at the top of one the metro
ends, the scenery changes abruptly, the road becomes a toll expressway (a “cuota”), and a sign proclaiming “Bienvenido al Estado de
México” (Welcome to Mexico State) signals the official end of the city limits. The city is far from over, though. The Federal District,
which is the official boundary of the city, ends; but the urban area sprawls on out of sight.
The scenery changes quite abruptly in Mexico State. The northern part of the Federal District was rolling hills filled with middle
to upper class homes with frequent commercial strips. Estado de Mexico is low, rugged mountains with mile after mile of sprawling
slums. The concrete and adobe houses are the same as we saw in Nezahuacoyotl, the slum we flew over when we landed (Neza is
also a part of Estado de México). Houses are built up to within a few feet of the expressway, and people walk on the shoulders of the
expressway as if it were a sidewalk. The grey and brown houses (with an occasional one painted dirty blue) climb halfway up the
mountainsides and sprawl beyond the horizon to the north. The most impressive feature of these slums is their sheer size, and the fact
that virtually all of them appeared just in the past decade. [It’s both fascinating and sad to think that in the twenty years since this
was written, the vast majority of the world’s cities have come to be dominated by precisely this kind of slum. Even in parts of
the traditional “rich” world (like Europe and Australia), such places are cropping up on the outskirts of established cities.]
The local people refer
to them as the "ciudades
perdidas" (lost cities), yet they
house the majority of people in
the metro area. This is where all
the millions of people who
moved in from the countryside
ended up settling, and it is these
neighborhoods that continue
growing as more and more
people move in all the time. Two
thousand new people are
moving into Mexico City every
single day (that's 700,000 new
residents a year, or the
equivalent of Iowa in just four
years). Most end up living in
these slums, and from what I
have read, most find even the
poor conditions here better than
what they left in the countryside.
[Mexico’s great migration has
slowed and changed in its
nature. Today Mexico City’s

Ciudad perdida in Estado de México, north of Mexico City
population is essentially stable. Outlying cities like Guadalajara, Monterrey, and Tijuana have been growing rapidly in recent
years, and the great influx of Hispanic immigrants to the United States has absorbed a lot of the other excess.]

Helia’s sister from Nuevo Laredo was sitting next to me on the bus. When I asked her about the “ciudades perdidas”, she
didn’t really want to talk about them. She said the people there lived like animals, and she seemed to feel a sense of both pity and
helplessness. Her feelings are certainly justified. There are no sewers here, nor is there garbage collection. The people are extremely
poor, and many have no permanent employment.
What struck me though was that, for all its problems, Estado de México seemed to be made up of neighborhoods that were
inhabited by people trying to live the best life they could. There are few luxuries, but the necessities are met, and people get by. The
whole area has electrical service, and every house has a water tank (usually shaped like a big plastic soccer ball) on the roof. Many
homes also have TV antennas, so it’s safe to assume they must have a television set inside. There are schools and churches
(although I understand that these are overcrowded), and there are a limited number of stores selling various necessities. It’s certainly
not a nice place to live, but you can’t help respecting the millions of people who do.
I should take a second to note the confusing number of places with the name “Mexico”. When Mexicans say “Mexico”, they
invariably mean “Mexico City”, which is officially the Federal District or “Distrito Federal” (rather like Washington is officially the District
of Columbia). After a short time in the country, we adopted this habit as well. When referring to the country of Mexico, most people say
“la República” (the Republic), and when talking about Mexico State they either use all three words—“Estado de México”—or (as on TV
news) simply call it “el estado”. Also remember that “MAY-he-co” is the way Mexicans pronounce the name of that city, state, and
country.
There is also confusion about just what o call people from the U.S.A.—other than “turistas”, that is. Most Latin Americans
resent using the name “American” to describe people from our country, since Mexico is every bit as much a part of “America” as the
U.S.A. is. Most Mexicans refer to both U.S. and Canadian nationals as “norteamericanos” (North Americans) or simply “nortes”,
although Mexico too is officially a part of that continent. The word “estadounidenses” (United Statesmen) also exists and is used, but it
creates problems, since Mexico’s official name is “Estados Unidos Mexicanos” (United States of Mexico). In official places (like banks)
a Spanish word is avoided, and the English abbreviation “USA” (which Mexicans pronounce “OO-sah”) is invariably placed where it
asks for citizenship on the paperwork. It’s not an important problem, but it was rather interesting.

After we had been in Estado de Mexico for about half an hour the slums finally began to peter out. We turned off the
expressway onto a less crowded little side road that led northeastward through the countryside. It's farm country here, and although it's
usually a fairly dry area this year everything was greener than in Iowa. They grow some corn (you may recall that corn originated in
Mexico), some garden vegetables, and some cactus—as a crop. The fields are all very small, with rough edges. A lot of the farm labor
is still done by hand or with animals. The crops looked good, though, and we read later that Mexico was expecting to have a surplus of
food this year. We drove through this countryside a short time before coming to the town of San Juan Teotihuacan, and beyond that
the pyramids.
The Pyramids of Teotihuacán are the most famous archaeological site in Mexico. When people speak of "the Pyramids" in
Mexico, they mean Teotihuacán. These were once an enormous Indian ceremonial city, with two enormous stone pyramids dedicated
to the sun and moon and numerous smaller pyramids, platforms, and apartments in the area. The whole complex was built long before
Christ was born, and it really is an amazing sight—more awe-inspiring than beautiful. It would take volumes to fully describe all the
intricate stone carving and the significance of everything, so I will simply say it looks exactly like the pictures I had seen. I was not
feeling terribly well, so I did not climb the pyramids, but I thoroughly enjoyed the place anyhow.
[In retrospect, what I attributed to “altitude sickness” on this trip was likely the early stages of the high blood
pressure I’ve been fighting ever since. Not long before this trip I’d gone to the emergency room with chest pain. That was
diagnosed as peritoneal tachycardia, which is basically a fancy name for chest pain without a specific cause. That was also
probably part of the blood pressure problem. Years later when I went to Peru, I expected to have similar symptoms to those I
experienced in Mexico City. With the blood pressure reasonably well controlled, though, I really wasn’t affected by high
altitude.]
Teotihuacán is the only place we encountered vendors who were truly annoying. [That statement is being overly generous,
but the vendors there were certainly the worst we encountered anywhere in Mexico.] In addition to complete markets near the
entrances, almost everywhere you go at the pyramids there are men and boys trying to sell you tacky souvenirs. They come up to you,
shove their wares in your face, and sometimes touch you trying to make a sale. They will follow you for some distance. Their
merchandise is ugly and worthless—things like clay whistles shaped like frogs—but it's hard not to lose a few pesos to them. I generally
walked confidently onward pretending not to see them, which usually did the trick. When they persisted too much, I got rude. They
never seemed to care, and they were soon off bothering someone else.
After exploring the pyramids we drove across the road
to a gift shop called “Galerias El McCoy” (How’s that for
sounding “authentic”?) There a man who seemed incredibly
bored demonstrated the various uses of the maguey (ma-GAY)
cactus. [Actually it’s pronounced mah-GWAY; there’s a
dieresis (or umlaut) over the “u”. ] This plant grows all over
central Mexico, and it has served an endless variety of uses
since ancient times. The plant is edible, and its juice can be
made into alcoholic beverages such as pulque and tequila. The
outer layer of the bark can be made into a type of paper, the
spines can be used as a needle and thread, and buds that grow
on the plant are used to make a dye. It is an important plant,
and it was interesting to see all its many uses. Unfortunately it
seemed that the man had given his presentation so many times
that he was thoroughly bored with it. He just rambled on without
any excitement whatsoever.
After the maguey presentation we were in for yet
another tourist treat. The man had a donkey tied up nearby. He
brought out a bottle of Pepsi, and the donkey drank the Pepsi as
we watched. Maybe I’m getting old, but I can’t say I was
impressed by it. I do hope the donkey gets some real water
from time to time.
We had a picnic lunch (ham sandwiches, cookies, and
Pepsi) and browsed through the gift shop. It didn’t surprise me
that the junk on sale at El McCoy had the highest prices we had
seen in Mexico. I finished quickly and went out to the bus.

Brian and Margaret Sullivan at an archaeological site in San
Juan Teotihuacán, with a Mexican stereotype guarding the
entrance (probably exhausted from the heat) and small dotted
stone chips in mortar that indicate the place is a
reconstruction, rather than original ruin.

Paul was already on the bus, and he was having a fascinating conversation with the driver. The driver explained in great detail
how the beverage “pulque” is made, and he was upset that El McCoy had not offered us a sample. It apparently is a sweet, milky,
mildly alcoholic drink, and the driver obviously liked it a lot. I didn’t really join in the conversation, but it amazed me that I clearly
understood everything that was being said. That was certainly different from Spain, where I might catch a few words here and there
and hope to get the drift. Mexican Spanish is clear and distinct; it’s very easy to understand. [Mexican Spanish really is quite
clear—which is another reason I’ve come to like traveling to Hispanic neighborhoods of American cities. I can pretty easily
understand everything I hear there.]
We re-traced our tracks through the slums of Estado de México and back into the city proper. The traffic was unreal, but
fortunately it was somewhat better in our direction than on the other side of the road. In one place we drove along slowly but surely for

about ten minutes while the traffic on the other side of the road did not move at all. I do not know how long that traffic jam was, but it
had to extend for miles.
We turned off Insurgentes at La Raza, a major monument and metro station near the north end of the city proper. We followed
one of the Ejes Viales (main arteries) westward past a major hospital. An ambulance was exiting the hospital with its lights flashing as
we passed. I do wonder how emergency vehicles manage to make it through the mess of traffic in Mexico City [or any other city for
that matter].
The route we followed dumped out onto the Circuito Interior, a huge (but still clogged) expressway that used to form a ring
around the city. (Now the urban area spreads as many as thirty miles beyond this beltway.) We crept southward on the Circuito, past
factory after factory. Every factory had a huge smokestack that spewed pollution into the air.
We followed the Circuito southward for nearly an hour, as the girls complained and complained. I got tired of listening to them,
and I certainly wasn’t happy to hear them whining with the Mexican ladies riding on the bus with us. They droned on the whole way,
though, until finally we turned off into Chapultepec, an enormous park at the west end of downtown (look at a map, and you’ll see just
how little progress we made in that hour). We exited the expressway [I probably should have put that word in quotation marks]
and drove to the Museum of Anthropology.
The National Museum of Anthropology is considered one of the great museums in the world. It is housed in a beautiful modern
building with a large central courtyard. In the middle of the courtyard is a roof supported by one enormous pillar with a fountain below it.
[It’s really amazing that roof withstood the earthquake intact.] Halls around the outside of the courtyard display artifacts from the
Indians of all different regions of Mexico. The most important piece is the Aztec calendar stone, but there are also stone idols used by
the Indians and various artifacts of daily life. There are also maps, drawings, and dioramas explaining the life of the ancient Indians.
One huge, fascinating diorama shows a market scene from Aztec Tenochtitlan. The detail is superb. Our tour saw the main artifacts in
the Aztec and Maya rooms, the two best known groups of Indians in Mexico. There wasn’t time to see more, but I was very interested in
what we were shown.
There are vendors all over Chapultepec, but they are not so annoying as the ones at the pyramids. On the way back to the
bus several of us bought junky souvenirs from them. I bought a cute little marionette for 1800 pesos (80 cents). [The little puppet still
decorates my apartment all these years latter.]
Our drive back to the hotel was down Paseo de La Reforma, Mexico City's most famous and glamorous street. This eight-lane
boulevard was modeled on the Champs Elysees in Paris, and it features tree-filled medians and shoulders and elaborate traffic circles
with grand monuments. All the ritzy tourist hotels are located near here, as are the most expensive restaurants and pricey boutiques.
Until a few years ago this area looked much nicer than the rest of Mexico City. Unfortunately the 1985 earthquake hit this area far
worse than the rest of town. Countless buildings were destroyed, and the remains of many more are left still standing vacant. Margaret
noticed that a hotel where she had stayed on a trip to Mexico ten years ago was no longer there. This is still the best part of town, but
it’s nothing to get excited about. [Actually it looks remarkably like Paris, which—having seen the latter—is not in any way a
compliment.]
We finally got back to the hotel, after a full day on the bus. Margaret’s records show that in addition to the many miles we
covered on the bus, she walked six miles. Most of us on the tour would have walked a bit more, as she and Brian browsed through the
bookstore while we walked through the Museum of Anthropology. [Though, having not hiked to the top of the pyramid, I would
likely have covered a bit less overall.]
After the briefest of siestas back at the hotel, I went out with Paul and Nancy to explore the stores around the hotel. We first
went to Woolworths, right next door. It was almost identical to what you'd see at a Woolworths in an American mall, perhaps a bit
heavier on clothing in Mexico. Mexicans buy the same brands of soap, shampoo, etc., that we do in the States, though I can't for the life
of me think how they might pronounce some of the names. (I did get one hint from a TV ad for "Head and Shoulders" that said "pídalo
como Hache Ese", which means "Ask for it as H.S.") [I’m not sure why English names for Spanish products should be so odd;
lots of American health and beauty items have French names. Moreover, in modern times pretty much no one anywhere
actually has to ask for a product by saying its name out loud. You just recognize the logo on the container.] Prices for most
products seemed very similar to what they would be in the USA—which meant they were no bargain for us and they must have seemed
very expensive for the Mexicans.
We walked over to the Hallmark store, where I bought a Spanish birthday card for my niece Rachel (2300 pesos—US$1.02). I
was interested that they don’t have envelopes on the racks. Instead you must take the card to the cashier and pay for it. Only then
does she give you your envelope. [Stealing envelopes must be a problem for card stores. In large American cities, they
invariably have the cards and envelopes attached to one another with cellophane.]
We then took a leisurely walk through the Blanco and Palacio de Hierro department stores that we had rushed through our first
day in the city. The clothes in both stores interested me. Both featured very up-to-date fashions, with almost all the clothes made in
Mexico. It's hard to imagine an American department store with clothes made anywhere but Asia, but in Mexico most clothes are
domestic. The clothes also seem very well made and quite inexpensive. The regular prices in Mexico matched clearance discounts in
America—and like everything else those prices already included the 15% tax. What little clothing was imported (mostly from Europe)
was extremely expensive, with higher prices than they would be in the States. In addition to the tax, Mexico has very high import duties
that increase the price of everything made overseas. [It would be interesting to know, given the proliferation of Wal-Mart in
Mexico, if domestic clothes are still the norm. Asian clothes have gotten progressively cheaper in America over the past
twenty years, only creeping up again the past couple years. It’s hard to imagine the same is true of clothing made in Mexico.]

We spent quite a bit of time looking through the supermarket section on the fourth floor of Blanco. Several things interested
me. The first is that Mexican supermarkets don't sell produce or meat—you are expected to buy it fresh daily in the "mercado" or
butcher shop. There are no frozen or refrigerated goods—which means most of our convenience foods are unavailable. [Actually, I’d
see both produce and cold goods at another store I’d visit later—and almost certainly they’re available at Wal-Mart these
days.] As in Europe milk is irradiated and sold warm, like the boxed juices we see in America. It sells for 200 pesos/liter, which works
out to about 32 cents a gallon. The Mexican staples seem to be rice and beans. [Duh—a visit to any Mexican restaurant in the
States would confirm that.] There was a huge selection of both items, and the prices were extremely cheap. American-style foods
(like canned vegetables and potato chips) are readily available, but they are rather expensive. An average-sized can of peas cost 1800
pesos, or 80 cents. A medium box of Ruffles was 2700 pesos, or $1.20. I've rounded the prices here, but almost every grocery price in
Mexico is given in unit prices—like 1796 pesos, instead of 1800. Since there are no one peso coins, the stores simply round the prices
to the nearest five at the check-out counter. [That is, they round the total, not the cost of each individual item. If the proposals
to do away with the penny ever go through here, we’ll do the same thing.]
Paul bought some Diet Pepsi at the store. The product is called “Pepsi Light” in Mexico, but apparently the “Light” is never
pronounced. Also, regardless of what it is called, it is Diet Pepsi, not the lemon-flavored product that was sold in America a few years
back as Pepsi Light. It tasted much better than the Doble Cola we had gotten before. A six-pack of Pepsi Light cost about 3700 pesos
($1.64), tax included.
I bought two sweet items at the store. I purchased some “Barquillos”, which were thin orange-yellow cookies rolled up in a
tube. I also bought a box of lollipop-shaped items that were made of chocolate-covered marshmallows. The prices on both items were
cheaper than candy is in America, but they were relatively expensive by Mexican standards. [I’m always amused to read about
buying snack foods in these travelogues. I almost never buy such stuff at home, but it’s intriguing to see what’s available in
other places.]
After this shopping trip it was time for supper. There was a Pizza Hut located in a pedestrian mall facing the parking ramp next
to our hotel. Cathy suggested we not go there; she said people on earlier tours had been disappointed with the place. I remembered
what fun it was to visit the American places on my trip to Spain, though, and I suggested we eat there anyhow. The place did and didn't
look like an American Pizza Hut. It was located on the first floor of an ancient downtown building, but it had a sign in the window
showing that red roof trademark. The interior was finished in elegant light woods, without that checked oilcloth you so often see here.
Overall I liked the place—and the food was good too. It was an excellent meal in an interesting setting, and we all had great fun. [It is
interesting that Pizza Hut generally isn’t found in downtown areas of American cities. They have neighborhood locations
everywhere, but you don’t see them in office buildings like you do McDonalds, Wendy’s, and the like.]
It shouldn't have surprised me, but it did, to find that Pizza Hut's main clientele was Mexican. It was exactly the same way in
Spain, but it still seems odd that American food should appeal to foreigners. We were the only Yankees in the restaurant, and it
appeared the waitress was somewhat surprised to see us. [I wonder if a native of China would find it odd that most of the
customers in American Chinese restaurants are Caucasian, or if a waitress would be surprised to see a Chinese tour group
come to eat there. … On a side note, it always surprises and amuses me a bit when I see Hispanic people at a Taco Bell in the
States, since few places are more American (and less Mexican) than Taco Bell.] She did not speak English, and she seemed
relieved that some of us did speak Spanish. She was pleasant, and we ordered without any problems.
I had a mini-sized pepperoni and ham pizza and a trip to the salad bar. The pizza was excellent—exactly the same as it would
have been in Iowa. The salad bar, however, was definitely geared to the Mexican crowd. It was primarily designed to make a glorified
lettuce salad, and most of the toppings are things you would expect in Mexican food. The main dressing was vinegar and oil. There
were four other dressings to choose from; they had names like “French” and “Thousand Island”, but all of them were white. There was
only one side salad—a mixture of peas, potatoes, and peppers. There was also a dish of cold corn, and cold rice without any sauce. I
can’t say I cared a lot for the salad bar, but it was interesting to see how the concept was applied in Mexico. [As more and more
restaurants here are going for “healthy alternatives”, American salad bars are starting to look a lot like this one.]
The waitress gave us excellent service. She saw us folding our menus to keep, and when Margaret explained that she was a
teacher, she asked if we wanted copies of the children’s menus to save. We asked for four separate checks, and she wrote a full
paragraph on the back of each one thanking us for our patronage. I wish I could have saved mine, but the cashier needed to keep it for
his records. The bill was substantially less than it would have been in America, even after including a good tip for the good service.
After dinner Paul, Nancy, the Osky girls, and I went out for some more adventures. We walked westward on Calle Madero
until it intersected with Avenida Lazaro Cardenas, at the edge of the historic district. On this corner is the Torre Latinoamericano (Latin
American Tower), headquarters of the Seguros Latinoamericanos insurance company and until recently the tallest building south of the
Río Grande. (Today the Pemex Building, headquarters of the government oil company, is slightly taller. Pemex is in the northwest
factory district, well away from downtown.) We each paid 4000 pesos (US$1.60) admission and got into express elevators that whisked
us to an observation deck on the 44th floor, far above the city. The view from up here is beautiful. It was dark outside, and we could
see lights spreading to the horizon in every direction. You get a real sense of just how enormous Mexico City is when you see it from
above. The city is really quite pretty at night—none of the peeling paint and chipped plaster and stone, just a fairyland of lights. I’m
really glad I saw it, and I’m not even too upset at having to pay 4000 pesos for the view. [It’s something like $20 to go up in the
Sears Tower these days, so this really was a bargain.]
We had planned to take the Metro back to the hotel. We wanted to give the girls the experience of riding the subway, and the
crowds were likely to be much thinner at night. We walked north of the Latin American Tower past the Palacio de Bellas Artes (Fine
Arts Palace), where there was supposed to be a metro station. We looked around for a long time but found none. While there are a lot
of metro stations in Mexico City, the entrances are very poorly marked. You have to know what you’re looking for to find them.

Eventually we asked a person for directions and discovered that the station was around the corner in a park. We saw a staircase going
down, and went in.
Mexico's Metro works a lot like the subways in Spain [and almost every other metro on earth, for that matter]. After
descending the steps, you buy a magnetic ticket (for just 100 pesos, or 4 cents) from a woman in a booth. You place the ticket in an
electric turnstile, and a bar is released so you can enter. Signs in the stations direct you to trains leading in two opposite directions. We
wanted "Direccion Tasquena" at the southern end of Line 2—the blue line. Paul led the group, and I brought up the rear. We followed
the signs to the platforms and waited very briefly for a train. When it stopped and the doors opened, we rushed aboard just before a
buzzer sounded and the doors closed again.
The Metro trains are crowded, even at night. Off hours in Mexico City have the same crowds found at rush hour in Madrid. The
cars are not packed at night, but there was no room to sit either. We grabbed bars and stood facing the door. We warned the girls to
hold their purses tight and watch for thieves, and I kept my eyes on the girls all the time. The train took off, and we were on our way.
We rode four stations southward to Pino Suarez station, one of the most famous in the system. When the Metro was being
built, many Aztec artifacts were discovered. In Pino Suarez station there is an entire Aztec pyramid. We got off the train and walked
around a bit before finding the pyramid, which is small, but interesting. Paul got out his camera and took a few pictures when suddenly
a policeman came rushing over, telling Paul that photographs are prohibited in the Metro. Paul apologized and put away his camera,
the policeman walked away, and we were about to go back on the train. Just then a well-dressed man came up to us. I was half
expecting Paul to be arrested, but it was nothing of the sort. The man apologized to Paul in English and explained that there was no
problem taking pictures during non-rush hours. He said unfortunately "some of our older employees" didn't know this, and he was very,
very sorry. He gave us free maps of the Metro and wished us a pleasant trip.
[Taking pictures has become an issue on many transit systems, particularly in this age of seemingly permanent
heightened security. The vast majority of transit systems officially prohibit photography these days, though it’s all but
impossible to enforce the rules when so many people have digital cameras built into their phones.]
We got on a train going the opposite direction, rode one station north to the Zócalo, got off, and went upstairs. The Zócalo
was relatively empty at night, and we quickly made our way across the plaza to our hotel. I watched a bit of TV, glanced through some
Mexican newspapers, and went to bed.

FRIDAY, JULY 1 Æ MEXICO CITY
[I’m amazed at how long we stayed in Mexico City on this trip! So many tours take you to a new place each day. It
was definitely nice to be in the capital long enough to get to know the place.]
I slept very well last night and woke up to enjoy yet another round of that massive breakfast buffet. Today was a free day.
Cathy gave us money for lunch and let us do as we pleased for the day.
In the morning I set off with Paul,
Nancy, and the girls for some shopping and
exploring. Nancy's ear had been hurting quite
a bit, and something obviously needed to be
done to clear that up. In Mexico pharmacists
are authorized to dispense most drugs
without a doctor's prescription, so we found a
"farmacia" on Calle Madero and walked in.
We walked up to the counter, and Paul
explained the problem to the woman
standing there. She asked a few questions
and then went back to the head pharmacist.
She brought back a bottle and explained the
directions and use for it (all in Spanish). She
then kept the bottle, but gave Paul a receipt
with the price on it. Paul went over to the
“caja”, paid the bill, and then received a bag
with the medicine in it.
Medicine is
government-subsidized in Mexico, and it is
very cheap. This bottle of antibiotic was less
than 1700 pesos (about 75 cents). I bought
nearly the same medicine in the States for an
ear infection last spring, and I paid $8.95 per
Pharmacy in downtown Mexico City
bottle, twelve times as much as it cost in
Mexico. [… And today that same bottle would cost me a $15 co-pay on my insurance; it probably actually costs $20 - $25.
With drug prices skyrocketing, in the past decade or so a lot of senior citizens have made trips to Mexico specifically for the
purpose of stocking up on prescription drugs.]
In addition to selling medicines, pharmacies have the same selection of health and beauty aids you would find in most
American drugstores. These are not subsidized, and their prices are about the same as in the U.S.A. While we were there we noticed

a big sign for a sale on toilet paper to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Kimberly-Clark in Mexico. This particular farmacia was also
pushing vitamins to all its customers. They had signs for vitamins everywhere, and a person handed out flyers showing which vitamins
were supposed to help various parts of the body. No one seemed to be buying them, though.
Outside the farmacia we paused briefly to buy some soft drinks. A woman on the street was selling big, cold bottles of pop for
just 500 pesos (22 cents) each. We had to stand there and drink the pop and then return the bottles to her, but it was still a good price. I
had a bottle of "manzana", a sweet, carbonated apple-flavored drink. As with most soft drinks, there's no apple whatsoever in it, but it
tastes good anyhow.
Jennifer, one of the
girls on the tour, had drawn a
guided adventure that required
her to buy a Mexican lottery
ticket. We walked across the
street to a store that sold
nothing but lottery tickets. The
adults couldn't help Jennifer
with her guided adventure, so
we took some pictures of street
scenes while she went in to
buy her ticket. Before too long
she came out. She had spoken
to a man who explained how
the lottery worked (not that
different from the various state
lotteries here) and that the
money went to various welfare
projects. Somehow Jennifer
had ended up with two
intricately designed, colorful
tickets—for the same number.
There are big charts all over
Mexico we could have checked
to see if she won, but I don't
think anyone ever bothered to
check.
Two street scenes – note the papel picado decorations hanging above the shoeshine stand.

After a bit more downtown shopping we took a walk
through the Alameda (ah-la-MAY-dah), a large park that
separates the old and new parts of downtown. A series of
paths through the park led past fountains and hedges and
formal gardens. At night Mexicans go on “paseo”, strolling
through the park to relax after the day’s work. Mid-morning
it was rather dead, but it still made for a pleasant walk.

Typical street telephone. Mexico’s Telefonica corporation has
since been privatized. They also own the American Tracfone
service.. The company’s principal owner recently surpassed
Bill Gates as the world’s wealthiest person.

We then walked westward to the Hidalgo (eeDOLL-go) area, where the Paseo de la Reforma meets
Alameda Park. This area was hit harder than any other
during the earthquake in 1985; one of the tour guides
describes it as still looking like "Berlin afer the War". Most of
the buildings in the area are empty. Some have construction
cranes (although no actual construction ever seems to be
done), but many just seem to have been abandoned. Most
buildings have some shattered windows at the very least. In
some tall buildings all of the upper floors are a crumbled
mass of rubble. We saw a number of signs saying
“Clausarado” (which must mean “condemned”). It wasn’t a
pretty neighborhood, but it was interesting to see.
We then walked along the edge of the Zona Rosa
(the Pink Zone), the snooty shopping district hat caters
heavily to rich tourists. We walked past a place where
Mexicans were registering bicycles and then turned on Calle
Ayuntamiento to go back to the handicrafts markets. I didn’t
want to buy anything in particular, but Paul wanted a brass
copy of the Aztec calendar. He found one at San Juan
Market, and he had a long conversation with the
shopkeeper, trying to get her to lower her price. But, like
others at San Juan, she wouldn’t reduce her price much.
The original asking price was 65,000 pesos, and her final
offer (after a long bargaining session) was 60,000 pesos.
Paul did finally accept her offer, but when he put the
purchase on his credit card, she added in the cost of her
processing of the charge—10% of the bill. His final cost was
66,000 pesos, or $29.33. That’s still a good price for a
lovely piece of metalwork.

I didn’t really care to buy anything, so I left the
group and took a long route back to the hotel on my own. I
walked southward as well as eastward and saw a part of the
city we had not seen before. Just a couple of blocks south of
the Zocalo the area becomes heavily residential (in old
“Vamos al Zócalo con Salinas” campaign sign that
apartments, like in Spain). It is obviously a VERY poor
foreshadowed later events on this trip
neighborhood. This was most evident when I passed a
place with a sign saying "Tortilleria Gratuita", which literally means "Free Tortilla Shop". Apparently the government runs shops like this,
quite likely with lottery revenues. People apparently present some kind of a card, and they receive one kilogram (2 pounds) of tortillas,
the flat corn-based bread that is the staple of Mexico's traditional diet. Tortillas are available quite inexpensively in the supermarkets
(about 1000 pesos per kilo, or 20 cents a pound), but these places apparently serve those who can't afford even that much. When I
passed this place there was a line of people clad in T-shirts and well-worn jeans that stretched nearly half a block. I would have gotten
a picture of the place, but it didn't seem very appropriate to photograph people in that particular setting.
I saw several other interesting sights on my walk back to the hotel. I passed the “Deposito Central de Grua”, a clearing
between buildings where towed-away cars are left until their owners pay the towing charges. I saw one interesting building where
forms for the Federal District bureaucracy (the “Departamento del Distrito Federal” or “D.D.F.” ) were printed. In the windows of this
ornate, old building I could see stacks of blank paperwork piled to the ceiling. Mexicans love their forms, and it was interesting to see
where it all starts. I also saw a building that had been badly damaged in the earthquake where people were still living, camped out
among the rubble. There don’t seem to be a lot of people doing this, but there are some.
I kept walking, enjoying this very interesting neighborhood. I ended up on Calle Pino Suarez, somewhat south of the Pino
Suarez metro station. I passed the subway station and tried crossing the street, when I was nearly hit by a “colectivo” (green VW
bus/taxi). There were no traffic lights, and unlike the residents of Mexico City, I do not know innately when it is my turn to go. Since I
was already in the street, I dashed ahead and was soon on the other side.
Aside from this incident, though, Mexico City is basically a very pleasant place in which to walk. While there we went to most
of our destinations on foot, and it was generally the quickest, most efficient way of getting from one place to another. The city streets

generally run perpendicular to each other, as they do in America, so the blocks are square. All the streets are named, but every corner
has prominent blue signs giving the street names, so it’s hard to get lost—at least with a map. The one problem with walking is that it
takes far more energy than it would back home. Mexico City is over 7,000 feet above sea level, and the air is a lot thinner up there.
Doing anything takes more effort than it would back in Iowa. Like a lot of tourists, I got a touch of what Margaret described as “altitude
sickness”—mild chest pain and shortness of breath, less serious, but not unlike what I went to the hospital for two years ago. I wasn’t
about to let it spoil my vacation, though, so I just kept on walking.
Just beyond the metro station there is a small park with a sign marking the place where Cortez is supposed to have officially
conquered the Aztecs and claimed Tenochtitlan (Mexico City) for Spain. Just around the corner is the Hospital de Jesus, which is the
first hospital in the New World and also the place where Cortez is buried. I continued north on Pino Suarez to the Zócalo.
All week long there had been construction going on in the Zócalo, and today it was more frantic than ever. Mexico was to have
national elections the following week, and the largest party was planning a major rally in the Zócalo on Saturday. All over Mexico City
we had seen signs and banners proclaiming "Vamos al Zócalo con Salinas" (Let's go to the Zócalo with Salinas!—the main party’s
Presidential candidate) and giving reasons such as "jobs and liberty" to support that party. Throughout the week they had been
constructing bleachers on the west side of the Zócalo. Today they were also putting up bleachers on the north and south sides of the
square, and they had painted lines on the Zócalo to mark places where people from each of Mexico's thirty different states were
supposed to stand during the rally. There was a flurry of activity as I walked back to the hotel.
This is probably the best time to talk a bit about the strange system of government that Mexico has. The country is officially a
democracy, and its constitution guarantees the same types of freedom found in the U.S. Constitution. In practice, though, for nearly a
century Mexico has been a one-party state. Traditionally THE political party has been the Partido Revolucinario Institucional (or PRI,
pronounced like the prefix "pre-"), which means "Institutional Revolutionary Party". It functions much like the Democratic machine in
Chicago, delivering patronage jobs and services in exchange for votes. PRI has controlled the Presidency, 90% or more of the Mexican
legislature, the governorships and legislatures of the states, and virtually all local offices. Their green and red signs are as prominent in
Mexico as Communist banners are in Russia. Mexican presidential elections are held every six years, but the PRI candidate always
wins. This year PRI’s Presidential candidate was Carlos Salinas de Gotari, and no one had any doubt about his election. In return for
total dominance of the country's government, PRI has generally seen to it that the wealthy prosper—yet it has looked after the poor
more than most dictatorships, providing things like strong price controls and free tortillas. The juxtaposition of the words "institutional"
and "revolutionary" really does describe the party.
Unlike in most one-party states, political opposition is allowed in Mexico. There has been much suspicion of election fraud,
and the opposition has never won any significant victories, but campaigning against the government is certainly allowed. This year the
strongest opposition force seemed to be the Socialist-Communist alliance, led by Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, son of former President
Lazaro Cardenas, for whom that main drag we walked down was named. His coalition, the FDN-PMS (Frente Democratico Nacional y
Partido Mexicano Socialista), has a lot of strength among the urban poor and in the northern states. A third major party, described as
“conservative” (although it’s hard for me to envision a party much more conservative than the PRI), was abbreviated PAN; I never really
figured out who its supporters were. [PAN was a mostly a party of Mexican nationalists, mostly domestic businessmen. They
favored putting Mexico first rather than supporting international agreements. The ultra-conservative party formed a strange
partnership with Mexico’s Green Party to become the Alliance for Change, which is the party of current Mexican President
Vincente Fox.] There were also a lot of small opposition parties.
The opposition was much stronger this year than it had been in previous years, and most people felt PRI could not honestly
get more than about half the votes, far less than it needed to totally dominate the government. Many people seemed to expect that
there would be serious election fraud, especially in rural areas of the north. Some people also felt there could be violence surrounding
the election. One way or another most people felt PRI would come out of this election with less credibility than ever before. Faced with
this challenge, PRI had pulled out all the stops in its campaign. This rally in the Zócalo was to be the biggest such event in Mexican
history—with half a million people expected to show up. With one day left to prepare, the construction crews were hard at work.
[In fact, the 1988 election remains the most controversial in Mexican history, and it basically was the beginning of the
end for PRI’s dominance of Mexican politics. The ballots in the ’88 election were to be tallied by computer. However, midway
through election day, the government announced “se cayó el sistema” (the system crashed). The next day Salinas was
declared the winner, with just over 50% of the votes (a majority is necessary for election in Mexico). In a situation remarkably
similar to America’s 2000 election, the PRI-appointed Mexican Supreme Court certified the result and ordered all ballots
destroyed. PRI managed one more President (who had a minority in the legislature) after Salinas, before being swept out by
Vincente Fox (who has had a number of scandals of his own). To this day “se cayó el sistema” is a Mexican colloquialism for
fraud. The phrase has even crept into the American Spanish language media, having been used to describe an irregular
mayoral election in Los Angeles and a corrupt governor in Illinois, not to mention the Presidential debacle in 2000.]
I walked back across the Zócalo and met Margaret and Brian for lunch. We had planned to have lunch at one of the numerous
Denny’s restaurants that dot the landscape in Mexico, but when we looked at the menu in their window, the prices seemed outrageous
(probably the same as they are at Denny’s in the States, but extremely high by Mexican standards). Instead we went to a place called
Zenon (say-KNOWN), which seems to be Mexico's answer to Happy Chef or Country Kitchen [or Denny’s, for that matter]. It's a chain
of restaurants with orange plastic furniture and laminated menus with photographs of their food. For all that American atmosphere,
though, the place was VERY Mexican. They spoke only Spanish, they served only Mexican food, and except for us the customers were
entirely local (mostly downtown businesspeople on their lunch breaks). I had a combination dinner called "Plato Indio" (the Indian
Platter) which consisted of various traditional Mexican dishes, with a few oddities thrown in. The main dish was enchiladas topped with
"mole" (MOW-lay), a savory chocolate-based sauce served on meat. The strangest item was the "vegetable", a type of cactus with a
texture I did not find pleasant. This was the most experimental meal I had in Mexico, and while parts were a bit strange, overall I

enjoyed it. The price was right too. The dinner was 6500 pesos (US$2.89), and a huge glass of limonada was another 1500 pesos (67
cents). Tip was extra (10% is generous in Mexico), but the 15% tax was already included. (Having the "IVA incluido" really is nice; our
added-on sales tax always makes things cost more than they seem to—the Mexican prices seem more honest that way.)
After lunch we set off for our afternoon adventure. Margaret ad Brian wanted to spend a longer time than the tour allowed
exploring the Museum of Anthropology, and I decided to join them. To save money we decided to take the metro to Chapultepec Park,
where the museum is located. We got on at the Zócalo, went south to Pino Suarez, and switched to a train on a different line.
Somehow we got headed east instead of west on that train, and we had to pay again to get back the way we wanted to go. At least the
100 peso fare is cheap enough that it didn’t really matter. Eventually we got headed the right way on Linea 1 (the pink line), and we
made our way to Chapultepec station.
Most of the travel guides warned against taking the metro, saying that it was crowded and uncomfortable beyond belief, and
that there were pickpockets in lurk almost everywhere. I disagree strongly with those books. The metro is much more crowded during
the day than at night, but it is not nearly so unpleasant as the books make it seem. We stood for our entire journey, but standing in
place certainly beats walking—and I really found it more pleasant than racing through the traffic in a taxi. It’s actually fairly quiet in the
metro; the Mexicans sit or stand in silence, either reading or looking at the tunnels go by.
It also seemed much safer than the books would have you believe. We certainly got to where we were going without any
incident whatsoever. We did not flaunt our money on the subway (I carried mine in the pocket of a T-shirt, under my main shirt), but I
really don’t think any special precautions were necessary. We saw absolutely no one who looked in any way suspicious; no one
bothered us or even crowded close to us in any way. Really we were more a curiosity than anything else. Everyone else on the metro
was Mexican, and we “gringos” certainly did stand out in the crowd. I think most tourists have been scared away from the metro, and
that may well have made things unprofitable for the pickpockets. The Mexicans didn’t seem to be worried about anything.
We got off at Chapultepec station and followed the signs to “Bosque de Chapultepec” exit. What we didn’t realize is that the
Museum of Anthropology is nowhere near Chapultepec station. When we got to the top of the steps, we had absolutely no idea where
we were. There was a very confusing map of the park, which showed the metro station and also the Museum of Anthropology, but it
didn’t really explain how to get from “A” to “B”. We walked in the general direction, and soon we found ourselves on a pedestrian
overpass, walking above the Circuito Interior—a twelve-lane freeway that cuts through the east side of the park. On the other side we
saw various monuments and museums that the map did not show, but nothing we recognized. We kept walking northward, and
eventually we reached the Paseo de la Reforma, the six-lane street that is the address of the Anthropology Museum. We crossed
Reforma, walked down a short distance, and finally found the museum. We had walked a mile and a half from the metro station.
We each paid the 1200 peso (50 cents) admission fee, and we spent the entire afternoon exploring the museum. We walked
through every room on the lower floor, seeing the artifacts from every region of Mexico. I usually go through museums much more
quickly than either Margaret or Brian, and I was expecting to get rather bored here, but I really enjoyed the place. In fact I would love to
go back again and look at the upper floor, which looks at ethnology and shows the clothing and shelter of various Mexican Indians. The
museum is big, though, and my legs and behind were aching by the time we were finished. We sat down for a refreshment at the
museum’s cafeteria, and I sat some more while Margaret and Brian looked through the gift shop.
While waiting for them to buy their books and souvenirs, I looked over a city atlas I had bought and discovered a metro station
called “Auditorio” that was much closer to the museum than “Chapultepec”. It was raining as we left the museum, and though we
dashed we still got thoroughly soaked. We walked 300 meters west along Reforma (I know the distance, because there were
“Construction Ahead” signs all along the way), and got to the intersection where the metro station was supposed to be. As elsewhere in
Mexico City, there was no above-ground sign showing where the entrance was, and though we looked and looked, we could not find
the station.
Eventually I stopped and asked a man where the nearest metro station was. For some reason I still do not understand he
asked me which metro line I wanted to take. (The line is really irrelevant. In Mexico City you can change from one line to another
without paying any additional fare.) Since he asked, I quickly looked at my map and saw the number “9” at the end of the line we
wanted, so I said “la nueve” (#9). He then tried to tell me that where we really wanted to be was Tacubaya station, nine blocks south of
where we were. I knew that wasn’t right (and in the pouring rain there was no way we were going to walk there), so I asked him if there
wasn’t a station called “Auditorio” nearby. He first pointed to the large National Auditorium Building, but finally agreed that there was a
subway station diagonally across from us. I thanked him, and we made our way through the mess of road construction (following a
man carrying copper pipes on his head) across the street and to the subway station.
Auditorio station is actually on Linea 7 (the light orange line). Lines 1, 7, and 9 all intersect at Tacubaya station, and my map
made it unclear which was which. At least we found the station, though, and it was much more convenient to the museum than the
other one. It was pleasantly warm in the metro, a nice change from the cold rain outside. We bought our tickets, took a bit of time to
orient ourselves, and then headed to the trains.
Line 7 is quite suburban, and it carries far fewer passengers than the downtown lines. There were places for all of us to sit,
and we relaxed as we rode three stations to Tacuba (not Tacubaya), the end of the line. There we switched to Line 1, which this far out
was busy, but still not as crowded as we had seen earlier. It was, however, now rush hour (around 8pm). We rode Line 1 for about
fifteen minutes, and the train got fuller and fuller at each station. Everyone on the train was very polite and very quiet, and it still
seemed safer than an equivalent train in America. [At the time I’d never ridden an equivalent train in America, so that was really
a silly remark to make. Subways had a VERY bad reputation in the ‘80s, when many cities had all but abandoned their transit
systems. They’ve definitely come back, though, and are a safe an efficient way of getting around in America—as well as in
other countries.] I must say, though, I have almost never crowded so close.

As we approached Zócalo station, we politely announced “con permiso” (the all-purpose “excuse me” you hear frequently on
the train) and pushed our way to the door. The ride had not been unpleasant, but it was good to have some open space in the station.
When we got upstairs from the platforms, we saw a line at the ticket booths that was just unbelievable. Seven million passengers ride
the metro every day, and I swear it looked like all of them were standing in line at Zócalo station. Most downtown businesses close at
8:00, and the workers had swarmed into the subway to go home. I am sure had we continued on the train, the mob would have gotten
worse for another few stations, and then it would start thinning out as people reached their destinations. Many workers, though, live out
in the slums, beyond the last metro stop. They presumably ride to the end of the line and then find some other means of transportation
(quite possibly even their feet) to go the rest of the way. [They’ve greatly expanded the metro in the last two decades. New lines
(mostly above ground light rail) go out to the slums on the edges of the federal district and in Estado de México. They’ve also
added additional lines in the city to relive the crowding on the older lines.]
After describing all those workers, this might be a good time to talk about just how hard Mexicans work. In America we often
think of Mexicans as lazy people who always seem to be on siesta. You hear of the "maňana" attitude, and often Mexicans seem to be
portrayed as swindlers. In Mexico City, at least, what we saw was the exact opposite of that. The hard-working people of Mexico City
would put almost every American to shame. Most Mexicans work a ten to twelve hour shift, usually from 9am to 8pm, with only minimal
breaks. When you count the time they spend on the buses or subways commuting to and from work, it can safely be said that they are
almost never home in daylight. They work six days a week, and vacations are rare. In addition to the long hours, Mexicans work hard.
People do a lot more work, and machines a lot less, than in the States. Almost everyone's job is more physically demanding than it
would be up North. The working conditions are definitely poorer, and safety protections are rare. Still, no one seems to complain much.
For all their labor, Mexicans earn extremely low wages. A typical "obrero" (manual laborer) or store clerk would earn about
10,000 pesos per day, which works out to about 37 cents an hour or just 1300 dollars a year. That money goes further in Mexico than it
would here, but it's still not much. Family incomes are a bit higher than that—it appears that most women in Mexico City are employed,
and the older children in most families also work. Unemployment is high in Mexico, but almost no one seems to be unemployed to the
point of doing nothing. There are so many jobs we wouldn't think of in America—like shining shoes or selling gum on the street—that
can bring in enough to barely survive. You do see a few beggars, but there are less than in other countries. “Better” jobs do, of course,
pay more; but nevertheless when you observe the life Mexicans lead, it does make our life seem very fortunate indeed. It also isn’t
hard to see why the illegal aliens keep coming to our border.
The saddest fact is that the people in most countries would consider the Mexicans fortunate. As I said earlier, Mexico is
considered a “middle-income” nation by world standards. People in most of Africa, Asia, and Latin America have less money than the
Mexicans. [I’d see later that Peru, for instance, is a much poorer country than Mexico—and even it is far from the poorest
place on earth.] Also, conditions in rural Mexico are apparently much worse than they are in the city. Most Mexicans do seem to
realize this, and they count their blessings while continuing to hope for better times.
We saw a little underground shopping mall as we were leaving Zócalo station, and we took a minute to stop at a most
interesting little shop. The “Tienda del Metro” (Metro Store) sells assorted souvenirs of the Mexico City metro. After surviving our ride,
against the predictions of the travel books, we decided to buy some. We bought sweatshirts with the metro map silk-screened on them
and mugs showing the symbols of various stations (mine shows Pino Suarez). Not exactly the traditional Mexican handicrafts, but it did
make an interesting souvenir. [The Pino Suarez symbol is a pine tree, which is why I keep that mug in among my Christmas
decorations and haul it out each December.]
While walking back across the Zocalo we saw the construction workers putting the final touches on things for the PRI rally.
They had brought in flowers and greenery to spruce up the place, and they were fixing holes in the sidewalks and sewers. I couldn't
help but think of Russia, where they put on a nice facade whenever government people went out in public. There were television trucks
parked outside our hotel (like “Imnevision 13”) with miles of cable running around everywhere. I've never seen this kind of an event
from behind the scenes; it really was fun to watch.
It was rather late when we got back to the hotel. We were tired, and most of the downtown restaurants were closed. We
decided to have dinner at the hotel. The restaurant on the hotel’s main floor (“Planta Baja”) was elegant, and we took a few minutes to
change into our nice clothes before going down. As we were going up to our rooms we saw that the guests at the hotel were quite
different from the previous nights. Before they had been mostly Europeans and wealthy Mexicans. Tonight almost everybody was
Mexican; PRI politicians had taken over almost every room in the hotel, and they were walking through the halls with their red, white,
and green armbands. I suppose they could also be called “wealthy Mexicans”, like the previous guests, but I liked the other people
better.
The hotel restaurant was a far nicer place than I ever would have eaten in America [though I’ve since eaten at a few places
that would give it a run for its money]. It was a beautiful place, with rich woods and red and white cloth accents. They had fine linen
tablecloths and napkins, real silver flatware, elegant glassware, and a serving plate at each place—on which they put the plates you
were to eat off of. In addition to the uniformed host, four different neatly uniformed people waited on us as we ate our dinner.
It was entertaining to watch the waiters serve us. The dinner was served in courses, the most interesting of which was the
soup. Margaret and I both had "sopa de tortilla", which consists of chicken broth with lime juice and corn-flour noodles in it. Various
meats, cheeses, and vegetables can be added to the broth. Three different waiters served the soup to us. The first waiter set the soup
bowls at our places with a flourish. The second brought a large serving bowl and dipped the soup for us. The last waiter carried a huge
lazy Susan filled with various garnishes that we could put in the soup. He asked if we wanted each one, and placed a generous portion
of each one we chose into the broth. He topped everything with a dollop of sour cream, and danced away leaving us to enjoy a very
delicious soup. The other courses were nearly as fun. Each time a waiter came out, he carried a tray in one hand and a little stand in

the other. In one movement he opened the stand and lowered the tray. Then he served the food, always being careful to serve
Margaret first, picked up the tray, and walked off. Everything was done at high speed, but it all flowed very smoothly. [The only other
place I’ve encountered such an efficient waitstaff was at Brennan’s, one of the top restaurants in New Orleans—and the check
there was many times what we paid in Mexico City.]
I think we might have gotten more attention than the typical customer. The only others in the place were the PRI politicians, all
of whom seemed rude and most of whom were quite underdressed for so elegant a restaurant. The waiters seemed to be snubbing
them rather obviously. They gave PRI polite, but minimal service, while we got the royal treatment. It made me wonder how they
intended to vote. [Actually it made it eminently clear how they intended to vote—and, like most working people, it wasn’t for
PRI.]
Margaret’s dinner was a Mexican chicken dish with very hot green sauce. Brian and I chose to go Italian, having a delicious
Bolognian spaghetti. In addition there was an endless supply of delicious French bread, with garlic butter and paté to spread on it. We
had huge drinks, and we finished the dinner with coffee. It was a delicious dinner and a truly splendid dining experience. In New York
or Chicago we could easily have paid over a hundred dollars to eat this kind of meal. At the Gran Hotel in Mexico City we enjoyed all
this elegance, including tax AND tip, for under 50,000 pesos--just over twenty-two dollars for three people, or $7.50 each. I could spend
$7.50 at a steakhouse in Iowa [more like $12.50 these days—I went to one last weekend], and I certainly wouldn’t get the
atmosphere I enjoyed in Mexico.
After that lovely meal we went straight upstairs. We were leaving early tomorrow, and I figured it was best to get as much
sleep as I could. I took a quick shower and was soon off to bed. The PRI people were up all night—the kids would say they were
"partying", though I never knew "party" could be a verb. They were noisy, but not all that annoying, and I did get adequate sleep.

SATURDAY, JULY 2 Æ MEXICO CITY, DF TO MERIDA, YUCATAN
While my sleep was adequate, the night was too short. We were flying to Mérida today, and we had to leave early. I was up
before 5:00 to finish packing my luggage and do a last-minute check around the room. We had to be completely ready to go and be
downstairs by 5:30. Most of our group got everything done ahead of schedule, and we were ready to check out right on time. While
checking out we were reminded of the long hours Mexican workers put in. Every time we had been to the reception desk at this hotel,
the same two employees were on duty. One was a tall man named Luis and the other was a woman with curly hair. They were on duty
every time we left the hotel and every time we returned. They had been working when we got back at 9pm last night, and they were
working at 5:30 this morning. I think these people may be a couple who manage the place together, but they still put in a lot of hours.
After we checked out, my were we in for a surprise! Cathy came up to me and asked if I would walk with her to try to find the
bus that was to take us to the airport. It seemed odd that the bus would not show up and even odder that Cathy would want me to
accompany her to find it, but I complied. Outside the door everything became instantly clear. Avenida 16 de Septiembre ran outside our
hotel, but during the night the street had been closed off. All along each side was a line of policemen—standing about three feet apart
and facing toward the street. The lines ran from the Zócalo twelve blocks west to Avenida Lazaro Cardenas. Hundreds of policemen
stood there, each one carrying a gun and a nightstick. They seemed friendly enough, but they were certainly imposing. We walked for
several blocks down the center of the street, with the officers gawking at every step we took. Eventually we stopped, and Cathy asked
an officer if it would be possible for a bus to get through. The officer seemed to find the situation humorous, but he said it was quite
impossible. All the downtown streets were closed due to the PRI rally; no traffic was allowed through. He suggested we lug our
suitcases down to Lazaro Cardenas and try to catch some taxis there.
We went back to the hotel so we could tell the bad news to the rest of the group. When we got there a Mexican man stopped
Cathy, and the bad news turned to good. He was the bus driver. He apparently had come the wrong way on a one-way side street and
had parked his bus just two blocks from the hotel. Cathy asked the bellboys to haul the luggage that distance, and we followed on foot.
As the group walked down the center of the street, the officers made a chorus of cat-calls at the high-school girls. I have a feeling Cathy
asked me to accompany her earlier because I was closest in age and could pass as her husband or boyfriend. I think she would have
had to put up with a lot of abuse had she walked down that street alone.
There was one interesting side note in all this confusion. The cops were all lined up to guard the rally for PRI, the ruling party.
As we walked down the street we couldn't help but notice that someone had spray-painted the word "CARDENAS" (the name of the
opposition candidate) in enormous letters across the middle of the street, and no one had painted over it or washed it away. We had
been told that tensions could be high on the day of the rally, and this was one sign of that.
We did get to the bus safely. Cathy gave the bellboys an enormous tip, more than a full day’s wages. (Think again, though—
compare what she paid them with what you’d pay for such service in America or Europe.) She also paid the bus driver far more than
the standard fare, figuring she was literally buying our way out of Mexico City. We continued driving against the signs through the
downtown area (as were a lot of other cars). Traffic was extremely light—I think both because of the rally and because it was very early
on a Saturday morning. We followed roughly the same route that the taxis had taken earlier in the week, but this time we got to the
airport quite quickly.
[The preceding remains probably the biggest adventure I’ve ever had while traveling. I’m still amazed by it all even
today. The bus driver here showed what is a very typical “can do” attitude found in Mexico, one that is quite opposite from a
lot of stereotypes we have of the Mexican people. Even more than Americans, Mexicans will find a way to get things done. It
may not always be strictly legal, and it may require a bit of “greasing of the palm”, but somehow or other it will happen. We’d
seen that earlier with the airport employee going out of his way to retrieve the lost luggage, and we’d see it again later in the
trip.]

Even at dawn on a Saturday the airport was jammed. Cathy says it always is—nearly twenty-four hours a day. [I’ve found in
my travels that Third World transit hubs of all types are some of the most crowded and confused places on earth.] We waded
through the sea of people and eventually made it to the ticket counter. Cathy confirmed our seats, and we checked the baggage. At
least this time Melanie’s bag could go safely to Mérida, since that was our destination, too. We made our way to the waiting lounge and
sat on uncomfortable seats that consisted of a strap of leather hung between two metal bars. Eventually, they called Mexicana flight
301. We walked down some stairs, outdoors, across the tarmac, and finally up to the seats of our plane. After everyone was on board
we took off quickly, flew again over Nezahaucoyotl, and said good-bye to the largest city on earth.
At the beginning of this letter I said my initial reaction to Mexico City was very negative. I think this would be an appropriate
time to summarize my final reactions to this colossus of a city. It is certainly true that Mexico City will win no awards for its urban
splendor. The place didn't seem any prettier on leaving than it did on arrival. What was different, though, was that I learned to see the
place as Mexicans see it—to ignore the superficial flaws and see the spots of beauty: the intricate stone carving, the gilded doorways,
and the monuments in the traffic circles. I learned to look at the beautiful displays in the store windows rather than the peeling plaster
on the upper floors. It's still not a place I find attractive, but it became much more appealing as I learned to live with it. [There are two
ways to see almost every city on earth. The vast majority of urban areas are far from beautiful at first glance, but I’ve found
that most of them have grown on me over time.]
The pollution was much better after the first day. In summer it rains almost every evening in Mexico City, which it did when
we were there. In fact, Mexico had flooding while Iowa was in the midst of drought. The rain washes the pollution away, so you start
fresh with clear air each morning. The city is still much more polluted than it should be (it reminded me of how Chicago was before our
country started to have controls), but it is certainly possible to live with it.
I really enjoyed the people of Mexico City, though they were entirely different than what I expected. I expected either loud,
joking people (as in Spain), a mob of abusive hawkers (as in Morocco), or a host of destitute beggars. I found none of these. What I
found was a city of quiet, friendly, extremely hard-working people. They are not wealthy, but they get by, and they have an undying
hope for the future. I get so tired of listening to Americans who seem to have everything complain about making ends meet and about
how terrible things are for them. I'm certainly not above this myself, but it did put things in a new perspective to see the people of
Mexico City who were both grateful and full of hope.
Mexico City is also a very conservative city. This is expressed in a number of ways. There are no vending machines; instead
people sell food, drinks, and newspapers on the street. You don’t see bizarre hairstyles or suggestive clothing, as you would in
European or American cities. Perhaps the vendors are simply a way of controlling unemployment, and perhaps the dress is because
people haven’t the money to waste on frivolity, but no matter what the cause, they add to the friendly, traditional atmosphere of the
place. [In a later travelogue, I’d make a similar statement about Los Angeles, which is of course one of America’s most
heavily Hispanic cities. L.A. (and California in general) has a reputation as a liberal, “anything goes” kind of place. In fact,
though, L.A. (the city, as opposed to Southern California as a whole) is one of the quietest, most family-oriented places in
America—which makes it A LOT like Mexico City.]
I must say that I was rather surprised that I did like the place so much. Before leaving I had read so many magazine articles
saying the place was like hell on earth that I figured I would be lucky to survive my few days there. The articles were written by
Americans. They had titles like "Omen for the Future", and they gave statistic after statistic to show how terrible life must be there. Most
were written back when Mexico City had fifteen million people, and it was considered a given that it was quite impossible that twenty
million people could live together peacefully. Well, today the city has passed the twenty million mark (its count changes as fast as a
McDonalds sign) [an interesting simile, given that McDonalds hasn’t featured specific numbers of burgers sold in years], and
yet the city still seems to get by. It's a big place, and it has big-city problems, but somehow it manages to get through each day without
falling apart. I think the Mexican people are largely responsible for this. I said before that this is very much a city of people, and it is their
quiet but friendly personality that keeps things well below the boiling point.
[Mexico City is less in the news these days, but you can find almost identical articles about Rio, Sao Paolo, Buenos
Aires, Cairo, Lagos, Cape Town, Bombay (or whatever it’s called these days), Calcutta, Dhaka, and Djakarta—just to name a
few. An important thing almost all those articles miss is that, however bad conditions may be in Third World cities, to the
people who live there it’s an improvement over what they left behind (which in many cases is literally starvation). Because of
that, the residents tend to overlook the problems and focus on the advantages the urban areas have to offer.]
Above all I found Mexico City to be a friendly city, a place where I as a tourist was made to feel at home. The people generally
don’t give tourists special treatment (the hotel restaurant was the only exception), but if you are willing to accept them as they are, they
will do the same for you. Mexico City is a fun city—there is more to see and do than I possibly could have squeezed into a few short
days. It is a place with lively streets, great museums, and elegant restaurants with snack-bar prices. I really enjoyed Mexico City. It
ranks with Madrid and Winnipeg as a foreign city I came to thoroughly enjoy. [It still remains one of my favorite cities, certainly
ranking above better-known tourist destinations like Paris and London. I’d love to go back there.]
The flight from Mexico City to Mérida is about an hour and a half. Once again the service never stopped—we had breakfast,
drinks, and a snack in that short time. [I’d be interested to know if foreign airlines have cut service as much as domestic ones
have. These days on a 1½-hour flight in the States you’d be lucky to even get drinks.] Again I had a window seat. It was mostly
clear as we flew eastward, past the city of Puebla and the active volcano Popocatepetl. We flew over the industrial city of Veracruz and
then out over the Gulf of Mexico. After a short time we were over land again, this time the Yucatan Peninsula, that foot that sticks up in
southeast Mexico. From the air Yucatan looks much different than the rest of Mexico. The ecological term for the area is "tropical
savannah", a term I'd always heard used in connection with Africa. In some ways the place looks like what I'd think of in Africa, too. It

seems much less settled than the rest of Mexico—you see lush green vegetation everywhere, but almost no towns. The place is
almost entirely flat. What few roads there are seem to go absolutely straight, like tunnels across the jungle.
It was still morning when we arrived in Mérida (MAY-dee-dah). It was sunny and clear in Mérida, but my was the climate
different from that in Mexico City. When we walked up to the door of the plane, the heat and humidity hit us with a thud. While Mérida
is technically further north than Mexico City, its lowland location gives it an extremely tropical climate—especially in summer. If ever
there were a place that gave truth to the expression "it's not just the heat, it's the humidity", it would be the Yucatan. Imagine the
hottest, most humid day of an Iowa summer, and then add even more humidity. THAT is the climate in Mérida. Believe me, after
visiting the Yucatan in summer I will never complain about the weather in Iowa again. (…Well, I may complain, but not quite so strongly
as before.) We walked into the airport terminal building, which was apparently air conditioned, but you wouldn't really notice. The heat
and humidity were just too much for their machine.
[Not long after writing this I’d spend two summers in graduate school in Mississippi, which has a climate remarkably
similar to Mérida. I could get use to the sun beating down in the afternoon, but I never did get used to steamy hot mornings.]
Mérida’s airport (MID) is much smaller, much less crowded, and much more convenient than Mexico City’s. It has the same
yellow pre-fab ticket counters and the same leather strap chairs, but it is a much easier place for the tourist to use. It reminded me a lot
of the airports in Moline and Cedar Rapids—small, but friendly. We walked right up to the luggage claim area and got our bags quite
quickly. Cathy hired “combis” (those VW vans that serve as over-size taxis—they were called “colectivos” in Mexico City) to take us to
the hotel. Our group piled into two combis, and soon we were off.

Typical residential area in Mérida

Mérida is the capital of the state
of Yucatan, traditional home of the Maya
Indians. The city has 800,000 people
today, [it’s nearly 1,500,000 as of 2008]
and like Mexico City its population has
sky-rocketed in the past decade. Today
half of all Mayas live in Merida. It seems
to be much more prosperous than
anywhere else we saw in Mexico. It's very
much a middle class city. We saw nothing
like the slums of Estado de Mexico and a
lot of fairly nice suburban tract housing.
It's a much more attractive place than
Mexico City, but it is still heavy on chipped
stucco and cement blocks. Most of the
city seems to be built of one or two floor
yellow and white stucco buildings. The
streets are extremely narrow, and the
sidewalks are narrower still (you walk
single file). The guidebooks say this place
looks like Spain. If it does, it looks much
more like a small provincial town than a
regional capital.

Llantamaya billboard above a business in a typical neighborhood of Mérida

Traffic is much lighter in Mérida than in Mexico City, yet it still seemed to take forever to get from the airport to our hotel. The
airport is on the southern edge of the city, next to the “Periférico” or ring road. We took a four-lane boulevard into the city, driving past a
long industrial strip, where every product you can name is probably manufactured. Almost all goods used in the Yucatan are made in
Mérida, which is probably why the city’s economy is so good. We eventually came up to a big zoo, which the driver made a point of
pointing out. We turned and drove down a narrow little path (that happens to be one of the main downtown streets) to our hotel. There
was nothing much of interest on the whole taxi ride, but it wasn’t an unpleasant drive either.
Merida is very much the "Maya" capital of the world. Most of the people are of Maya descent, and a lot of them still speak the
traditional Indian language. We saw a television program in that language giving news of interest to the Maya people. It's NOT a pretty
language, full of clicks and clacks. It's interesting that the numbers are the same words used in Spanish. The Mayas traditionally used a
base-20 counting system (instead of our base-10), so I doubt their words would suit the modern world too well. Businesses often
include the word "Maya" in their names, so we saw places like "Llantamaya" (a Goodyear store that in English would be called “Maya
Tire”), "Seguros Mundo Maya" (Maya World Insurance), and the self-explanatory "Cementos Maya".
The Hotel del Gobernador is located at the corner of 59th and 66th Streets.
Its address in Mérida is given as Calle 59 x 66. Apparently a few years back every
street in Merida (as well as the other cities in the Yucatan) changed from a traditional
name to a number. In Mérida streets that run north/south have even numbers (2, 4, 6,
…) and those that run east/west have odd numbers (1, 3, 5, …). The numbers start
counting from the ring road at the extreme north and east edges of the city, so
downtown street numbers are in the 50s and 60s. The numbering system is a bit odd,
but it works well, as long as you're willing to accept that an address on 63rd Street is
downtown, while one on 1st Street is out in the suburbs. I will say that I’m sure the
numbers are easier to follow than whatever system of names the streets might have
had before this.
The Gobernador is a Mexican interpretation of an American theme in lodging.
It is like an American-style motel, without the parking lot. There are three floors of
rooms built in a box around a small pool. Each room has two double beds with a night
table and painting between them, and there is color television in every room. It was a
much more modern place than the Gran Hotel—not nearly so elegant, but certainly not
unpleasant.
The place certainly had its quirks, though. The floors were tile, and the maids
spent HOURS going over them with a chamois-head mop—yet still they seemed sticky.
The beds were extremely soft, and the bedclothes were frayed. There was air
Lobby sign at Hotel del Gobernador
conditioning, but it was still extremely humid indoors, even with “fria en alta” (“cold on
high”). The maids made a point of turning off the air conditioning every morning.
(They also unplugged the television each day, which I still can't understand.) There
was not adequate hot water for the showers, and one morning there was no water
whatsoever—hot or cold. And then there was the "bug bomb", a huge do-it-yourself
contraption for spraying insecticide that made it seem like you were on an African
safari. On this plastic gismo was the brand name “Fin” (“End”). Every room had one
of these things, which certainly didn’t inspire our confidence. The girls seemed to
really like this place, but I must say it was my least favorite of the places we stayed.

“Bug bomb” at Hotel del Gobernador

We had a long break before lunch, so shortly after getting settled in Paul and
I went out exploring the area. We walked down Calle 59 into the main downtown
area. I can’t say it was one of the more pleasant walks I have taken. The heat was
almost unbearable, and it seemed as if every few feet someone was pushing
something to buy into our faces. Unlike Mexico City, Mérida doesn’t have people
selling food, drinks, and magazines on the street. What you see instead is people
trying to sell things to tourists. People try to sell straw “Panama” hats, hammocks,
Maya-style clothing, jewelry, trinkets, and assorted other handicrafts. Their quality is
poor, and their prices are nothing special. They are everywhere in the tourist part of
Mérida, though, and they are quite persistent. One boy followed us half a block
before giving up. It reminded me a lot of the Teotihuacan pyramids, and it really
made me appreciate how comparatively quiet things were in Mexico City.

One man asked if we wanted to “change money” at a rate of 3000 pesos to the dollar. That’s far better than the bank rate, but
I certainly wouldn’t have trusted the man. Some countries have a thriving “black market”, but Mexico never really has had that. I have
a feeling we might well have been swindled had we tried changing with him—not to mention that it would certainly have been illegal.
Like most of Mérida, the area around the hotel is a neighborhood of yellow stucco, without anything of much note to look at.
There are some restaurants (offering things like Lebanese cuisine), a run-down gas station, and assorted shops. Every corner has its
own policeman (dressed in a khaki uniform with more pockets than I’ve ever seen before) directing traffic. There was also a corner café
that served as a “caseta de larga distancia” (a long-distance calling facility). You can not make long-distance calls from most phones in
Mexico. Hotels have their own private long distance lines, but most homes do not. Instead of dialing directly from your home, you must
go to these “casetas”, where there is a special line just for long distance. Every little town has at least one such place. Mexico City has

hundreds of them, but (according to the phone book) there are only four of them in all of Mérida. I saw three of them while walking
around the city, and they are spread mighty far apart. [Phoning has apparently changed dramatically in the last twenty years.
Today virtually everyone in Mexico, rich or poor, has access to (most often prepaid) cell phone, all of which allow long
distance and even international calling. Móvil Américas, which also owns TracFone in the States, is the single largest
division of the now privatized Telefónica.]
Our walk eventually took us to a fairly pleasant downtown park. We stopped at a drugstore here, where Paul bought some
diarrhea medicine and I bought a bottle of fruit juice. For each of our purchases we had to first go to one woman, who filled out a
detailed receipt listing the item and its price. We then took the receipt to the cashier and paid. The cashier stamped the receipt, and
we gave it back to the first lady to get our merchandise. Everyone told us to expect this system of paying in Russia, but we really didn’t
see it much there. It’s very common in Mexico, though. You could probably make a drastic reduction in America’s unemployment by
adopting it here, too.
Walking around Mérida is much different from walking around Mexico City. It's impossible to blend into the crowd unnoticed
here. The local people are almost all Maya Indians, as opposed to the Mestizos (half Indian, half white) found elsewhere in Mexico.
The people are extremely short by American standards. My sister-in-law Nancy, who is under five feet, wore the "normal" clothing size
here. The people also tend to be rather stocky. The local skin tone is extremely dark, darker than that of many American Blacks. Hair is
always jet black and very, very straight. People dress very conservatively, and many wear traditional regional clothing: loose-fitting
pastel "Guayabera" shirts lined with pockets for men, and brightly embroidered "huipil" dresses for women. I felt like a big white giant
wandering through the streets. The hat and hammock dealers certainly didn't have to look too hard to see I was a tourist.
[The traditional Maya clothes were available absolutely EVERYWHERE in Mérida, both in authentic and touristoriented versions. I’ve certainly bought more than my share of souvenirs over the years, and clothing is very often something
I do buy when I travel. The Maya clothes did nothing for me, though. While Paul, Nancy, Margaret, and Brian all bought
guayaberas and huipils, I personally didn’t care for them at all. They may be intricately sewn, but they’re ugly and very
feminine looking. If I were to go for a “native” outfit, I’d be much more likely to pick the cops’ uniforms, which basically
looked like cargo gear on steroids. The Maya seem to like their guayaberas; they can have them!]
It's also difficult to walk because of the sidewalks. They are the width of residential sidewalks in America [or possibly even
narrower], with a wall on one side and a drop-off [eight inches or so, straight down] to the street on the other. There are frequent
obstacles (light poles, etc.) in the center, not to mention all the people. It's next to impossible to meet someone on the sidewalk without
one person or the other having to go into the street to pass. There are also BIG drop-offs at corners—nothing designed for the
handicapped here. The local newspaper had an article called “Danger on the Sidewalks” while I was there, and I knew what they were
talking about. [The article was actually about petty crime, but the headline made sense just from the sidewalks.]
We walked back through the assault of street vendors to our hotel. We had been out less than an hour, but I was exhausted
from being out in the heat. I showered and relaxed in my room until lunch. We had dinner in the hotel restaurant—not nearly so nice
as the one in Mexico City, but perfectly adequate. Our group dinner was a supposedly traditional dish that seemed more like Oriental
food to me—meat and peppers on a bed of rice. [On a later trip I was served traditional Peruvian food, which also was
essentially stir fry on rice; “Chinese” seems to be a pretty universal cuisine of the Third World.]
After lunch it was time for our official orientation to the city. We walked as a group to various monuments around the city—two
churches, some parks, a few colonial buildings, and the state capitol building. The only thing that really captured my interest was the
city’s Zócalo, a lovely tree-filled park in the center of a very plain downtown. After seeing the sights we made our way to a dumpy, dirty
little shop that sold juices and popsicles in the local tropical flavors. Cathy bought us each one item. I had a brown drink (a “licuado”)
apparently made of some tropical nut. It wasn’t that bad, but I wouldn’t order one again.
Our final destination was a hammock factory. Yucatan’s main agricultural product is henequen, the fibers of which are used to
make hammocks. Almost every local person in the Yucatan sleeps in a hammock rather than our type of bed. Even in the most
modern suburban homes you see hammocks strung in the bedroom (and often in the living room, too). This is very sensible, given the
climate. The homes are not air-conditioned, and the hammock allows air to pass on all sides of a sleeping person. Used together with
ceiling fans (as they apparently often are), it might not be too miserable sleeping. [Actually, for someone accustomed to a milder
climate and/or air conditioning, it would still be pretty miserable; for those used to the tropical heat, though, it’s probably
tolerable.] The proprietor of the factory took us upstairs to his storage attic, where he allowed the girls to try getting in and out of a
hammock. I passed on that opportunity, but it was interesting to see all the bright colors in which the hammocks are made. [Of the
various souvenirs available, the hammock is one I might have actually used. They were quite affordable, and I might have
strung one across my deck, where I put my laundry out to dry in summer. My life is certainly complete without one, though.]
This evening I went with the family to a restaurant called Pop [pronounced “pope”, like the Holy Father] located in the north
end of the downtown area. “Pop” is the first month of the traditional Maya calendar, although there was little Maya about this place
except the employees and the customers. The entrees were all-American; we had hamburgers and ham and cheese sandwiches. The
beverages and deserts were more Mexican. Margaret had traditional “café con leche” (a mixture of one-half thick coffee and one-half
thick milk [Americans more often know it by its French name, café au lait]), and I had a limonada. I also had a delicious dessert
called “Flan Harlequín”, made of flan (delicious caramel-coated custard) topped with ice cream, chocolate sauce, and whipped cream.
Not exactly a dieter’s dream, but it was tasty. [Honestly, it doesn’t really sound that good as I write about it now. I still like flan,
but covering it with whipped cream and chocolate strikes me as rather disgusting overkill. I’m really not sure what possessed
me to order it, other than it was probably cheap and flan is traditionally Spanish.]

On the way back to the motel we encountered the reason for the bug bombs in our rooms. At night Mérida is thick with
mosquitoes. The local people speak of "la plaga (plague) de mosquitoes", and I would definitely agree with that language. The last time
I saw so many bugs was in northern Canada. Fortunately, they only got into the hotel room if we left our door open, which I didn’t do for
more than a few seconds at a time.
Back at the hotel we relaxed in the air-conditioning, read a bit, and watched a bit of television. We watched the news tonight
on "Imnevision", one of the TV networks whose truck was parked outside the Gran Hotel in Mexico City. There was a long report on the
Salinas rally in Mexico City, and I'm certainly glad we got out beforehand. Over half a million people were there; the Zocalo was entirely
packed, and people were backed up down several side streets leading into it. We’d have been lucky to get out of our hotel at all later in
the day. Salinas appears to be a very eloquent speaker, but I don’t know that I’d vote for the man. Cardenas struck me as more
concerned and caring. [I must say, something I’m looking forward to in the coming election is the prospect of a President who
actually is eloquent. It’s been decades since we had one here.]
After watching a bit more television I eventually went to sleep. By taking Margaret’s log and adjusting a bit for my own
schedule, I’d estimate I walked about seven miles today.

SUNDAY, JULY 3 Æ MERIDA & CHICHEN ITZA
We were up early (frankly too early) this morning to have "American breakfast" at the hotel restaurant. That consisted of [ice
cold] pancakes with syrup, bacon [very fatty, and swimming in grease], and barely-browned toast. There was also coffee and juice
that looked and tasted like grapefruit (with a slightly fermented tinge). We found out later it was supposed to be orange juice—but
believe me, the Florida orange producers have nothing to fear from Mexican competition.
Merida has little to attract a tourist on its own; the point of visiting the city is to see the various archaeological ruins nearby.
Today we were to visit Chichén Itzá (chee-CHAIN eat-SAH), the largest and most restored ruin of the Maya civilization. We finished
breakfast before eight and then boarded combis (collective taxis) for the trip. The combis normally bring people from the airport into
town, but their drivers earn money on the side for making trips like this. It costs 50,000 pesos ($20) for a combi out to Chichen and
back, which is more than a two-hour drive from town. When the tour company divides that cost among the seven or eight people who
can fill a combi, that’s not very much per person. The ride in these VW vans is relatively comfortable (more comfortable than on a bus),
and the drivers wait for you to explore the grounds and then take you back whenever you are ready.
Our combi driver was Tony
Escalante, a short, portly man not atypical
of the people of Merida. He and Paul
talked to each other for most of the trip,
and it was interesting to find out about
things. Tony was of Maya descent, but he
did not personally speak the Maya
language. His mother did speak Maya, and
Tony was obviously quite proud of his
heritage. He owned his own combi, and his
uncle got his taxi-driver's license for him.
He said that Yucatan was a very
prosperous state, because they could grow
or produce everything they needed. In
Yucatan, everyone who wanted to work
did. Everyone in Yucatan has access to
schooling and medical care, however in the
"pueblocitos" (rural villages) these tend to
be poorer than in the city of Merida.
The road east from Merda is two
lanes with no shoulders, and jungle at the
edge of the road. Tony said they were
Tony Escalante’s combi at Chichén Itzá
building a new road, still two lane, but with
shoulders. We drove through a construction zone, marked off with big stones instead of fences or pylons. Along the road Paul
photographed several interesting road signs. The most interesting of these said “Concede Cambio de Luces”, which literally means
“Concede Change of Lights”. We came up with many different possible meanings before finding out its real purpose. In dangerous
stretches of Mexico (such as at narrow bridges), it is the practice that the vehicle that flashes its lights first has the right of way. These
signs tell you when you are at the zones where you must concede to another person’s flash. We never saw anyone actually do this, but
it’s interesting to know the concept. Other worded highway signs include “No Rebase” (Do Not Pass) and “Conservase su Derecha”
(Keep Right).
There is also a variety of pictorial signs—some in circles or triangles like in Europe, some with yellow diamonds like in
America. The highways themselves are marked by elongated shields that look like U.S. highway markers that have been melting in the
tropical sun. The destination city (in our case Valladolid or Cancun) always appeared on the sign as well as the highway number.
Mexican highways are marked nearly as well as the roads in America (far better than the ones overseas I have traveled). The roads are
not excellent, but they are in generally good condition—with one major exception.

That exception is called "topes" (TOW-pace). Topes are overgrown speed bumps that plague drivers in every little village in
Mexico. They are designed to slow down the highway traffic to make things safer in the towns. Most drivers (Tony included) slam on
their brakes as they get to them, go over them very slowly and gently, and then rush on at break-neck speed (through town) to the next
set of topes. They are usually marked by signs with the symbol "^^^^^", which is fair warning to hit the breaks and slow down to nearly
nothing. If you don’t these massive bumps in the road will quickly do in any set of springs.
Along the side of the road we saw a number of blue and white boxes hung from the trees. Looking closely we saw the word
“TRAMPA” printed on each box. Tony said these were traps set up by entomologists to capture killer bees. You may remember a few
years ago that the Africanized killer bees were threatening to invade America. They are still in southern Mexico, and apparently the
Yucatan is a major center for research into killer bees. Every couple of miles we saw another of these boxes.
There were a number of other
interesting sights on our trip. We also saw a
number of small-town cemeteries. In Yucatan
there is no real soil, only a limestone plain
under the jungle. Because of this people can't
be buried in the sense that they are in
America. Instead they are placed in aboveground shrines, like the "spirit houses" the
Indians in the Yukon use. We also saw the
dumpiest, skuzziest little cement-block
churches I have ever seen. Each little village
has one, but they certainly aren't the jewels
of the diocese. We saw hundreds of
"palapas",
dirt-floored
Maya
huts.
Traditionally these had walls made of poles
tied together and thatched roofs. Today many
have cement walls or sheet-metal roofs, and
some have both. They are still the universal
dwelling of the small towns, though, and you
can still see hammocks hung inside every
door.
We also saw some farmland. The
Traditional palapa, with new cement block home under construction
biggest crop here is henequen, which looks
like the maguey we saw around Mexico City and is grown for its fiber. The second crop is corn ("maiz"). Even with the thin, rocky soil
we saw corn that looked better than what we had left behind in Iowa. They can grow corn year-round in Yucatan, and it takes less than
two months for it to grow to maturity. Because of this, with seasonal irrigation (during our autumn months) farmers can get five corn
crops a year on the same land. Imagine what Iowa could produce with that climate.
We got to Chichén Itzá mid morning and
spent a few hours there, walking about six miles
around the grounds. The place centers on a
ceremonial well or sink-hole (the “sagrado
ceynote”) where many people were sacrificed.
There are also a ball court, an observatory, a
huge main pyramid, and several ceremonial
platforms. I will dispense with a long description
of the place, but it was quite interesting. It was
also quite crowded. This is a popular destination
for day-trips from the resort city of Cancun
(although it would make for a mighty long day).
Thousands of Americans make this side-trip, and
they aren’t my ideal of tourists—they are loud
and abrasive, very wealthy people who came to
Mexico for a stylish beach. Catering to them,
here you’ll find the only market outside a resort
that accepts American money (pesos seem to
boggle the mind of these folks)—with American
prices to match.
We walked A LOT at Chicnén Itzá,
through the tropical steam. I must say I was
David Burrow, sitting on a sacred jaguar,
grateful for one adaptation the place made to
with Brian Sullivan in the background
tourists—a series of thatch-covered refreshment stands placed in strategic places around the grounds and designed to blend in with the
surroundings. They are inoffensive and fairly reasonably priced, and the refreshments are very welcome after an excursion in the
tropical sun. All of them serve "Cristal" soft drinks, a Merida-based brand that seems to have nearly exclusive rights to the Yucatan
market. I also had a "Tuinky-Wonder". If you think of Spanish pronunciation, you will realize that the first part of the word would be
pronounced like "Twinky", the definitive American snack food. They are sold by the Wonder (pronounced not unlike BONE-dead) bread

company in Mexico, and they come in chocolate as well as that strange yellow flavor. As far as I know this was the first Twinky (with
whatever spelling) I have had in my life, and it will probably be the last. It really was rather ghastly.
It is interesting that Mexico has nearly as strict of food labeling as we have in the U.S.A. Every ingredient must be listed, in
order from the largest to he smallest ingredient. In addition, in Mexico the actual amount of certain chemicals is listed on the food
package. There are also long, involved warnings for some products considered “safe” in America (like “Nutrasweet” artificial
sweetener). [In my Statistics class, one of my lectures includes the fact that although numerous studies show that aspartame
(Nutrasweet) is probably more dangerous than saccharin, it is still considered “safe” and remains unregulated in the U.S.A.]
The one thing you don’t usually find is actual nutrition information, like calories, cholesterol, etc. Then again, you don’t see a lot of
overweight Mexicans [stocky—yes, fat—no]. I’m sure there was nothing whatsoever of nutritional value in “Tuinky-Wonder”, but it
was interesting to eat anyhow.

LEFT: The main pyramid at Chichén Itzá
RIGHT: Sticker on rear window of Tony’s combi
After seeing the sights, we had lunch (in an air-conditioned restaurant, thank goodness), and then waded through the humidity
back to the parking lot. Tony’s taxi was waiting for us there. We were all amused by a bumper sticker on the back of it, saying “El
turista es amigo; tratalo bien.” (The tourist is your friend; treat him well.) Tony certainly did treat us well, and I think we all tried to be
“amigos” to him. Some Americans in rent-a-cars from Cancun parked next to us. They saw the airport symbol on Tony’s taxi and
wondered how we managed to get a taxi here when they had to drive all the way from Cancun. I think they thought Tony’s airport was
close by, rather than two and a half hours away in Mérida. [At the time the Cancun airport would have been at least four hours
from Chichén Itzá. They’ve since completed an expressway between Mérida and Cancun, reducing that time dramatically.]
We drove back, and just as we were reaching Merida it started to rain—and rain, and rain, and rain. The streets quickly
flooded and still the rain poured down. The last time I remember seeing such torrents was when we were visiting relatives in Delaware
during Hurricane Agnes. Still life seemed to go on nearly as normal in Merida—although Tony did remark that this was the rainy
season.
We got back downtown, waded across the street to the hotel (almost literally), and settled in. I found out that my third-floor
room was flooded and that the rain had shorted out the air conditioner. Paul and I told the management about these problems, and
they were quickly (if minimally) resolved. I had soaked up most of the water when the bellboy came to check things out. HE flipped a
circuit breaker repeatedly until finally the air conditioner managed to work again. He offered to switch rooms, but if the air was going to
function, it was easier to just stay there. I plugged in the TV that the maid had unplugged and settled back to relax for a while.
I had dinner this evening with Margaret and Brian, Paul and Nancy. Because of the rain we chose to stay at he hotel and dine
in their restaurant. Arturo, our waiter, was an extremely friendly little man who gave us excellent service. He was extremely amused
when Nancy ordered her grilled shrimp as “camarrones de la plancha” instead of “camarrones a la plancha”. When I was teaching
Spanish I tried to tell my students how important prepositions were. Here using the wrong preposition brings pictures to a Mexican’s
mind of shrimp jumping out of a grill. One little word makes all the difference. I passed on the shrimp and had the traditional Yucateco
dish called “Cochinita Pibil”, roast baby pig in a sour sauce with delicious regional spices. It was served with rice and beans, and made
a very delicious meal. [That was a surprisingly experimental dinner choice for me—and I honestly don’t remember a thing
about it today.]
While in Mérida Paul and I read through some newspapers, both the local ones (provided free by our hotel) and the papers
from Mexico City. One of the most interesting sections was the classified ads. While it's a section I seldom look at in America, it does
give some insight into a country like Mexico. It was here that we found out what typical wages and prices are. We found out that
unskilled workers make around 10,000 pesos (US$4.44) per day, while such professions as accounting earn as much as twenty million
pesos (less than US$9,000) per year. I've never felt overpaid at $15,000 a year, but it would certainly put me at the top of the heap in
Mexico. [I make about three times that now, and I still don’t feel overpaid.] With those wages, you'd expect prices to be equally
low, and they are for necessities. Luxury items, though, can be extremely expensive. We looked at used cars in the want ads (under the
rather interesting heading "Automoviles Semi-Nuevos" or "Semi-New Cars"). The most common cars available are various types of
Volkswagens—especially the "Caribe" (called "Rabbit" in America). Models as old as 1977 sold for over ten million pesos (US$4,500),
while late-model compact cars cost twenty-five million pesos (US$11,000). These are not luxury models; in fact they are quite basic.
We found out later that one main reason for the high prices is that new cars have a huge tax slapped on them that makes them cost
twice what they would in America. This makes used cars much more desirable and affordable by comparison. Cars aren’t alone in

high prices. Cameras and appliances are equally expensive. Of course, seeing a price involving millions and millions of pesos makes
things seem all the worse. It’s amazing people manage as well as they do when you look at both the wages and the prices.
I went back to my room after going through some more of the papers. The rain died down as I watched some TV this evening.
Before too long I was off to sleep.

MONDAY, JULY 4 Æ MERIDA & UXMAL
I met the rest of the family before our early breakfast this morning. Margaret and Brian had gotten up early to try to change
some money. When they asked to change $80, the hotel desk clerk said “es demasiado” (it’s too much), but he agreed to change $40.
Brian signed his traveler’s cheques and received 90,000 pesos in exchange, in the form of ninety 1,000-peso notes. He had a wad of
bills that would make anyone look wealthy, and I must say the 1,000-peso bills are better than the 50,000s the banks try to give you.
We had another American breakfast, and then we were off for our second Maya archeological excursion. The combis were
again ready to pick us up before eight. We got in, and Tony drove us off. We headed southwestward on the old highway to Campeche
(cahm-PAY-chay) on a twisty, hilly road through the jungle. Margaret told us as we drove that in Spain the phrase for eating food that
“goes down the wrong way” is “se me bajó por la vía vieja” (it went down via the old road). Compared to the new road we took to
Chichén Itzá and the even newer road they were building, this highway was in bad shape indeed. It was not an awful road, but it was
extremely twisty and bumpy.
Our first stop of the day was a Spanish colonial hacienda in a little town about an hour's drive from Merida. The place was
called Yaxcopoil (YOSH-coe-poe-EEL), which is the Maya word for "Place of the Green Poplar Trees". [At least that’s what we were
told it means. Then again, I’ve heard numerous origins for far more familiar places—like Chicago—so who knows what the
real meaning is.] Mexican haciendas were much like the old plantations in the American South. They were huge farms with lavish
homes owned by very wealthy people. Mexico never had slavery as such, but the farm workers (the native Maya people) were often
treated in nearly the same manner by the landowners (white Spanish immigrants). This hacienda was past its prime decades ago, and
now it is used mostly as a location set for motion pictures [and a toilet break for tour groups]. It is also open for tourists, and I
certainly enjoyed seeing it.
The proprietor spoke only Spanish, but
Cathy translated most of his remarks as he led us
around the grounds.
The main house had
enormous living, dining, and sitting rooms—all
lavishly decorated with ceramic tiles and
Victorian furniture—plus a large “bed”-room with
no beds. Instead there were hooks on all the
walls to which hammocks had been tied. There
was also a lovely chapel with an ornate
altarpiece decorated with garlands of paper and
metal flowers (very Mexican). It was all very
pretty. The bathroom and kitchen were simple,
but very modern for a hundred-year-old building.
The grounds were vast, with orchards and fields
of henequen still planted. There were also side
buildings that served the main house.

Drink vendor – “Downtown” Yaxcopoil

The people in the town where the
hacienda is located are all pure Indian, and many
boys gathered around when our taxis pulled up.
Brian [whose doctorate was in linguistics] had
been fascinated by the Maya language, and he
offered some of them 100 pesos to speak to him
in Maya. Soon he had every boy in town trying to
earn some pocket money by rambling on in
Maya.

The town was very poor and rustic, and not really very attractive. We drove over extremely rough rock (not gravel, rock) to get
to the hacienda. The town had a bare Zócalo, with just a few benches in it. There were a few run-down stucco buildings and a few
palapa huts. The only business I saw was one lonely soft drink stand with a well-worn "Squirt" sign. I'm not sure what the boys could
buy with only 100 pesos (4 cents), but they were certainly eager for even that small profit.
We drove on to Uxmal (OOSH-mahl), the ruin of another ancient Maya city. (I kept imagining people in the future digging up
Mérida to find a Maya city of the 20th Century), but I suppose it's not quite the same thing.) Uxmal was by far my favorite of the
archaeological sites we visited. It was more remote and less developed than the others, but it was still quite interesting. Being more
remote, there were far fewer tourists than at Chichén Itzá. There also weren't "NO TOCAR" (“Do not touch”) signs we found at
Teotihuacán. We were pretty much free to do whatever we wanted to at the site. I climbed "The Magician", a unique pyramid with an
oval base, rather than the typical square base. (Actually, as a geometer, I should note that the Magician is technically not a pyramid, but
rather a filled, truncated, elliptical cone.) I had passed on climbing the earlier pyramids, not wanting to aggravate any of the health
problems I have had in recent years (especially the chest pain, which I was feeling again at Teotihuacán). I figured I should climb
something in Mexico, though, and the Magician was the last choice.

Margaret informed me after the fact that
I ended up climbing the pyramid with the
steepest steps in Mexico. It is shorter than the
Aztec pyramids, but its narrow steps go almost
literally straight up. Each step is about six inches
wide (far less than the length of my foot) and
eight inches tall (definitely taller than they are
wide). There is a chain running along one side of
the steps going up that you can grab on to if you
think you might fall. Unfortunately the steps on
the other side (the ones commonly used to go
down) have no such chain. I made it down
somehow, and I suppose I'd do it again—but I
must say I'll take American-style steps any day.
Uxmal is only partially restored. It is
interesting to see the various stages of
development. [This is really the most
fascinating thing about the place.] Some
monuments (like the Magician) have been fully
The Magician – Uxmal
restored, while some are only partially done
(perhaps only the front is rebuilt). All around the place you see vast piles of stones with Maya carvings on them. Sooner or later these
will be pieced together to form more buildings and monuments in this vast complex. In the distance you can also see pyramids that are
overgrown with jungle plants and some of what Margaret called "suspicious hills", pyramids that are so overgrown they look like little
more than a bump in the middle of the forest. It really is interesting. [Margaret would later visit Honduras, not far south of here.
She related that almost the whole countryside there is full of “suspicious hills” that one day might yield new archaeological
discoveries.]
The jungle here is interesting. It's rugged, but low and scrubby. On a limestone base, nothing grows very well, even with more
than adequate water. It reminded me a lot of the Canadian Shield—the low, scrubby trees that extend far into the Northwest Territories.
It's strange to think that the Arctic and the Tropics could look so much alike, but they do.
Uxmal is much smaller than the other ruins; it can be seen fully in just a couple of hours. After finishing, we spent some time
browsing in the stores nearby. I picked up a “coffee table book” on Mexico and some guidebooks in Spanish describing the Yucatan. I
also bought a straw purse for my niece Rachel (for 1430 pesos, or 64 cents) and a cute little helicopter toy made of a gourd for myself
(12,600 pesos, or $5.60) [The helicopter is still one of my favorite souvenirs.].
The trip back to Mérida was uneventful. We got back about noon, and then the family and I had lunch at “Pop”—the same
Maya-named, American-style place we had dinner two days ago. After lunch I joined Margaret and Brian for some shopping. We went
to a “guayabera” store, a place that sells the traditional Maya men’s shirts. These fancy, pocket-filled shirts are “muy típico” in the
Yucatan, and they are also quite inexpensive. I bought a nice one (size 48, the same as it would be in America) for just 10,800 pesos
($4.80). [I think I wore the thing exactly once. As I mentioned before, they look very feminine and just aren’t the kind of thing
a guy can get away with wearing in America.] The only bill I had to pay with was a 50,0000 peso note. Since almost every
shopkeeper in Mexico had complained about not having proper change, I asked first if it was okay to use it. She wasn’t pleased to take
it, but she did indeed have change. To find the change she got an enormous stash of money she had hidden in the middle of a stack of
shirts in the back of her shop. There had to be over a million pesos in there, in every imaginable form. She made change, gave me my
shirt, put my 50,000 in the money bag, and then carefully hid the money away again. I think there was less than 20,000 pesos (less
than nine dollars) in her cash register.
After buying the guayabera I took off on my own. Since we had the afternoon to ourselves, I thought I might spend some time
at the zoo we passed coming into town. I was also interested in browsing through an American-style shopping mall. I checked the
telephone directory and found the shopping center was listed as being on "Calle 59-A", a digaonal street that started not far from our
hotel. I started off down 59-A and found it was a residential street of one-floor yellow and white stucco. As I continued I saw a number
of interesting sights, but never came to a mall. I passed a guayabera factory, where women sweltered beneath a ceiling fan and worked
their sewing machines at lightning speed (imagine doing that for twelve hours straight and earning just four dollars). I passed several
auto repair shops, as well as several cement dealers. The houses in between were still run-down one-floor stucco dwellings. The
storm sewers in this area must not be very adequate; the streets were still flooded from yesterday’s downpour.
Eventually I crossed 80th Street (our hotel was at 66th), and 59-A became a major suburban highway. I became more hopeful
that the shopping center was nearby. I passed several suburban businesses—tire dealers, car dealers, restaurants like "El Taco Loco"
(or “Crazy Taco”), etc.—but still no mall. At about 100th Street the place became entirely residential again. This time it was a rather
wealthy suburban area, but far different from any suburb you'd see in America. All the homes were built of cement blocks, but with
arches and patios you'd associate with a "Spanish" style house. Each home was painted in a different color—pastel blue, pink, orange,
and yellow. All of them had a water tank on the roof, just like those slum houses in Estado de Mexico. Everybody in this neighborhood
seemed to have a car, and most of the homes had a cement and sheet-metal carport next to the house. There was no air conditioning,
so the windows and doors were wide open and I could see right in to everybody's house. They had nice furniture (elegant hardwoods),
carpeting, and modern appliances (everyone seemed to have a color TV). They also all had hammocks strung from wall to wall, many
of them occupied with napping people. Each house had a fairly large yard, but they were not very nice yards. There was no grass—just

sand or gravel—and many of them were littered with construction materials or pop bottles. A lot of the homes have little stores or food
stands in their front rooms, intended for a Mexican clientele. It's certainly a mish-mash of a lifestyle.
At about 120th Street I turned around and re-traced my steps down 59-A. I turned southward at about 90th Street and walked
through a neighborhood full of institutional buildings. I saw the state prison, a state mental hospital, and two large general hospitals—
one called O'Horan (you see a lot of non-Hispanic names in Latin America; they, too had immigration from various places) that seemed
the nicer and more expensive of the two, and another operated by the University of Yucatan that had numerous Mexican people lined
up outside.
It started raining again when I got to the hospitals, so I passed on going to the zoo and walked quickly down Calle 59 (NOT 59A), the street our hotel was on. Very quickly I saw the mall I was looking for all along. (I checked the phone book again later, and it did
indeed wrongly say 59-A.) The shopping center was like an American mall, yet very different. Like almost all buildings in Mexico, the
shopping center was built of cement blocks. The stores seemed more separate than they would be in an American mall. The blocks that
made up each store were painted a different color, and a metal and glass enclosed walkway ran in front of all the different stores—
instead of the inside hallway you would find here. Enormous plastic signs were placed on the walls, and a tiny parking lot (space for
maybe 100 cars) was in front of the whole complex. The place certainly won't win any design awards, but it would be a pleasant enough
place to shop.
I walked past a vast collection of video stores and one-hour photo places before coming to "San Francisco de Asis" (as in
"Lord, make me an instrument of thy peace..."), an enormous store that was a cross between a Hy-Vee supermarket and a Sears
department store. [It’s strange to read that description, but at the time the “hypermarket” concept was just barely beginning in
America. San Francisco was, of course, equivalent to any American store with “Super” in its name, and I’d imagine it paved
the way for all the Super Wal-Marts that dominate Mexico today.] San Francisco alone occupied more than half the mall, and they
seemed to sell everything you could possibly imagine. I think the only thing they didn't sell was cars, and it wouldn't surprise me if there
wasn't a department for them too.
As in many other stores, the prices at San Francisco depended on the type of lifestyle into which a product fit. American-style
products were quite pricey, while more traditional Mexican goods were quite cheap. An American product like hamburger cost 7000
pesos per kilo (US$1.41 per pound), and a four-roll pack of toilet paper sold for 4500 pesos (two dollars). Imported clothes and
appliances were also extremely expensive. The Mexican staples were quite cheap, though. Tortillas were 652 pesos per kilo (13 cents
per pound—in Algona they sell at 6 ounces for 59 cents, or $1.57/lb.) [There’s a change since the big influx of Hispanics into the
States. I don’t think you can buy that few tortillas these days. My most recent purchase was 15 ounces (most likely
downsized from a pound) for 99¢.] A 10-kilo bag or rice was 3500 pesos (seven cents a pound). They also sold guayabera shirts (I
saw a Maya man buying one), for about $2.50 each.
One item Margaret had wanted me to pick up was Mexican chocolate (choke-oh-LAH-tay). Chocolate originated in Mexico,
and hot spiced cocoa is one of the country’s traditional drinks. San Francisco (as well as other grocery stores) had an entire section
called the “Chocolatería”. There are countless brands, mostly named after imaginary relatives like “Abuelita” (Granny) and “Dos
Hermanos” (two brothers), but they all look and are used in exactly the same way. Instead of being powdered, the chocolate is hard,
like a candy bar. It comes in flat, circular disks, which you then cut up into little pie-shaped hunks. Each hunk makes a serving of hot
chocolate. You break the chocolate up and mix it together with boiling water. Traditionally people used a wooden whip to create a
chocolaty foam. Today the directions on the package say to use “la licuadora” (lee-quad-OR-ah, the electric blender). Not quite so
“típico” as the old way, but the stuff tastes good—not too sweet, but frothy and full of cinnamon. Each brand has its own official price,
but none of them are low. I think perhaps cocoa is reserved as a special occasion beverage these days. [Mexican chocolate is far
from a standard product in America these days, but it has become widely available. Shortly after this trip, we started to see a
proliferation of specialty grocery stores that sold imported Mexican products. Today you can buy Abuelita (with a Texas
address on the box) at Hy-Vee.]
I browsed around for quite a long time, waiting for the rain to end, and picked up a few groceries (including a delicious six-pack
of reduced-calorie grapefruit drink). I would have also bought another guayabera, but I didn’t think I had enough money. […And,
given the comments I’ve already made, it’s probably good I didn’t buy one.] It was not until I got to the check-out that I realized
that the place took every kind of credit card imaginable. I paid cash for my groceries, and then walked back to the hotel.
It turns out most Mexican businesses are eager to take credit. Everywhere you look—in department stores, small shops,
supermarkets, and even traditional bargaining markets—you see decals advertising the various credit cards. In some places there are
so many decals I got the idea they were a structural element holding the door together. The most common credit card in Mexico is
called "Carnet", which has two circles like the American Mastercard. Everywhere that will accept Carnet also accepts Mastercard.
American Express is also quite common. Most stores will also accept a tourist's Visa card, though signs for this can be confusing. All
credit cards with three stripes are called "Bancomer" in Mexico (named after the government bank that issues them), but there are at
least six (and I think actually eight) different types in existence. Each store has separate decals showing the type(s) of Bancomer card it
accepts. Any of these is equivalent to an American Visa, but Mexican shoppers have to watch to make sure their kind of Bancomer is
accepted. It appears that credit cards are quite common among middle and upper-class Mexicans. I saw several Mexican people using
credit cards in department stores, and application forms for the various cards are available everywhere. It's interesting, though, that
credit cards issued in Mexico are only valid in that country. While I can use my credit card in Mexico, a Mexican tourist could not use his
credit card in the USA. I assume there is some government regulation at work there, but even a domestic card would be a big
convenience for a Mexican who could afford to pay it off regularly. In a country where there seems to be a perpetual shortage of
change, making a purchase without cash would certainly make things easier.

The walk around Merida was not bad, but I can't say I enjoyed it as much as I did walking around Mexico City (or walking
around the cities in Spain). I felt so gigantic and so pale in this city of short, dark Mayas that I never really felt comfortable walking
around. I also don't think the people were as friendly as they were in Mexico City or Spain. Other times when I've been out walking,
everyone I met would extend a greeting. Here most people simply ignored me; they weren't being intentionally rude, but they weren't
being overly friendly either. They were also abrupt with each other, exchanging one-word greetings such as "Buenas" (short for "buenas
tardes" or "Good afternoon"). They weren't impolite, but they certainly won't win the hospitality award. I didn’t dislike Mérida, but I never
really felt comfortable there either. It's a lot like a big American city in that sense. [Actually, most American cities I’ve been to have
been friendlier. At the time, though, I really hadn’t spent much time in any American city.]
For dinner tonight we went to an “authentic” Yucateco restaurant, one of those places that seems to cater primarily to tourist
groups. They served the traditional foods in “pibil” sauce, plus some questionable items like “poc-chuc”, a Maya version of “pork chop”.
I had “sopa de lima” (chicken soup with lime juice and mixed vegetables), some extremely greasy tostada-like concoction, and flan
custard. None of my food was very good, and it was all overpriced. The service was minimal, and the place was very dirty and noisy.
We walked over a mile just to get to this place, and I can’t say it was worth it. The Yucateco meal we had at our hotel was lovely, but
tonight I had to take a Pepto-Bismal tablet to settle the grease [and my reaction to the meal was mild compared to Brian’s]. I hope
the tour company got a kick-back; I certainly wouldn’t recommend this restaurant for any other reason.
After eating most of the members of our tour went to the Zócalo to see a performance of Yucateco folk dancing. Margaret,
Brian, and I passed on that and headed instead to a bookstore. (Could anyone who knows us imagine us heading anywhere else?)
Not far from our hotel was a branch of Librerías Dante, a chain that appears to be the B. Dalton’s of Mexico. [I’m not sure if B.
Dalton’s even exists these days; I certainly haven’t seen one in years. They were a chain of compact, but comprehensive
bookstores found mostly in shopping malls that didn’t have high priced coffee or places to sit and read without buying. They
seem to have been replaced in the States by larger and much more pretentious stores like Borders and Barnes & Noble.]
Brian—who many of you know studied such languages as Sumerian, Hebrew, and Japanese—had become fascinated with the Maya
language. He had determined that he would learn to read Maya hieroglyphics, and he and Margaret were looking for books on that
topic. All the books were in Spanish, of course, so Brian decided that he would teach himself sufficient Spanish to be able to read the
books on Maya. He and Margaret really seemed to enjoy themselves searching through the language books.
I’m certainly not that much of a linguist myself; I can’t say I was all that fascinated by the Maya tongue. I did pick up some
interesting books, though. What I found were high-school textbooks that would be used for the Mexican equivalents of the math
courses I teach. Mexican students apparently buy their own books, and at 32,300 pesos each ($14.36), the cost adds up fast. Looking
through the books it is clear that learning is a no-nonsense matter in Mexico. While American math books start with a review and have
more review sections throughout the course, their Mexican counterparts assume that the students know what they were taught before
and go on from there. American textbook authors would do well to go back to that approach. While “cycling” is still in vogue, I do think
that by constantly repeating the same material we unintentionally teach the students that hey never have to truly master things—we
really are teaching them to memorize and forget. The Mexican texts were too much the other way, but I think it’s time we at least made
a step toward diminishing the constant review. At any rate I now own algebra and geometry books in Spanish (as well as a computer
programming book I picked up in Spain). Not exactly useful souvenirs, but I enjoy them.
Back at the hotel our evening agenda called for a “guided adventure sharing session”. This was a time when the girls
presented what they had learned from the cultural experiences they had been assigned (like buying a lottery ticket or finding out what
songs were popular in Mexico). One of the most difficult was a long list of Mexican abbreviations that two girls were assigned to
decode. The directions suggested they point to various signs that contained the abbreviations and ask various passersby what they
meant. Instead the girls went into a big department store in Mexico City, where they found an English-speaking lady at the information
counter. That lady gave them information—not about the store, but about the abbreviations. It didn’t exactly help them practice their
Spanish, but it did get he job done. I secretly applauded their effort. [After all, I’m a math teacher. I teach problem solving, and
they found a way to solve a problem.]
The most difficult of the abbreviations was “S.A. de C.V.”, a mess of alphabet soup that none of us teachers knew. We all
knew the “S.A.” stands for “Sociedad Anónima” (so-see-aid-ODD ah-NO-knee-mah) “anonymous society”, the Spanish version of
“Incorporated” or “Limited”. Just as Americans always abbreviate “Inc.” and Britons write “Ltd.”, Hispanic people write “S.A.”
(pronounced “sah”) after the name of every company. The “C.V.” was new to us, though. It was Tony, the taxi driver, who finally
explained to us that it meant “control variada”,. meaning in English terms that the company in question was a “public corporation”, or
one for which many people could buy stock. It’s the opposite of the “P.C.” or “private corporation” suffix you see on American doctor’s
offices.
It was late when the sharing session ended, and we all went straight to our rooms. We were taking a bus ride to the coast
tomorrow, and rest was in order beforehand. Paul called my room quite late to tell me that Brian had become ill. Apparently he had
diarrhea (whether from food, water, or something he had before coming, who knows). Since there are no toilets on Mexican buses, a
long ride with loose bowels did not seem too inviting. He and Margaret decided to stay in Merida one extra day and then come to the
beach when Brian felt better. Since they would have to walk to the bus station by themselves (a fair hike, especially if you're not feeling
the best), they wanted Paul and I to carry some of their luggage with us. Paul had called to ask if I was willing to take one extra bag with
me. I agreed, and then went back to sleep.
[I honestly don’t remember a thing about taking the luggage. It does seem odd, though, that Margaret and Brian
wouldn’t have just taken a cab to the bus station. I suppose they were just too cheap to do so. It all turned out to be moot
anyway, but in retrospect it does seem odd that we had to take their luggage.]

TUESDAY, JULY 5 Æ MERIDA, YUCATAN TO ISLA MUJERES, QUINTANA ROO
I was up very early this morning, before any of the TV stations had signed on. After showering I heard one of the channels
begin its day with the Mexican national anthem. It's a rousing march that seems to go on forever. As a choir sang, slides of Mexican life
flashed on the screen, and the words were super-imposed, one line at a time. There are countless verses, each one dedicated to a
separate group of workers (farmers, craftsmen, builders, fishermen, mothers, etc.). The whole song takes about five minutes. I don't
know if anyone actually sings along with the TV, but having the words on the screen isn't a bad idea. After the national anthem there
was a program of English lessons produced by the BBC. Thanks to Mexican television I now know how to order a meal, borrow a
cigarette, and ask a lady for a date in London—all rather awkwardly. You don't realize how stilted the tourist phrases are until you hear
them in your own language.
We downed a breakfast that consisted of little more than toast and citrus juice (the hotel claimed it was orange, but most of us
on the tour would swear it was grapefruit). Cathy presented each of us with an awkwardly large cardboard box containing our lunch.
Then Tony’s combi-cab drove us to the bus station to begin our day of adventures.
The bus station is hardly the showpiece of Merida. In Mexico as in America there are two types of bus station. Either there is a
lovely new "ground transportation center" or the place resembles an open sewer. [I made that comment having traveled by bus a
grand total of twice in my life—and that was when I was in college. I suppose I was referring to the old and new bus stations
in Cedar Rapids, but I would hardly be an expert even on those locations.] I think Merida tried to build the nice kind of bus station,
but it seems to be fast becoming the trashy kind. It reminded me of the Mexico City airport, with a sea of people everywhere. Annoying
little children pull at your clothes trying to get you to buy gum, and insects jumped around on the floors. There is a confusing variety of
places for ticketing, baggage check, etc.—not to mention the host of places selling food and souvenirs. Two garbled voices (one male,
one female) are constantly announcing departures, but the only thing that is ever very clear is "Sociedad de Camioneros de Yucatan"—
the name of the bus company. [And, by the way, the word “camion”, which I and every other high school Spanish student
learned meant “truck/semi” is the standard Mexican word for a long-distance bus.] Somehow we did get our tickets, got the
baggage cleared, and got on board. I am glad I did it as part of the group, and I didn’t envy Margaret and Brian doing it by themselves.
While we were waiting for the bus I bought two packs of gum from some of the boys in the throng. That was a definite
mistake. “Tu-Chic” costs 500 pesos (22 cents) per pack—no great bargain when each pack has only five sticks. The package
advertises the gum as “muy Americano”, but it will never provide much competition to Wrigley’s. One of the packs I bought was
supposed to have “sabor canela” (cinnamon flavor), while the other was supposed to be mint. Neither seemed to taste like anything in
particular. When I first put a stick in my mouth the only sensation was a gritty, sandy feeling on my tongue as globs of sugar fell away
from the gum. As the grit eventually melted away I was left with a tiny amount of flavorless gum—rather like chewing on a small rubber
band. I certainly won’t rush back to Mexico for more gum.
Children selling gum are a fairly frequent sight in Mexico, everywhere except around Mexico City. They earn a substantial
profit on each pack they sell (we saw gum in supermarkets for about a third of the street price), and their work supplements the family
income. Many people think it is the brand “Chiclets” they are selling, because they are forever shouting “Chic-le” (CHEEK-lay, the
Spanish word for gum), but you almost never see that particular brand. I took to referring to these boys as “the gum people”, which
caused some of the girls on the tour to think of horror movie titles such as “Revenge of the Gum People”. The children do push their
product everywhere, especially to the tourists. Mexicans almost never seem to buy from them (a most intelligent decision on their part),
which may account for why they are so rare in the capital city. Having been suckered in once, I ignored every other gum vendor I saw
on this trip. [I recently read an article by a very obviously Republican economist who extolled Latin American children as
“budding entrepreneurs” and implied our country would be better if the children of welfare mothers pushed gum and candy
on the street. I beg to differ.]
Our bus was much like an old American transport bus. It had about twenty rows, each one with four cushioned plastic seats,
with an aisle down the middle. In the center of the bus was an open area where people could stand. The seats were none too
comfortable, and the bus was not air conditioned. It was, however, perfectly adequate.
Mexican buses are one of the cheapest forms of transportation on earth. They are NOT subsidized, yet their fares are
unbelievably low. We had first-class tickets from Merida to Puerto Juarez, a distance of about 200 miles. The tickets cost 10,200 pesos
(US$4.53) each. When I was in college I sometimes [i.e., twice] took the bus from Waterloo to Iowa City, which was then a distance of
about 100 miles (it’s much less now that the freeway is completed). That trip cost $15 each way five years ago, and it certainly isn’t any
cheaper today. The Mexican bus was less comfortable, but for two cents a mile, who could complain? [I’ve often thought about
taking the bus as an adult, but almost every time I’ve checked fares, I’ve found it would be cheaper (and more comfortable) to
take a train or drive. Indeed, it’s often cheaper to FLY than to take Greyhound. In August 2008 I finally will make a long
distance bus trip. That’s because with gas likely to be over $4 a gallon, for the first time the bus will actually be cheaper than
my Metro.]
Our tickets included reserved, numbered seats, which turned out to be very useful. The bus was nearly full when we left
Merida, but we all had seats. There was also an empty seat next to mine that would have been for either Margaret or Brian. I used it for
storage. The seat was paid for, and I figured our group might as well use it. As we traveled across Yucatan, the bus got fuller and fuller.
The driver stopped in a number of remote rural areas to pick people up and drop off others. A lot of people ended up standing. I would
have offered the spare seat next to me to someone, but letting only one person sit really would not have solved any problems—
especially since most people came in groups of two or three.

I nibbled on parts of the box lunch during the ride. The lunch included some fruit, a sandwich, a muffin, some “pan dulce”
(pastry), and two hard-boiled eggs. It wasn’t exactly my idea of a nice lunch, but it wasn’t too bad either. There was enough for several
meals in the box, and I didn’t eat anything close to all of it.
After a couple of hours we stopped at Valladolid (BUY-ah-dole-EED), which with 100,000 people is the second largest city in
Yucatan. With all those people, though, Valladolid is really no more than an overgrown provincial town. Mexico inherited its attitudes
toward places from Spain, where the capitals are the only real cities and everything else is remote—no matter how large it may be.
Valladolid is truly remote. It is a run-down colonial town that today feels like the back of beyond. There are almost no modern buildings,
and the main highway crawls through town on a street barely wide enough for the bus. Overall the place seemed poorer and more
backward than any other city we had seen in Mexico.
We had a brief layover in Valladolid, and Paul and I left the bus to stretch our legs, use the toilet, and look for something to
drink. As we entered the bus station, we truly entered another world. This old building in the heart of downtown looked like it hadn't
been cleaned since colonial times. The floor was filthy, the air smelled disgusting, and flies buzzed around the place. The restroom was
surprisingly clean, but it also had an unpleasant smell. The heat was stifling, and one lonely ceiling fan hardly stirred the air at all. The
place was so crowded as to make Merida's bus station seem spacious. Everyone in the place was dressed either very traditionally (in
the white huipils and guayaberas) or in plain, cheap T-shirts and jeans. Everyone seemed to have food for sale. A line of handcarts had
various lunch items outside, and many people wandered the station peddling assorted foods. Men sold tropical fruit from paper bags,
and women pulled vegetables from their aprons. Gum-sellers were here, too, and they looked much more urchin-like than the ones in
Merida. Many people carried trays of pastries on their head, reaching up when they sold one. One of the most interesting pastries was
shaped like a huge pizza, with a sugary topping on the crust. You certainly couldn’t go hungry here, but I’m not certain of the quality of
the food.
I cleared off the seat next to me while we were stopped at Valladolid. A college-aged boy asked politely to sit there, and he
was there for the rest of the trip. He slept much of the way, and I don't think he said more than five words the entire time. The bus got
even more crowded as the trip continued, so many people were still left standing. At least one person had a seat, though. Apparently
it's quite normal for Mexican buses to be overbooked. In fact on second and third class buses, conditions are often as packed as the
city buses or the metro in Mexico City. I guess by comparison our first-class bus was quite spacious. [One thing I will give Mexico—
and pretty much all the Third World, for that matter—is that they do have public transit available in remote areas. NO buses
go to Algona, or to most towns in Iowa. To catch a bus, I first have to drive an hour to Mason City. In places like Mexico and
Peru, you really can get by without a car.]
Shortly after leaving Valladolid we entered the state of Quintana Roo (keen-TAH-nah R-R-R-ROW), Mexico’s smallest state
(with about 200,000 people). Until very recently Quintana Roo was also one of the most remote, obscure places on earth. The place
didn’t even become an official state until fifteen years ago. One major change happened since statehood, though. The mega-resort of
Cancun has made Quintana Roo the tourist destination in Mexico. Today more than a million tourists a year flock to the Caribbean
beaches. Our group was joining these crowds by ending our vacation at the beach.
As we drove across Quintana Roo it became very clear that the state is still very remote. The land here is thick jungle, and
what settlements there are tend to be quite primitive. There are no houses except for thatch huts, and there are almost no businesses.
There also are no toilets—a girl from our group found that out when our bus broke down just outside one tiny village [apparently a very
frequent occurrence]. We waited for over an hour for various people to work their magic on the bus, and eventually something
worked. We were well behind schedule, but we were on our way.
It was mid-afternoon when we finally got to Cancun. Believe me, the part of Cancun you see from the bus is hardly a tourist
mecca. The bus passes through a sea of cinder-block tenements where the workers live. Most are only about ten years old, but they
are already in disrepair. It's not so poor as the slums around Mexico City, but it certainly is ugly. The rich tourists need not ever see this
area. They can fly in and taxi directly to the ritzy hotels out in the "Zona Turistica". All the hotel and restaurant workers have to live
somewhere, though; nearly 100,000 people live in the REAL city of Cancun.
Most of the travelers (including my seatmate) got off the bus at Cancun, but we just stopped there briefly and then continued
five miles northward to Puerto Juarez (PWAIR-toe HUAR-ace), the end of the line. Puerto Juarez used to be a dumpy little port that
was the only town in this part of the country. The dumpy port is still there, but today it is surrounded by luxury condominiums owned by
people who want their seaside leisure but don’t want to pay the high prices charged in central Cancun.
The bus station in Puerto Juárez is a gravel parking lot behind a run-down little café. We stopped, walked out into the
sweltering afternoon, picked up our luggage, and carried it about a block down the street to the docks. Our final destination was the
island of Isla Mujeres (EE-slah moo-HAIR-ace, the Island of Women), and we had to take a ferry to get here. Cathy, our guide, had
described our transfer as “quite simple”, but then she knew where everything was. Things were not well marked, and I think it would
have been very confusing if we hadn’t been following her all the way. I couldn’t help but worry a bit about Margaret and Brian making
their way from the bus to the docks tomorrow. [Most likely if they actually had made the trip the following day, one or more of us
would have sailed over and met their bus in Puerto Juárez. We pretty much had the day free in Isla Mujeres anyway, so it
wouldn’t have been particularly difficult to do so.]
At the docks we boarded a "lancha", an ancient wooden boat that looked none too seaworthy. Ours was about forty feet long
and ten feet wide, and it seemed to be glued together with a thick coat of bright blue paint. To get from the dock to the boat we had to
make an extremely LONG step over and downward, trying to keep our balance while carrying our luggage. The boat kept swaying in
the water, and there was only sea below us if we missed our step. I was certainly glad once we were all safely (?) on board. We tossed
our luggage on an enormous cargo pile and looked for a place to sit. Unfortunately this boat was nearly as crowded as the subway in

Mexico City. There was a double row of benches around the outside of the boat, and a couple more benches in the middle. Almost
every seat was full, though, and while many members of our group managed to squeeze in, Paul and I ended up standing for the
journey
Almost everyone on the boat was Mexican. There were a lot of
families shuttling back and forth between the island and the mainland, but
there were also a lot of Mexican tourists. Cancun is a big destination for rich
Americans, but Isla Mujeres offers the same Caribbean beaches and is more
in the price range of the Mexican traveler. (It was also more within our price
range and—I thought—much more pleasant than Cancun.) Most interesting
among the passengers were two middle-aged blind men who played the
guitar and accordion. While we waited to leave they serenaded us with
Mexican folk songs and passed a hat for tips. They were both very jolly; I
really enjoyed watching and listening to them.
It took just over half an hour for our lancha to get from Puerto
Juarez to Isla Mujeres. Once again we nearly had to do gymnastics to get
from the boat to the dock, but soon we were safely on shore. Our transfer
here was much easier than the one in Puerto Juarez. Several young Maya
boys hang out around the docks waiting for tourists to come in on the boats.
Each boy has an oversized tricycle with a large platform on the back where
luggage can be loaded. When tourists arrive they offer their services as
porters, taking luggage by trike from the docks to the local hotels for a price.

Blind musicians on the boat to Isla Mujeres
throughout the country. The only way you can
tell where a car is from is to look at small letters
at he bottom of the plate giving an abbreviation
for the state, like “Q ROO” (Quintana Roo) or
“YUC” (Yucatan). In addition to the metal
plates, most vehicles also have huge stickers
(nearly the size of the plates) on their windows
and bumpers showing that they paid the
appropriate taxes every year.

I was particularly intrigued to see that each of the trikes had a green
and white license plate issued by the State of Quintana Roo. In America
some cities require bikes to be licensed, but I’ve never heard of statewide
licensing for anything without a motor. In Mexico every vehicle is licensed:
cars, buses, motorcycles, bicycles, tricycles, and even the handcarts vendors
push along the street. Unlike in America where each state’s license plates
are a different color, in Mexico car licenses are black and beige nationwide.
Other vehicles have other colors of plates, but they too are the same

Cathy hired two of the boys and their
trikes (licenses and all) to take our luggage
across the island (about six blocks) to our hotel,
the “Perla del Caribe” (Pearl of the Caribbean).
It would take quite a bit of strength to peddle all
that luggage any distance at all in the tropical
heat, but the boys are obviously used to it.
They were very friendfly, and it was amusing to
see them transport the luggage this way.
The Perla del Caribe was a brand new
hotel; it had just opened this year. Given time it
will be a very nice place, but there were
obviously several little quirks they had not yet
worked out. For instance there was really not
sufficient power to satisfy American tourists.
Whenever the girls would try to use a hair dryer,
Paul Burrow with a bicycle porter in Isla Mujeres
a curling iron, or any other appliance, it would
trip the electric circuit for their room. Another complaint was that many of the rooms (including mine) had no hot water—not a major
problem considering the weather, but an annoyance nonetheless. There was also no television in the rooms—again not a big
complaint, but odd for a place that was trying hard to be a luxury hotel. (Thinking back on it, I suppose a TV would have overloaded the
wiring, too.)
Then there was the air conditioning. Every room had it, and the good news is that each air conditioner had its own circuit. The
bad news is that it hardly worked at all. At its best the air conditioning was barely adequate, and in my room I couldn't seem to get any
coolness at all. Eventually I figured out the reason for this. My room had a door leading out to a balcony, and on close inspection I
realized that one of the window panels on the door was missing. Tropical air came pouring in through the missing window, meaning my
poor air conditioner was in effect trying to cool all of Mexico. I tried stuffing clothes in the hole and covering it with a curtain, but nothing

seemed to work very well. I will be thankful for small favors, though—at least the window was screened. Otherwise I would not only
have sweltered, but also would no doubt have been fighting mosquitoes all night.
[For better or worse, we were among both the first and last guests to see the Perla del Caribe in this form. Not long
after this trip, Hurricane Gilbert ripped through the Caribbean, hitting Isla Mujeres with full force. The hotel was among many
parts of the island that were completely leveled. It has since been rebuilt, and today TripAdvisor.com has a number of neutral
to negative reviews on the place and ranks it #27 out of thirty-five hotels in Isla Mujeres. They imply it is still rather cobbled
together, and far from the luxury accommodation it aspires to be.]
The girls went immediately to the beach. We adults chose instead to bathe and relax a bit in the late afternoon. It intrigued
me to hear the girls saying they had seen tourists smoking marijuana on the beach. From all you hear in the States, you’d think drugs
were rampant in Mexico. I never saw or smelled anyone using them anywhere else in the country, though. I certainly saw drugs in
Spain and Morocco, and I suspect they were common in Leningrad, but in Mexico these tourists were the only contact we had with illicit
substances. It was fortunate that Paul’s students were really good people. Like all kids today they would certainly recognize drugs
when they see or smell them, but hey certainly weren’t going to get involved in them on vacation.
We were on our own for dinner, but those of us from Iowa formed our own group and went out to find a place to eat. We
settled on La Peña (PAIN-yah), a cute little thatch-roofed restaurant a few blocks from our hotel. The name means “the rock” or “the
cliff”, and the restaurant is located on a rocky stretch of shore. We had some tasty pizza at a table overlooking the sea. It was a very
pleasant meal. We stopped by a little grocery store for some dessert snacks and then headed back to the hotel. I read a while, and
then tossed and turned, trying to sleep as the humidity came pouring in through the window.
We did not know how things were going for Margaret and Brian back in Merida, but we found out later this had not been a
good day for them. Through a combination of food and medicine, Margaret had thought Brian's diarrhea had come under control, but by
evening he had become sick to his stomach. He continued to be ill through the night, and I am sure neither he nor Margaret slept very
much.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6 Æ ISLA MUJERES, QUINTANA ROO
Still unknown to us, at the first crack of dawn, Margaret left the Hoel del Gobernador and set off for the "farmacia del turno",
the pharmacy that provided all-night service. It happened that she went to the same downtown drugstore Paul and I had walked to on
our first day in Mérida. The store wasn’t actually open all night, but after some inquiry Margaret rapped on a grate covering the door
and roused the druggist. It is fortunate that Margaret is very fluent in Spanish. She was able to clearly explain Brian's problem. The
druggist called a doctor for confirmation on a treatment and then sold Margaret some medicine to help control the vomiting. Clearly
travel was out for them again today, but the important thing was to try to get Brian feeling better.
I also went to a pharmacy first thing this morning, though much later in the morning and for a much less important reason. I
was determined to fix the window problem, and I had figured out a way to do it. I bought two rolls of strong adhesive tape at the
pharmacy. The white stuff is called “tela adhesiva” (adhesive cloth) in Mexico, and at 3500 pesos ($1.56) per roll, it is much more
expensive than other Mexican drugstore items. Back at the hotel I cut up a couple of plastic shopping bags and folded them to a size
slightly larger than the missing window panel. I put them up against the window and plastered the edges with adhesive tape. It looked
terrible, but with several layers of plastic insulating the room, at least it kept the hot air out.
Our group had breakfast this morning at an overpriced restaurant whose primary purpose seemed to be milking money from
the tourists. Isla Mujeres is the only place I really felt people tried to rip me off, but it’s really rampant here. This place had two types of
orange juice on their menu—“bottled” at a reasonable price and the much more expensive “natural”. Paul very clearly ordered “bottled”,
and the juice he was brought was certainly none too fresh. When we got the bill, though, he had been charged the price for “natural”.
Paul complained vigorously, as well he should have, and that problem was resolved. Shortly after, though, Cathy handed the waited
money to pay the bill, and he walked away without giving her any change. The waiter assumed the difference (about 40,000 pesos, or
$18) was all a tip. It would have been about a 35% tip—excessive anywhere in the world—and of course Cathy complained.
Eventually she got her rightful change, and she purposely left a very chintzy tip for the greedy waiter. We encountered little money
games like this elsewhere on Isla Mujeres too, and it really was annoying. Everywhere else we went I found the Mexican people to be
hard-working and honest. Here in the tourist resort I felt they were always on the take.
After breakfast we piled into taxis and rode to the one and only tourist attraction on Isla Mujeres, El Garrafón National Park.
The island is about five miles long. The town is at the north end, a small airport is in the middle, and the national park is at the far south
end. One narrow highway connects everything. Small red-door cars serve as taxis. They will shuttle three people from one end of the
island to the other for 3,000 pesos ($1.33).
Paul, Nancy, and I decided to see other things at the southern end of the island while we were there. We took a long walk
past a lighthouse (el Faro) and then out to a Maya ruin at the extreme southern tip of the island. The ruin is nothing spectacular at
all—just one big hunk of rock with an arch in the middle—but the view from the ruin is spectacular. [The Maya ruin was almost
completely destroyed by Hurricane Gilbert.] There is a coral reef all around Isla Mujeres, and you can see the coral through the
clear water. Beyond the shore the turquoise water of the Caribbean spreads onward in all directions. In the distance you can barely
make out the towers of the luxury hotels in Cancun. The view from those hotels is much the same, but you have to pay $100 a night to
see it. We were paying just $10 per night to stay on the island, and we still enjoyed the beautiful Caribbean scenery. [In 2008 the
Perla del Caribe is around $40 a night, and the beach hotels in Cancun are close to $200.]

Nancy & Paul Burrow at the Maya Ruin – El Garrafón National Park, Isla Mujeres
We took some pictures and then walked back past the lighthouse to the national park. El Garrafón (gar-r-r-r-ah-PHONE)—I
looked up the word, and found it means, oddly enough, "the carafe"—I suppose it refers to the large basin formed by a coral reef. This
really isn't a big national park like Yellowstone or the Badlands. Instead it is a lovely little beach resort managed by the government.
They keep everything carefully controlled so that the tourists can enjoy themselves without damaging the environment. There's a rocky
beach, clear water with a lovely view, plus the opportunity for snorkeling or scuba diving among the coral. Since I had been bothered by
ear infections in the past year [I’d have surgery to construct an artificial eardrum a few years later], the doctor had ruled out
swimming, and I wouldn't even think of more complicated water sports. I enjoyed the beach, though, and I did get my feet wet in the
water, if not my face. It was fun to watch whole schools of fish swimming in the crystal clear water, and I could see the pretty coral
without going underwater. I really enjoyed the park.
While at Garrafón we met Jim Schwartz, the president of Interact Travel Seminars, the company that sponsored our tour. He
was a very pleasant young man who seems to spend half his time in Wisconsin and the other half in Mexico. He had spent much of the
summer in Cancun, and he had the tan to prove it. Apparently Jim makes an effort to meet all the groups that travel with his company.
[The company has grown a lot since, so he can’t possibly do that these days.] He spoke at length with Paul and asked about
Margaret. I was pleased to met him, and as things turned out it was very good that I had met him.

Navy people lined up at polling place – Isla Mujeres

Late in the morning we left Garrafón
and taxied back downtown. We wandered
around downtown a bit before returning to the
hotel. The main part of Isla Mujeres is very
small, and though my directions were forever
confused here, I think it would be impossible to
get truly lost. Most of the streets are one-lane
wide. Some are paved with concrete, others
are bricked, and many are simply made out of
sand. There are very few cars (except near the
docks), and most of the time people just
leisurely walk without paying any attention to
traffic. [Apparently now cars have been
completely banned on Isla Mujeres. They
rent golf carts and mopeds to tourists, in
addition to having the tricycle porters.] The
downtown area is more attractive than most in
Mexico. There is a lovely little Zócalo filled with
palm trees and flowers facing a small modern
church. Most of the buildings seem freshly

painted, and many are built with wood instead of concrete. The merchants often live in the back rooms of their stores, so there are a lot
of residential alleyways among the business streets.
One interesting building we saw downtown was the "Posada San Jorge", or St. George Inn. This small hotel is obviously
designed primarily for Maya tourists. Like most of the cheapest hotels it has ceiling fans rather than air conditioning. More interesting,
though, is that it has hammocks rather than beds. I'm sure they do quite a lot of business with the Yucatan natives, but I doubt I'll be
seeing the place recommended in the travel guides.
Today was election day, and another interesting feature was the polling place. All of Isla Mujeres voted on the patio of a large
white building east of the Zócalo. People entered the left side of the polling area and filled out some sort of form. I read later that in an
effort to reduce election fraud, voters' fingers were marked with a black ink to keep them from voting again. They then took their ballots
and went to cubicles with curtained sides (but open backs) to mark them. There were three different ballot boxes—apparently one for
President, one for the national legislature, and one for the local officials. Everybody placed one ballot in each of the three boxes and
then left.
We spent most of the afternoon waiting for Brian and Margaret to arrive on the ferry. Margaret was too busy to have called us
[which would have been difficult at the time, too], so we assumed they were still coming as planned. Ferries arrive hourly in Isla
Mujeres, and every hour we walked down to the docks to see if they were on the boat. We then either explored a bit more around
downtown or we would walk right back to the hotel.
I understand that the Maya traditionally bathed four or five times daily and that they were repulsed because the Spanish
colonists did not do so. This is not nearly so odd as it may seem, considering the intense heat and humidity in the Yucatan. It took only
fifteen or twenty minutes to go to the docks, wait for the ferry, and walk back; but in that short time our hair and clothes became soaked
in sweat. Each time we went back to the hotel I had a quick shower.
All the time we were waiting for them, back in Mérida Margaret was still tending to Brian, who was still sick in bed. When he
did not respond to the medicine, Margaret called a doctor. (They still make house calls in Mexico.) That doctor in turn called a
specialist interning at a local hospital. While we were waiting for the ferries, the doctors monitored Brian’s condition throughout the
afternoon.
After waiting fruitlessly for one ferry, I decided to explore the part of the island away from downtown. I set out southward along
the main road and quickly was away from the main touristed section. I first came to the commercial docks. Virtually everything
consumed on the island is shipped in, and all of it passes through this enormous complex. (It’s in places like Isla Mujeres, where the
cost of shipping is high, where those government-set prices are most helpful.) Just beyond the docks is a huge navy base. It looked
very institutional and much like an American military base—lovely quarters and offices for those in charge, skuzzy pre-fabs for everyone
else.
South of the military base is an extremely poor neighborhood. Bottles and cans are littered all over the place, and chickens
wander among the garbage, pecking for food. [I still remember those chickens. I’ve never seen anything quite like that
anywhere else I’ve been.] The area was nearly deserted, but you could tell from laundry hanging in the yards that people lived in
every one of the huts. I imagine the service workers (maids, porters, waiters, janitors, etc.) live in this area. It says something about
the local wages that the downtown area looks so nice while this area was quite the opposite. In the July 1988 issue of the National
Geographic there is an article on palm trees with two photos of Isla Mujeres. If you look at those photos you will get some idea of what
this neighborhood looked like. The pictures don’t show, though, that it spreads on for nearly a mile along the shore; nor do they show
all the litter. We have had our deposit law in Iowa for ten years now, and you just don’t see bottles and cans littered around anymore.
Coming from a place that is comparatively so clean, it’s startling to see somewhere so messy. [Every year the legislature debates
repealing the deposit law. Frankly, I think it should be expanded. In particular, it’s water bottles that are a major problem
these days. Why we can’t do like Maine and make every beverage subject to deposit, I don’t know.]
That National Geographic article was about “lethal yellowing”, a disease that killed almost all the palm trees in southeast
Mexico a few years back. Apparently the trees dropped their coconuts early, and then the leaves turned yellow and died. New trees
have been planted, and many of them are now several feet tall, but here are very few towering adult trees on the island.
I continued southward through the slum area and eventually came to an assortment of government buildings. Most interesting
among these were a local prison and the local school. The prison was a large yellow stucco building surrounded by a stone fence. The
top of the fence was covered with pieces of broken pop bottles sticking out of the cement. The jagged glass edges would certainly help
to make the place more secure. The school was in a more pleasant setting, surrounded by flowers rather than a fence. It appeared to
be several portable units with no main building. Like many baby-boomers, I went through much of elementary school in mobile
classrooms. They are certainly satisfactory (often more so than the real building), but I do wonder about an entire school made of
temporary pre-fabs. [Later on I’d see schools like this in California (dealing with mushrooming growth) and in Mississippi
(after Hurricane Katrina).]
Next on my journey I came to the airport—one runway and a tiny terminal with the same yellow desks and leather strap seats
found in every Mexican airport. The island is less than a block wide at this point. From the road I could see the ocean to my right. The
runway (which doubles as the road) was to my left, and beyond that I could see a small grassy stretch and then more ocean. Beyond
the airport is a nicer neighborhood that looked like the cement block suburbs of Merida. In the middle of this neighborhood is a naval
hospital. I turned at the hospital and walked across the entire width of the island. This two-block walk was along a local business street
and past a little park. At the park I saw boys playing basketball and a sign advertising a local game of “beisbol” later in the week. I
watched the boys for a short time and then headed northward on the other side of the island.

Just a few blocks later, at the north end of the "suburb" the road instantly ended. Instead of a road there was only a sand path
marked by a trail of litter. I was hesitant to follow it at first, but I did. Soon I was back at the airport. I re-traced my steps through the
slum and back to the main part of town. When I got to the docks, I found Paul and Nancy, who informed me that Margaret and Brian
weren't on that ferry, either.
We waited for a few more ferries, figuring their bus might have broken down or they might have missed a connection, but as it
became evening it became more and more obvious that Margaret and Brian were not going to come. Awful thoughts went through my
mind, and I think all of us were getting worried. We walked back to the hotel not really knowing what to do.
Eventually Paul decided to call the hotel in Mérida to see if Margaret was still there. He went to the hotel desk, and they were
able to dial the call right away. The response at the hotel was both a relief and another worry—they were still in Mérida, but they had
taken Brian to the hospital. I was thankful that they were not stranded in some remote village, but I knew Brian would not be in the
hospital unless it was something serious.
Paul and Nancy had a long dinner at the hotel restaurant tonight. I really did not feel at all hungry, so I simply snacked on junk
food from a supermarket. I remember buying some “Ruffles” potato chips that had a giveaway inside the package, much like the things
you find in American cereal boxes. The Ruffles giveaway was very Mexican, though. They had stickers featuring different Indian gods.
My package had Tlaloc, the Aztec rain god. I remember Paul remarking that in this drought year in Iowa, maybe Tlaloc would help
move some of the Mexican rain further north.
I was reading in my room around ten o'clock when I heard an awful sound that I first thought was some kind of siren or alarm. I
soon realized it was the telephone; my room had the same kind of phone we heard ringing in the museum in Mexico City. Phone calls
at night are never good news, and this one was no exception. Paul had received a call from the U.S. Consulate in Merida. Brian was
dead.
[Occasionally the subject comes up at school, and my students are always amazed at how many deaths I’ve
experienced in my family. There are a number of my students who have never been to the funeral of anyone close to them in
their lives. On the other hand, by the time I was a “real” adult, both my parents, all my grandparents, two uncles, and an aunt
had passed away. Brian’s death would continue that chain, and I’ve been to the funerals of other loved ones since then. I’m
pretty sure I’ve been to more funerals than weddings, yet death is still always alien and unexpected. I still really don’t know
how I’m supposed to feel or how I’m supposed to deal with those who were even closer to the one who is gone. I’ve had
students tell me that when they have experienced a loss, mostly they just feel empty. That’s been pretty much how I feel,
too—not really sad or sick, just very much alone.]
The cause of death was hyperacidosis, a complication of diabetes. Brian was a diabetic, though he normally seemed to have
fewer problems with the disease than other diabetics I have known. The diarrhea and vomiting caused him to become dehydrated, and
that in turn raised his blood sugar. The doctors had been monitoring him, and when the blood sugar rose to a dangerous level they
called an ambulance to take him to O' Horan Hospital (the same one I had walked past that afternoon in Merida). While they were
calling the ambulance, his heart stopped suddenly. The doctors re-started his heart in the ambulance and did so twice again at the
hospital. He received very good medical care, but unfortunately there was nothing more the doctors could do.
Paul had a flurry of activity the rest of the night, while I mostly stayed out of the way. He was on the phone to Margaret and to
the consulate in Merida, to Cathy (our guide) downstairs, and to Jim Schwartz (the tour company president) in Cancun. It was decided
that first thing tomorrow morning Paul would fly from Cancun to Merida to be with Margaret and help her with all the details that follow a
death. Cathy was flying to Costa Rica at roughly the same time, and the group from Indiana would be going home tomorrow afternoon.
[…And it was, in hindsight, a good thing that our group had arranged for another day at the beach and were set to return a
day later.] That would leave Nancy and me to supervise the kids from Iowa for the last two days of the trip. Since the banks were
closed for election day, Paul had very little money. We pooled all the money we had, including what I was saving as a souvenir of the
trip, so he would have the funds to make it to Merida. When the plans were made, we all said good-night, but I doubt anyone really got
much sleep.

THURSDAY, JULY 7 Æ ISLA MUJERES & CANCUN
Paul was gone before I was up this morning. He and Cathy caught the first ferry back to Cancun. Jim Schwartz met them there
and made arrangements for Paul to fly to Merida and for both he and Margaret to return on the last day of the trip, if possible. By mid
morning Paul was aboard a vintage Aerocaribe prop-plane headed back westward. [I never did find out how much this flight cost,
or whether it was Paul or the tour company that paid for it. It would be interesting to know.] After a very crowded flight Paul got
off the plane in Merida, walked out of the airport, and found—who else—Tony Escalante, the taxi driver who had shown us the sights
earlier. Paul arranged to hire Tony and his combi for 50,000 pesos ($22.22) to take him and Margaret wherever and whenever they
needed to go in the city. I am sure Paul was glad to see a familiar face on arriving in Mérida.
Both Nancy and I were up fairly early, but we had arranged to meet fairly late (eightish) for breakfast. We joined the girls for a
mediocre breakfast (omelette, toast, juice, and coffee) at the hotel’s restaurant—a meal I charged, having given Paul most of my
money. Next we got all the passports, traveler’s cheques, etc. out of the hotel’s safe deposit box. We weren’t sure if this would create
a problem, since the box was in Paul’s name, but no one asked any questions. We then set out to find a bank and replenish our funds.
We walked around downtown a bit before finding what appeared to be the only bank on the entire island, a branch of Banca Serafin,
“the number one bank in the Maya country”.

Having experienced a wide assortment of problems and confusion at banks elsewhere in the world, I was very pleased to find
that Mexican banks are quite friendly and efficient. Their only real problem is that they are open at most only four hours a day—from
nine to one. Banca Serafin had one teller whose exclusive purpose was changing dollars into pesos. She very carefully looked over
our traveler’s cheques, and she was careful to check our passports and make sure we were who we said we were. She was, however,
both friendly and helpful. After processing the cheques, she sent us to the cashier, who was conveniently located right next o her. He
handed us our money (in convenient 10,000 and 20,00 peso notes), and we were on our way. It took nearly as long to walk to the bank
as it did to change our money. [This is one way technology has made travel MUCH easier. Today, even on election day, we
could have just gone to an ATM and withdrawn all the money we needed in pesos.]
I picked up some brochures at the bank advertising their various financial services. It was interesting to read a pamphlet
describing how a checking account worked and how to write a check. I think checking accounts may be new in Mexico; I certainly
never saw anyone actually writing a check. Savings accounts in Mexico are also interesting. They earn interest, just as accounts in
any other country. But every month they also pay an “inflation bonus” to compensate for the falling peso. With the bonus figured in, a
person can end the year with several times the money he had in the bank at the beginning of the year—yet with the same (or less)
buying power.
We were not sure whether or not Paul and Margaret would be able to complete the details in Merida in time to join the group
when we flew back to the States. Because of this Nancy and I wanted to be certain we knew what to do to get the girls safely to the
airport. The group from Indiana was leaving today, and we decided to accompany them to the airport and watch the various details
involved in getting there and getting out of the country. [I’m not sure if this was our decision or that of the tour company, but it
was certainly a wise one.] At mid-morning we walked down to the docks to cross back over to the mainland. We took a different boat
this time, a big car ferry that was slower, but sturdier than the lanchas. After about an hour we arrived in Punta Sam, a little town well
north of Cancun.
I was delighted to see a friendly face as we got off the ferry. Jim from the tour company had hired a light blue VW combi at the
airport car-rental counter, and he used it to drive us all to the airport. Twelve of us, plus the girls' luggage (including an enormous pinata
one of the girls from Indiana had been lugging around ever since Mexico City), crowded into this microbus that was intended to seat
nine. The combi was supposed to be air conditioned, but with all those bodies in the tropical sun, you wouldn't know it. It was cramped,
but it was much better than separating the group and going by taxi.
Jim took the long way to the airport to give the girls a view of the tourist part of Cancun. The "Zona Hotelera" or "Zona
Turistica" is a totally planned city that in fewer than twenty years has risen from nothing to one of the world's most famous resorts. It is a
beautiful, but totally artificial city dedicated to the sole purpose of making tourists happy. It was totally different from anything else we
had seen in Mexico, In fact, the only place I've ever seen anything like it was in Atlantic City, New Jersey. [Spain’s Costa del Sol is
also quite similar.] The resort area is on a long, narrow island connected to the mainland by a bridge. A ten-mile long boulevard
winds through the island connecting the various hotels, restaurants, and shopping areas. Interesting lights, statues, and fountains
decorate the way, and the lovely hotels themselves make for a charming setting. It is illegal to build towering buildings in Cancun, so
the city is made up of five to ten-floor resorts spread out over the length of the island.
After giving us the grand tour of the city, Jim headed out to the airport. Cancun’s airport is well south of the city, surrounded
by nothing but jungle. It’s really a very small airport for such a popular resort, but that was fine with me, since small meant it was less
likely to cause problems and confusion. Cancun has the same yellow pre-fab ticket counters and leather strap seats we saw in every
Mexican airport, but there was also a small shopping mall filled with clothing and souvenirs. There were very few people at the airport,
and the Indiana group managed to check in, pay their departure tax, go through immigration, and deal with the other formalities without
any real problems. We saw them off, and then Jim offered to show the girls around Cancun at a bit more length.
Since the beginning of the trip the girls had
wanted to see one thing, if nothing else, in all of
Mexico—the Hard Rock Café. This is apparently a
chain of restaurant/bars based in London with branches
in major tourist cities around the world. They feature a
rock music theme, and apparently famous musicians
visit and perform there. It is very “in” right now to wear
T-shirts with the Hard Rock Café logo. Cancun has
Mexico's only Hard Rock Cafe, and all the girls wanted
to go there. They had a long list of friends back home
who wanted T-shirts as gifts. I can't say I was as
excited as the girls, but I certainly wasn't going to pass
up a chance to visit THE place to go. [It’s really
strange to think of Hard Rock Cafés as being so
new that they needed to be defined. I’ve been to
half a dozen or so since then, but Cancun’s was the
first.]
The Hard Rock Café is on a shopping center
arcade sandwiched between two major hotels in the
heart of the Cancun tourist zone. A pink Cadillac atop a
pillar out front ensures you can’t miss the place. We

Hard Rock Café – Cancun

walked in and were seated at a table by the bar. The woodwork in the place was dark and rough, and the tables were covered in blue
gingham. Musical instruments, old records, and pictures of rock stars decorated the place. It was interesting and pleasant.
The prices, on the other hand, were not so pleasant. I figured things would be expensive, but the prices ended up being
higher than we had seen anywhere else in Mexico. The T-shirts were fairly reasonable at $10 to $20; but although the food was good,
even with the atmosphere it was overpriced by Mexican standards. It would have been expensive even in America. The cheapest soft
drinks were 3500 pesos ($1.56), and the sandwiches averaged around 15,000 ($6.67). They also sell items like steak, but the prices
go up to 45,000 pesos ($20). Our elegant dinner at the Gran Hotel was cheap compared to a hamburger here. I was floored when Jim
offered to treat us all to lunch at the American prices the Hard Rock charges. Today's lunch was NOT included in our tour price, and it
was a major expense from his pocket to treat the five of us to lunch at so pricey an establishment. We said it wasn't necessary, and
when he insisted we all had very light lunches. Still, his check must have come to around sixty dollars—for food we could have gotten
for under $20 at any McDonalds. [That’s not strictly true. The sandwiches at Hard Rock are both larger and better than fast
food burgers—and, of course, we were really paying for atmosphere. I’ve learned by discovery that Hard Rock appears to
have pretty uniform pricing the world over. That makes them one of the cheapest places to eat in New Orleans and quite
affordable in Europe, but extremely overpriced in a Third World resort.]
After lunch we spent some time browsing through the Plaza Caracol, an American-style mall in Cancun. Like the café, the
mall was also a bit out of my price range. The various shops sold things like $40 T-shirts and $100 shoes. There were also some
handicrafts, at prices two or three times what things sell for in Mexico City. A lot of items were not marked with prices, and I assumed if
I had to ask I couldn't afford to buy. I did some window shopping, but with prices like those very little money left my wallet. I did pick up
some souvenirs and a couple of newspapers at the “Farmacia Turistica”, and Nancy also bought some odds and ends. Even the girls
didn’t find much they really wanted to buy, though.
It was clear at the mall just how much Cancun caters to tourists. Everyone speaks English here. We bought ice cream cones,
and the clerk seemed to find it amusing that I should order in Spanish—a far cry from the rest of Mexico where you get much better
service when you speak the local language. The U.S. dollar is standard currency here, too. Most of the tourists who visit only Cancun
don’t bother to change their money at all. Many prices are quoted in dollars, and everyone has a cash register full of American change.
It was a very different experience when Nancy paid for some souvenirs with a 10,000 peso note and needed about 3,000 pesos in
change. The clerk at the store did not have 3,000 pesos in her cash register in any combination. To solve the problem she gave Nancy
a U.S. one-dollar bill and then reached into her own purse and took out a 1,000 peso note. The combination was worth about the
correct amount, but it amazed me to see her taking money from her own purse to make change. I wonder if an accountant monitors her
register at the end of the day.
Jim drove us back northward through the city. With only six in the combi, things were much more comfortable. I sat up front,
and the air conditioning was very pleasant. We stopped at Puerto Juarez and took a lancha back to Isla Mujeres. On the boat we sat
across from a very large woman with three children—two boys and an infant. I would love to know what the woman does to earn money
and how much she makes. She and the boys had neat, but old clothes on, yet the boys wore brand new Reebok sneakers. She gave
one boy a small Mexican coin to buy one little glass of pop, which they shared between the three of them. The boys also ate a package
of "Tuinky-Wonder" on the voyage. She had an enormous bag filled with supplies for the baby, including a sort of do-it-yourself formula
she made from powdered milk, Karo syrup, and water. When the man came to collect fares, she gave him one American dollar. I found
it odd that she should pay with US currency, and it was even stranger because the dollar would exchange for less than what the fare
should have been for her family. She said it was all she had, and the man went on to the next person.
By now we had pretty much seen everything there was to see on Isla Mujeres. It was hot beyond belief, so Nancy and I just
lazed around in the hotel through the late afternoon. We had dinner at a poolside outdoor restaurant at our hotel. Nancy had shrimp
and fruit on a skewer, while I had steak. Dinner was comparatively expensive, but it still cost about the same as lunch at the Hard Rock
Café.
Paul called this evening. He had found Margaret with no problem, and the American consulate had helped them work out the
various paperwork with death certificates, funeral directors, and so on, in just one day. That meant they would be meeting us in Cancun
tomorrow for the flight back to the States. It had simplified things that Brian had said for some time that he wanted to be cremated.
Cremation is quite common in Mexico, and ashes are both simpler and less expensive to ship than a corpse. Paul and Margaret had
called the rest of the family back in Iowa, and they had also contacted the church where Brian was a minister. The death still seemed
unbelievable, but at least things were falling into place.
Although Margaret certainly had a lot of unexpected expenses, all the charges were quite reasonable. Medical care is
subsidized in Mexico, and while the hospital charged Margaret the "high" rate, her bill was still only 10,000 pesos (US$4.44). The
doctor's bill for coming to the hotel and for service at the hospital was less than a hundred dollars. The most dramatic difference in
cost, though, was the bill from the funeral home—a small fraction of what American undertakers charge.
It was really good to talk with Paul and Margaret. Knowing they were together safely and knowing we would see them
tomorrow helped put my mind at ease. I didn’t sleep well tonight, but it was certainly more restful than the night before.

FRIDAY, JULY 8 Æ ISLA MUJERES, CANCUN, CHICAGO, & DES MOINES
I woke up early this morning and got all my luggage together. We told the girls to have their things downstairs in time to catch
an early ferry to the mainland. I had arranged with the boys who drove the tricycles to not only take our luggage to the ferry, but also to
ride across and deliver it directly to Jim's combi on the other side. Their 30,000 peso fee (US$13.33) is probably exorbitant by Mexican
standards, but with all of Paul's and some of Margaret's luggage—not to mention our own—I was pleased to pay it.

En route to the docks I had an interesting conversation with the older of the tricycle boys. It was before eight in the morning,
and he did not seem at all awake. In fact he acted a bit hung-over. This became a more definite possibility when he asked how to say
"dolor de cabeza" in English. The phrase means "headache", and he seemed to have a major one.
We got to the docks, and I bought tickets for the group (5,000 pesos for us and 4,000 pesos for the boys and the luggage, or
US$4 all together). With the luggage tricycles we had to take the car ferry, which is really a much more pleasant ride than the lanchas.
Nancy and I sat in a little room downstairs, close to the luggage. Most of the other people in the room seemed to be Mexican mothers
with their children. It was interesting to look at the people traveling with their vehicles. There was a pair of teenage Mexican boys
driving a van who spent the entire trip on the ferry chain-smoking. For fire safety smoking is strictly prohibited on the vehicle decks of
American ferries, but standards are different elsewhere. We also saw a wealthy American family traveling in a Jeep. The ship staff
wanted them to pull their vehicle clear up to the edge of the boat, but the father (who looked like “Trapper John” on the old doctor show)
insisted on parking under the roof. After they parked he and his wife went upstairs, but their son stayed behind. He was late high
school or early college age, and he wore a purple shirt unbuttoned to the waist. He had a long dangling ear-ring, and he seemed
completely bored to be traveling with his parents. He kept shifting from one seat to another in the Jeep, trying to sleep, but I don’t think
he really got much of a nap on the boat. The father turned out to be right to park under the roof. Rain poured down as we traveled, but
only the windshield of his Jeep got wet.
Jim met us again at Punta Sam, and we got ourselves and all the luggage safely into his rented combi. The air conditioning
was most welcome as the fresh rain evaporated into the already humid air. We drove back through the tourist strip and then southward
to the airport. Cancun seems to be perpetually under construction, so you can’t get anywhere fast. It’s about twenty miles from Punta
Sam to the airport, but the trip takes nearly an hour.
Margaret and Paul had gotten out of Merida with no problems, and they were waiting for us at the Cancun airport. The airport
was much more crowded today (I think Friday may be a major flight day); there were long lines of American tourists everywhere.
Check-in had not started yet, so we spent a while browsing through the shops at the airport. When it did come time to check in, there
was one small problem. The ticket agent looked over our tickets and then carefully compared them to a computer-printed list. He looked
again and asked "cuantos Sullivan" (how many Sullivans?). This put Margaret in the awkward position of having to explain what
happened. We did get checked in fairly quickly, though, and this time we made sure everyone's luggage had the proper tag. We made
our way through another line to pay our departure tax, lined up yet again for the metal detector, passed quickly through immigration
(which amounts to nothing more than turning in your tourist card), and entered the departure lounge.
All international flights, regardless of airline, leave from the same gate in Cancun. There are no ramps like larger airports have.
Instead the planes line up outside the exit door, and you walk over to the appropriate plane. A man and a woman alternate making
announcements, and every few minutes they call another group of passengers to board. Our flight was delayed for an hour due to a
mechanical problem, but finally they announced that Mexicana Flight 806 was ready for boarding. We went to the doors and were told
to walk to the second plane on the left. That was indeed our aircraft, and soon we were all on board and ready for take-off.
The flight from Cancun to O’Hare was slightly shorter than the flight to Mexico City. Cancun is almost straight south of
Chicago, while Mexico City is both south and west. It was a rather rough flight, and because of the turbulence we missed out on a
snack we were supposed to be served. We did have lunch, though, plus cheese and fruit, plus endless rounds of beverages—so we
were hardly in a position to complain.
We arrived in Chicago at about six o'clock. I thought we were going to circle the airport for a while, but suddenly we descended
quickly and landed right away. We taxied for a while and ended up in what is essentially a big parking lot for airplanes in some obscure
part of the airport. We then walked down the steps of the plane and boarded a big bus that took us to the customs area (which is, oddly
enough, in the basement of the O'Hare parking ramp). Never in my life have I been through an easier customs inspection than the one
we had at O'Hare. As at most American airports there are separate desks for immigration and customs. I walked up to immigration (with
only carry-on luggage), where a very friendly man asked a few questions and stamped my passport and customs declaration. I then got
my luggage from the carousel and walked over toward the customs desks. There was a big rope blocking off the entrance to that area,
and a man simply took my customs declaration and waved me (and everyone else) onward. I’ve never had a really difficult time with
customs, but this time was easier than most.
The exit from customs was to the underground passageway that connects the various parts of the airport. We walked back
past the subway station and past a few other terminals before coming to Terminal 1, the new United area. We took an elevator upstairs
and there encountered some of the most friendly airport personnel I have ever met. Apparently United has several people wandering
through their terminal looking for people who might have questions. One of them spotted us and led us directly to an empty check-in
counter. As in Cancun, the woman asked about Brian, and when Nancy explained the situation to her, she got a strange look on her
face and pressed just one button on her computer. I imagine the button simply cancelled Brian’s reservation, but from her reaction it
almost seems as if the button could have said “Deceased”. After checking us in the woman told us where to find an automatic teller so
Margaret could get some extra cash. She was a very pleasant person. The other United employees were also very friendly; I was
really impressed by their courtesy. The new terminal was also nice. It was bright, clean, comfortable, convenient, and efficient. We
had quite a bit of time to kill before our flight, but it was a very pleasant wait.
We had rented luggage carts to carry our bags around the airport. After checking our suitcases to Des Moines, we returned
the carts to the vending racks. You pay a dollar to rent a luggage cart, and the machine refunds a quarter when you return it. I returned
one, and of course I claimed my refund. Melanie, one of the girls from Oskaloosa, also returned a cart, but she just left the refund in the
coin slot, saying "well, it's only a quarter; you can't buy anything with that." I know prices are higher these days than when I was
younger, but it really was disgusting to see this girl turn up her nose at a quarter. I really liked her through most of the trip, but on this
occasion she just seemed like a spoiled brat. Maybe one quarter won't buy much, but several quarters together will buy quite a bit.

Millions of people in Mexico lead full, happy lives earning not much more than a quarter an hour, yet here was an American teenager
who was literally throwing away money. Her attitude really bothered me, and I literally bit my lip to keep from telling her off. I rescued
the quarter and gave it to Margaret. I don’t know how Margaret may have spent that money, but it certainly did more good in her purse
than it did sitting in the machine. [It amazes me how many people don’t bother to claim change or pick up dropped money.
Prices have skyrocketed since, but even today I wouldn’t let a quarter—or even a penny—go to waste.]
We flew to Des Moines on United flight 495. We left the gate right on time at 9:50, but there was runway construction, and a
long line of jets were waiting to take off. It was nearly half an hour before we were in the air. There was almost nobody on the plane,
which made for a very pleasant flight. We were served drinks and nuts, and because there were so few people the flight attendants
offered us all the nuts we wanted to eat.
It was very late when we arrived in Des Moines. We waited quite a while for our luggage to arrive (the Mexican airports were
much more efficient with their luggage service [or more likely we lucked out]), and then said our good-byes as the girls left with their
families. Paul got the car (he had paid $45 to park at the airport for the trip), and we drove back over to the Motel 6. We had
reservations, so even though it was late, three rooms were waiting for us. We bid each other good-night, and I for one got to sleep very
quickly.

SATURDAY, JULY 9 Æ DES MOINES TO GALVA, IOWA
It was still fairly early when we got up this morning. I slept soundly, but I could have continued sleeping well into the morning.
We had breakfast at a nearby Perkin’s and then drove back to Algona. I unpacked, and we all quickly looked through the few souvenirs
I had bought. Nancy’s parents drove down from Minneapolis with Rachel and Timothy, and the kids were certainly delighted to see
Mommy and Daddy. We all had lunch together at Happy Chef [I don’t recall there ever being one in Des Moines, and I know there
isn’t one now], and then we headed westward to Galva. Plans had to be made for Brian’s memorial service; and, since Margaret’s
home was the parsonage, she needed to find a new place to live. It made for a hurried ending to the trip, but when things need to be
done, you adapt.

IN CONCLUSION
Brian's service was lovely—upbeat and musical like the funerals we had for my parents. Shortly after it, we helped Margaret
move from the large parsonage to a small house out in the country. She will be teaching again this fall and while things will certainly not
be normal for her, she will at least be back to a routine.
[It’s really hard to believe how long ago this was. I think of Margaret as having been widowed pretty much my whole
adult life—and essentially that’s true. Margaret never really even unpacked at the farm home near Galva, instead spending a
year navigating a maze of boxes. She got her old job teaching Spanish at Cresco back and settled in at the retirement home
she and Brian were building east of Decorah. She recently retired, which has allowed her the time to finally make that place a
real home. While teaching Spanish, Margaret took many other groups on trips. She traveled to Spain, Honduras, and Peru,
but never again to Mexico.]

Margaret Sullivan’s “Little House on the Prairie” near Galva, Iowa
I will finish with the same questions I have used to end my other travelogues [You’ll notice very little editing here. That’s
because the answers really haven’t changed.]:
DID YOU LIKE MEXICO? I will answer this in two entirely different ways. If asked about the country—the land, the buildings,
etc.—I would have to say no. Mexico is not a pretty country. The cities are polluted, crumbling, and ugly; the slums are repulsive; and
there is nothing very scenic about the rural landscapes. I enjoyed the Indian ruins, but not so much that I would go back just to see
them again. Neither did I care much for the beaches and the sea. The country as a whole I could take or leave; I didn’t care a lot for it.
If, on the other hand, I were asked about the people, the lifestyle, and the atmosphere in Mexico, I would have to say that yes,
I liked it very much indeed. In this sense I liked Mexico better than any other country I have visited. You can’t help but be impressed by
people who work twelve hours a day for the lowest of wages, yet are cheerful and optimistic about their lives. I felt a lot of the old

Protestant work ethic in this extremely Catholic country, and it certainly shattered all the stereotypes I ever had about the lazy people
with their “mañana” attitude. With only a few exceptions the Mexicans struck me as honest, courteous, sincere, and deeply religious.
They were always neat and clean, no matter how desperate their circumstances. They are quiet, stoic people, yet they were usually
extremely friendly. As visitors we were treated like royalty, especially in Mexico City. Despite all the warnings we had heard about
crime, I felt quite safe in Mexico. Mexico City may be the largest place on earth, but I felt safer there than in Chicago or Winnipeg or
Barcelona. What most impressed me, though, was that most Mexicans lead full and happy lives without being wealthy. It bothers me
to hear so many of my students say that their only real goal is to make (and spend) a lot of money. [There’s less of that today, thank
goodness, as the pendulum of young politics has swung back left.] Mexicans don’t have the money to waste on the endless
luxuries my students buy. They make the best of what they have. Money is secondary in Mexico—a most refreshing change.
WHAT DID YOU LIKE MOST IN MEXICO? From my first reaction there I would never have predicted this, but my favorite
place was Mexico City. It is dumpy, dirty, and crowded, but the people there bring out the beauty that is beneath the surface. I loved
the old-time elegance in our hotel, and I enjoyed seeing all the museums and monuments from Indian and colonial times. More than
that, though, I just enjoyed walking down the streets and seeing all the people just going about their business. There’s something
different every minute, and it’s always fascinating. I had read so many magazine articles that sounded like obituaries for the city that I
expected to see nothing but an uncontrolled mob of starving people choking in the dirty air. Instead I found a no-nonsense,
businesslike city that keeps on going in spite of earthquakes, traffic jams, pollution, and poverty. I really liked Mexico City, and I would
not mind going back there again and again.
WHAT DID YOU LIKE THE LEAST? Even without a death to blacken its memory, I think I would answer Mérida. The tourist
part of Mérida had very little that was really interesting, and it was mobbed with people trying to sell hammocks and has. Mérida’s
streets and sidewalks are awkward, and it seemed as if we walked forever to get anywhere. The hotel in Mérida was my least favorite
of the ones we stayed in—which is odd, considering that it was the one most like an American motel. While Mérida is wealthier than
Mexico City, it still looked dumpy. The Maya people were very reserved; they struck me as less friendly than the people elsewhere.
Finally the extreme heat makes Mérida a furnace in summer. Even given this year’s heat wave, I will take an Iowa summer any time.
ARE MEXICANS RICH OR POOR? That’s a hard question, because it really depends on what standards you use to judge it.
Mexico, is, of course, a much poorer country than the U.S. Overall it’s probably the poorest place I have visited. It is officially classed
as a “Third World” or “developing” country. It’s not just a poor country, though. Compared to many Third World nations, Mexico is quite
wealthy. There aren’t the extremes of rich and poor you see in some countries (like Portugal), and there is a very large middle class. It
surprised me what a wide variety of income levels there was.
HOW WAS YOUR SPANISH? I was wishy-washy to answer this one after the trip to Spain, but in Mexico there was no
question—my Spanish was really very good. I had no difficulty understanding others or making myself understood. I had no problems
at all with the language.
… AND A FINAL NOTE: I hesitate to say this was a good vacation, but I think really we did all enjoy it. Brian thoroughly
enjoyed himself right up to the last day in Merida. I can still picture him climbing pyramids and talking with the Maya boys. I certainly
had fun through most of the trip, and I am thankful to Jim Schwartz for entertaining us in Cancun. His hospitality saw that Nancy and I
and the girls had an enjoyable time on what would otherwise have been a dull, depressing day. There is a tremendous shock when a
tragedy like Brian's death occurs—a shock I really can not put into words—yet even with that I must say that our trip was a good one.

